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OBJECTIVES OF A TELVE-YEAR MATHE TICS PROGRAM 
FOR ELE1ENTÁRY AÍD SECONDARY SCHOOLS 

CHAPTER I 

INTROD UGT ION 

Accelerating developments of our dynamic society cause stresses 

and strains on its parts, aong then public education. Inevitable 

ocial chaìe creates cultural lags in various phases of social 

organization including the reaLn of public education (1.). In view 

of these socioloical 'laws,' it is advisable occasionally to re- 

examine and. to reaopraise procedures, objectives, and assumptions 

of public education. 

There hs.s been, and is, criticism of public mathematics educa- 

tion (73, pp. 6I-6) (9, pp. 38-39). There is not unanimity of 

opinion anona experts and layrnei concerninm what mathematics should 

be taw;ht to whom, and when (]J, p. l6i). Hence, it seems appro- 

priate that a study be ìmdertaken to find valid Rrourids for deter- 

mining objectives of public mathematics education at this particular 

stage in the development of American culture, arid then to formulate 

tenable objectives for public mathatìcs education 

Statement of the Problem 

The problem of this study is to establish a currently, reason- 

ably tenable basis for determining objectives of mathematics educa- 

tion in public elementary and secondary schools, and then to propose 

some objectives of mathematics education in accordance therewL th. 
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The use of the terms, 'currently, 'dynaiic society,' 'social 

change,' and 'stage in development,' in the preceding paragraphs 

connotes the conceot that there are no final or eternal answers to 

the problem. The problem might be stated, "lVhat should the public 

schools be attempting to do now with respect to mathematics educa- 

tion?" 

It should be noted that there are repeated references to 

public education and to lic schools . The study is concerned 

with objectives of mathematics education in ele'nentary and 

secondary schools as opposed to private schools, tutoring, or rnathe- 

matical learning in the abstract. What limitation this puts on the 

problem remains to be seen. 

Educational programs and investigations relating to them have 

geographic and social settings. Although this study is general 

in nature and application insofar as the United States is concernei, 

it has its setting in Oregon. Oregon has a relatively homogeneous 

population, high literacy, and well-rated schools (L) . Data and 

findings may not apply equally to cultures and schools which are 

significantly different from Oregon's. 

the Study 

Values aro subjective ad depend upon the evaluator. Possible 

values of this study are: 

The study may provide a frane of reference for programs of 

mathematics education in public schools. 
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The study may stinulate further consideration of the problem 

and serve as ari example of a procedure to be used in its solution. 

The study may clarify some issues re-arding .athematics educa- 

tion for educators and laynen. 

The report nay serve as a source of infomation and data hear- 

ing on objectives of mathematics education. 

Assuniptions 

There are some assumptions that form a background for the 

study. The assumptions have varying degrees of significance for 

the oroblem and are not rigorously validated. Highly significant 

assumotions are examined later on, and reasons are given for their 

postulation. 

Background assumptions are as f o1low: 

It is assumed that some mathematical knowledge is an essential 

for living in today's world. 

It is asstmed that. the public schools ere obligated to provide 

instruction in mathenatics. 

It is assumed that the pattern of public education is, and 

will be for the next few years, a twelve-year program for practi- 

cally ali the children of practically all the people (i9, pp. 5-6). 

It is assumed that tlie 'no-failure' policy is, and will in- 

creasingly become, the vogue; and that children will tend to pass 

through the public schools with their ago groups with little regard 

to their acadoüc achievement (62). 



Procedure 

The study followed the form of a classical lorical argwent 

not unlike mathematical reasoning itself. The first step consisted 

of investigating a mass of data and opinion which might contain 

matter useful in the solution of the problem. These sources were 

examined to discover if they tended to lead inductivelr toward 

reasonable eneralizations, tenahie assumptions, or basic policies, 

suitable for the solution of the problem. 

The seco.id step was to formulate a set of usable postulates 

which were compatible with the sources of data and opinion, and 

which were not mutually contradictory. 

The third step was to reason deductively from the postulates 

or basic assumptions toward logical outcomes related to the proh1e. 

Lastly, conclusions resulting from the process were stated. 

Sources of Data, Opinions, and Ideas 

The sources investigated in the first step for assembling 

data, ideas, and opinions were: 

A longitudinal study of mathematics education was made from 

histories; and for the last century, by analysis of the yearbooks 

of educational associations, and by a study of the promulgations 

of various coìmiitteos and commiscions appointed by recognized edu- 

cational aencies. Concomitant with this historical analysis, a 



cursory study of changes in pscho1oy and theories of learning a 

they related to mathematics education was made. 

Recortt writings of experts aM authorities in the field viere 

checked for their views on principles and objectives of mathematics 

education, and their underlying assumptions. 

Official courses of study relating to mathematics education 

from nearly every state in the Union were secured and analyzed for 

their objectives of mathematics education. 

Current mathematics texts and sets of texts with accompanying 

teachers' manuals were investigated and compared, to glean from the 

their stated and iplicit premises and aims of mathematics educa- 

tion. 

Standardized mathematics and eneral educational achievement 

tests in use in public schools were survcrcd for their implicit 

objectives of mathematics education. 

Eleven Oregon school districts were visited; informal inter- 

views with administrators, teachers, and students were held; a few 

class visitations were made; pertinent practices and printed poi1- 

cies were perused in an effort to discover what were the presurnp- 

tive principles and objectives of mathematics education. 

A fruitful source of data, information, and opinion was that 

of scanning the rich and varied literature ar research relating 

directly and indirectly to mathematics education. This included 

psychological, educational, and sociolo;ical research and profes- 

sional Opinion as well as lay views. 



A few simple surveys concerning mathematical practices and 

opinion were made by telephone, questionnaire, letters, and inter- 

views with mathematicians, educators, business folk, students, and 

parents. 

Definitions 

The meanings of three terms, 'objectives,' 'mathematics,' and 

'education,' used in this paper will bear consideration. Concern- 

ing the first and third, 'objectives' and 'education,' there is 

little disagreement, hut 'mathematics' has a multiplicity of mean- 

irigs. 

Ojectives. According to p. 239), the term, objec- 

tive, is smonymous with purpose or aim. He finds virtually no 

attempt in contemporary educational literature to distinguish mean- 

ings between these terms. The Dictionary of Education (23, p. 273) 

defines objective as: 

(i) a standard or goal to be achieved by the pupil 
when the work in the school activity or school divi- 
sion is completed; (2) the end toward which a 
school-sponsored actiiñty is directed; (3) a desired 
change in the behavior of a pwil as a result of expe- 
rience directed y the school. 

An objective connotes a purpose. Objectives of mathematics 

edacation will vary with individuals involved. Students, parents, 

business men, school administrators, and teachers may have difterent 

goals in mind with reference to mathematics education. 
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The tern, ohj ectives, ir this paper usually refers to aims of 

classroom teachers with regard to: 

a. standards or goals to he achieved by pupils when the wrk 

in a school activity or school division is completed; and 

b. changes in behavior of pupils desired by classroom teachers 

as a re:u1t of experiences directed by the school. 

Then objectives of others than classroom teachers are meant, 

it will he indicated. 

Education. 

The aggregate of all the proceses employed wider the 
auspices of the schools by means of which a person 
develops abilities, attitudes, and other forms of be- 
havior of positive vslue in the society in which he 
lives (23, p. l)i5). 

The tern, education, refers in general to the Anerican siste 

of public instruction including elementary and secondary schools, 

and in particular to facets of the curricula and programs sponsored 

by the schools. 

Mat}ernatjcs education is the aggre:ate of efforts by public 

school instructors to promote and enhance mathematical knowledge 

and skills of pupils. 

Liathematics. Webster's (36, p. lSih) unabridged dictionary 

defines mathematics as that: 

. . . science or class of science which treats of 
the exact relations existing between quantities or 
magnitudes and operations, and of the methods by which, 
in accordance with these relations quantities 
sought are deducible from others known or sup- 
posed; the science of serial, spatial, quantitative, 



ad rarituda1 relations; Lie scínce of order. 
Mathematics is usually classified as follows: 
(1) puro rnathmatics. 

. .; (2) abstract ma the- 
matics. . .also called pure mathematics; (3) 
anpliecl mhernaic5. 

Funk arid Wagnall' s (2n. p. 127) imabrided dictionary has a 

little different emphasis in its definition .0 mathe!ciatics: 

The science that treats of quantity or magnitude, 
and of their measurements, especially by the use 
of symbols, and that investigated deductively the 
spatial, serial and numerical relations existing 
between objects of perception; in a wider sense, 
the group of allied sciences concerned with the con- 
crete application of such abstract data. athe- 
natics embraces pure, or abstract, mathematics of 
(i) arithmetic. . .; (2) algebra. . .; (3) theory 
of numbers; (4) theory of probabilities; () the 
anal-sis of real. quantities. . .; (6) Lhe analysis 
of complex quantities. . .; (7) pure geometrr. 
(8 ) algebra and analysis as applied to geometry. . .; 
(9) differential geometry. .; and applied, or 
mixed, ;nathe:atics truating of (i) mechanics. . .; 
(2) physics. . .; (3) geodesy and geophysics. . 

(!.) astrono. In both pure and applied mathematics 
the treatment may he (1) by systhe sis or (2) by 
analysis. 

The 1955 World Book Encyclopedia (91, p. L.373) says: 

Mathematics is usually thought of as a branch of 
human activity which is concerned with the logical 
arrangements of such things as number, quantity, ai 

form. . .Aodern mathematics is concerned ñ.th even 
broader ideas than these. any of these ideas seem 
to have no relation to objects in the real world, 
although some of them were su 

; 
ested to raathemati- 

cians by ordinary things . . . There are really two 
kinds of mathematics. . .applied. .(and). .pure. 

The Dictionary of Education does not define mathematics but 

does define several different kinds of mathematics . It says that 

mathematical education is the body of mathematical knowledge, 



together with the techniques for enlarri arid anplying the knowl- 

edge, that can he used t,o advantage in the social and intellectual 

enlightenment cf the incvidnal or the group. 

Other definitions or descriptions of riathernatics are: 

Freeman (19, p. 251) 

Mathematics may roper1y be thoug1t of as a language 
-that is, as a particular set or particular sets of 
snhols which represent special aspects of reality. 

apoport (7, n. 122) 

Mathematics i another system of logic. It is a 
system of rules applied to assertions in the form 
of equations, 

inequalities1 and other relations, so 
that given certain assertions, we may derive others 
froii them. For example, if it is asserted that the 
difference of two numbers is equal to the difference 
of their squares, then we can assert that either the 
two nucibers are equal, or their au;a is 1. 

Kinney (29, pp. Ll97-)498), writing his chapter on ".4athematics 

in the Curriculum" in TIlE H:WH SCHOOL CURRICULUM discusses the 

nature of mathematics under three headings: 

1. Mathematics as a Way of Thinking. Mathematical 
symbols, formulas, units of measurement, and statis- 
tical expressions are essentially devices to facili- 
tate rmatheratical thinking. The increasing refine- 
ment of measurement in industry and elsewhere as wehï 
as the extended use of new tyces of maps, and defini- 
tion of time zones, are typical of the increased pre-- 
cision in dealing with social problems. 

2. Mathematics as a Means of Coiwaunication. A quan- 
titative idea can pass from one individual to anoth r 
without loss of meaning only in case both have the 
ability to use or interpret quantitative modes of 
expression. These include such devices as numbers 
and other symbols, formulas, charts, tables, and the 
terino1ogy of counting, measuring, and defining 
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shape, size, and position. It is interesting to 
note, in the LLterature of reent years, the grow- 
ing extent to which competence ori the part of the 
general public is assumed in this area. 

3 . Mathematics in Reflective Thiiìking. Probln 
solving is not the special province of any one 
field of subject matter. It is rather the concern 
of all fields of science. In a problem dealing 
with quantitative data, however, the processes of 
problem solving are thrown into clear relief. Far 
t:is reason, the study of problem solving as such 
has become a major responsibility in mathematics 
teaching. 

A public relations brochure put out by the General Electric 

Compary (21, p. 5) has this to say about mathematics: 

When you come right down to it, all-or nearl,y all- 
of mathemati es , no mat caer how advanced, no matter 
how strange it may seem, is just four simple parts 
of ari thineti c : addition, subtraction, multiplication, 
and division. The more advanced branches of mathe- 
matics teach you how to use these four parts of 
arithmetic to solve harder problems, and they teach 
/.ou how to do those four things fast. . . Geometry, 
however, isn't really mathematics at all. 

A mathematician, Bertrand Russell, says (3, p. 17): 

Mathematics may be defined as the subject in which 
we nover know what we are talking about nor whether 
what we are saying is true. 

Another mathematician, Albert Einstein, has this to say about 

mathematics (17, p. 

Insofar as the propositions of mathematics refer to 
reality, they are uncertain, axil insofar as they are 
certain, they do not refer to reality. 

Countless other definitions or descriptions of matheuatics 

could be listed; some ionderoua, some ecstatic; some concise, some 
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voluminous; some profound, some trivial; but seldom would two defi- 

nitions be identical. Most definitions tend to reflect that mathe- 

matics has two phases but even though it is agreed that mathematics 

has two aspects, it may not be agreed as to just what mathematics 

includes. In the final analysis, mathematics is a word symboliz- 

Ing a generalization which incorporates many ideas which, to large 

numbers of people, seem to be related. Mathematics has no existence 

in the real world like a house, or power, or heat. It cannot be 

counted, or measured, or clearly defined. It exists only in the 

minds of people as a distillation of learning and experience. 

Probably no two people would put the same boundaries around the 

field of mathematics. 

For the purpose of this paper, mathematics will be an unde- 

fined terni. However, it is recognized that mathematics has two 

phases: pure and applied. Pure mathematics refers to the struc- 

türe of logic involving number systems, axioms, lawful operations, 

definitions, and symbols, which man has invented. It extends from 

the simple sequence of the natural numbers to the complete abstrae- 

tioiis of multi-dimensional fields. Applied mathematics refers to 

man's use of this structure of pure mathematics to help him think, 

get answers, and conunicate, regarding how many and how much. 

Mathematics education then becomes the bus1nes of teaching 

public school children concepts, understandings, and skills of 

pure and applied mathematics. 
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The objectives of mathematics education refer to the mathe- 

matical concepts, understandings, and skills which teachers (and 

others) want children to learn. 
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CHP'rJ II 

INVEST TGTION 

Historical Smary of Objectives of IAathematica Education 

For centuries pure 'iathernatics had been the province of philo- 

sophera and learned men. They developed and tested theories, de- 

vised kinds of numbers, inventod sybo1s and terminology and a1or- 

isms, and gradually developed a huge ranbling structure of the 

science of mathematics. The construction is continuing at an 

accelerating pace. 

hlle these philosophers were engaged in their contemplations, 

people in ordinary ta1ks of life were makin, use oï' elementary 

numbers to count their possessions and to make their calculations; 

men in the commercial world were figuring arx1 recordin their 

transactions. 

These two hase of mathematics, the theoretical and the 

practical, have been in evidence since the dawn of history. On 

the one hancì, number has been clothed in mysticism, and on the 

other, it has be'n used to drive hard bargains. 

The earliest mathematics hooks printed In England in the 

early 16th century were aLìost entirely commercial or practical 

in nature. They were little more than mathematical handbooks for 

the merchant of bookkeeper, stating definitions and giving rules 



for making computations involved in bisiness transactions. 

Mathemati.cs was so commercially-centered in Eriglaid of the 

seventeerth centurj- that it was largely neglected except by those 

whose way of life demanded it. People of culture considered 

mathematics as beneath them and suitable only for such underlings 

as shopkeepers and tradesmen. Young gentlemen were not supposed 

to evince any interest in mathematics and young ladies should 

avoid arithmetic. 

In the eighteenth century some scholars and men of culture 

were interested in pure mathematics, but mundane computation and 

clerical work was the chore of menials. It was beneath the dignity 

of a person in the upper classes to stoop to doing arithmetic. 

Beginning with Alexander Malcolm' s book, "Arithmetic Theoreti- 

cal and Practical,1' published in 1730, more interest was shown in 

non-utilitarian aspects of mathematics. In the preface of his 

book, Malcolm says, (92, p. ]J) 

"Though there be many truths discovered in the 
theory of arithmetic of which there has been no use or 
application yet found, there is no reason why these 
things should he neglected or kept out of the system; 
for they are still a part of the Science which we 
ought to enlarge more and more as far as we can: one 
age may find the use of the Theory which a former has 
invented. . 

ttThe mind of man is made for knowledge and con- 
templation, and the pleasure arising from the percep- 
tion of Beauty and order in other things is allowed 
to be worthy of rational natures: the contemplation 
of the surprising connections, the beautiful ord.er 
and harmony of relations and dependencies found among 
numbers, is not less reasonable. . 
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"Others ask no more than plain nues for the 
practice so far as they have use for it." 

At the end of the eighteenth century we find arithmetic being 

incorporated as a common school subject. The objective was utili- 

tarjan and the organization was characterized by its logical arrane- 

ment. Lists of rules were presented to be memorized and to be 

mechanically applied to dictated problems (32). 

In the nineteenth century uuch emphasis was being put on the 

cultural and mental training values of mathematics in academies 

and colleges. However, it seems that the primary purpose of mathe- 

maties education in the cormion schools was utilitarian. The erirpha- 

sis was on rote computation. 

Id by Pestalozzi in Europe and Warren Colburn in this country 

inì the early part of the nineteenth century, we find an emphasis 

on meaning and understanding being important objectives of rnathe- 

matics education. 

By 1890 psychology was becoming generally recognized in theory 

as an independent science aluhough there were rnanr vestiges of the 

metaphysical in psychological writings . It was about this time 

that American educators began to vinte about systematic theories 

of teaching, scientific pedagogy, and what later became known as 

educational psychology. Theory began to influence practice. 

An attempt will be made to trace Ti a very streamlined fashion 

shifts in teaching-learning theory and concomitant changes in 
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objectives of rlather!latics education durinr. the past three score 

years (33). This is a simplified version of a complex story and 

is one straction from reading the literature. Sorne sug- 

gested functional relationships may not actually have existed. 

The third tI,I 'rithmetic, had been in the school curriculum 

during most of the nineteenth century. There was no question that 

one objective of mathematics education was to teach children the 

rudiments of computation necessary in the practical world. There 

were questions of the what, when, and how of this strictly utili- 

tarjan value but these were minor. All children should learn to 

read, to write, and to compute, as much as they could and would. 

Since their time in school was apt to be limited, each child should 

be pushed to his capacity by any available means; the rod, the dunce 

cap, school marks, honors, praise, competition. If he didn't re- 

spond, let him quit school. 

Many elements of this situation have prevailed since 1390 and 

prevail today. But few people vrere, or are, satisfied to limit 

the objectives of mathematics education to the learning of ordinary 

practical usages . A theme runs through much literature of mathe- 

matics that it has inherent esoteric values. 

Educational practice tends to lag ten to twenty years behind 

educational theory (90, p. 321) . While "modern" educational psy- 

chologists are hawiering out their theories on the anvil of profes- 

sional debate and research the public schools tend to pursue 
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"traditional" practices with occasional innovations. There are 

many social forces operating to keep public schools conservative 

and "traditional." 

Prior to 1390, learning theory was tied up with faculty psy- 

cho10 and meritai discipline. It used to be assumed that human 

beings possessed certain mental faculties which could and should 

be trained. The mind in general could he developed and toughened 

by hard work. The harder the mental task, the better. The will 

was trained by vigorous exercise. Teachers should be authoritarians 

and drive students to do diN'icult mental tasks. A subject ideally 

suited to training the faculties and providing mental exercise was 

mathematics. A prime objective of mathematics education apart from 

any mundane utilitarian values was to train the faculties and pro- 

vide mental discipline. Long after faculty psychology and mental 

discipline had been discounted by 1eadin; educators, these objec- 

tives of mathematics education were prevalent in schools and gener- 

ally accepted by people. 

By 1890 educational psychologists iere tending to reject the 

concept that the mind was a collection of faculties and were think- 

Inc in terms of the mind hein; an integrated whole. They spoke of 

powers of the mind hut did not conceive of these powers as being 

separate entities or faculties. Older doctrines of mental discipline 

were giving away. Teachers should be more selective in 4ving 
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as$inTents. Mental poiers should be developed with certain ends 

in view. That better vehicle could be used to develop general 

mental potentialities than mathematics 1 An objective of mathe- 

maties education of te 1890's was to develop mental power. 

In the early decades of the twentieth century, psychologists 

were trying to become more scientific . Psychological measurement, 

brain structure, laws of learning became important. In 190S, 

E. L. Thorndike wa.s developing the S-R bond theory. In l9l1, 

John B. Watson was actively promoting behaviorism. About 1915, 

there was a rather abrupt and comprehensive change in psycho1oica1 

theory from that of the mind being an integrated entity to that of 

human behavior being constituted of countless S-R bonds subject to 

formation and conditioning. The function of education was to teach 

subject matter and to transmit racial experiences. This could he 

done iost effectively by atomizing subject matter into S-R units 

and making the correct S-R connections. Mathematics fitted into 

this picture very well. The fundamental processes of arithmetic 

could be broken down into so many neat combinations for learning 

purposes. (A moot point was whether 4 3 [3, and 3 4 5 3, was 

one or tv:o items. ) Mathematics was a collection of laws with defi- 

nite rules for application. Rules, formulas, procedures, etc. 

should be learfled, the more, the better. So the objectives of 

mathematics education in this era was to teach by establishing S-R 

bonds as many items of mathematics as could be taught and for which 
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a person might at some tire have sorne use. 

Vestiges of this tyoe of thinkinr are still manifest in present 

day mathematics education. 

A cradual revolt against extreaes of behaviorism took place 

in the nineteen-thirties, having been preceded by shifts in the 

thinking of the theorists. Instead of so much emphasis on discrete 
units of subject matter, the center of gravity gradually shifted 
to learning activities for building up broader skills, concepts, 

meanings, problen solving abilities. The teacher was to direct 
learning activities in such a way as to have these desirable out- 

comes result. It was difficult to be precise about the nature of 

these general skills and concepts which were to he the outcome of 

the teaching-learning process . Frequently, skills or concepts 

were logically analyzed into constituent parts in the manner of the 

behaviorists and ere sometimes lost, or disappeared, in the pro- 

cess. During this period of educational theory, which is stili sorne- 

what current, the stated objectives of mathematics education tended 

to be generalized statements of desirable skills, concepts, quanti- 

tative and critical thinking, meanings, etc. However, in actual 
practice, an biiplicit objective of mathematics educaion continued 

to be the accumulation of items of knowledge and specific skills, 
with elements of mental discipline and mind-power development thrown 

in for good measure. 

The next significant shift in teaching-learning theory was to- 
ward being more child centered. It is not yet clear just what this 
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will reu1t jr Instead of the teacher directing the learning 

activities, the function of the teacher is to guide pupil expo- 

riencing. Note the word change fron "directing" to ttuide and 

froiri to "experiencing." There is increasing empha- 

sis on the needs of each child as an unique individual, and there 

is nuch more concern about the total tîipact on the child of hi 

experie:ces under school auspices . What are the needs of this par- 

ticular child? Flaw can we guide hi to have oxperience that will 

sati&y his needs? VThat all is happening within this child as he 

undergoes ai. exporience"? Within this sort of educational frame- 

work, subject atthr as subject matter takes secondary place aid 

the welfare and wholesome cieveloprieilt of the child are paramount. 

It is not easy for a subject matter specialist to adjust to this 

point OL VW, Even if the tenets were apparently philosophically 

and psychologically sound, it is unlikely that the public and edn- 

cational authorities would or could iove very far very fast toward 

incorporatin them in the schools. Neverthelos s, teaching-learning 

theory is steadily moving toward an individual child-centered f raiie 

of refererce for education 

Findin from Cornittee Renorts and Yearbooks 

Excerpts from com'.dttee reports and association yearbooks 

of the last 60 years given in chronological order will tend to 
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rcfiect trends in guiding princIples and objectives of 'atheìatics 

education. 

The Comriittee of 1'en on Secondary $chool Studies of the Uation- 

al Educational Äsociation nae its report in 189t4 (18). The 

aittee hud sct up several conferences to consider various phas 

of the Bccondarr school curriculum. Ariong these confcrences 

one on ateiaics u;i ch made statemento foUowi 

9The conferonc on matheriatics wish to have gIven 
in cleerìthry schools not only a general survey of arith- 
:ctic, but iLo elomeuts of algebra, and concrete geoine- 

try in connection with drawing. . ." (LJ, p. 

"As things now are, the high school teacher finds 
in pupils fresh fror the arar schools no foundation 
of el&iontary mathematics conceptions outside of arith- 
metic; no acquaintence with algebraic lnngunge; and no 
accurLte knowlcdge of geometrca1 foris. " (I3, p. 

'tThe course in arithmetic (should) be at once 
abridged and enriched; abridged !y omitting entirely 
those subjects which perplex md exhaust the pupil 
without afordin any really valuable rnta1 disc ipline 
and enriched by a greater nunber of exorcises in timj le 
calcu1ztion , and in the solution of concrete proble . 

(h3, p 23) 

"The method of teaching (rnaLhematic in high school) 
should be tbrouíout objective, and such as to call i.nto 
exercise the upils' riontaJ. activity." (ti3, p. loS) 

The NA Connittec of Fifteen o: eoretry published their re- 

port about 1911. Qiiotation fror it. arc as follows: 

"In the high choo1 geornetry has long been taught 
hecaue of it& iind-trainin value ordy. This ox1usive 
attention to the disciplinary side ray be fascinating to 
iatu.re min&, hut in the ease of young pupils, it may 
lead to a dull formalism which is unfortunate." 
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"k:ìor:; the c1L' b'thalS o! arietry, the conn1t-. 

tee would euphasize the following: Geometry is taught 
ì,ecnìse oí the it çve en properly preerLted 
to the average rind. Geometry is taucht because of the 
profi,t 11 hen properly prsscnted, e. . (1) It is 
an exorcise in logic. . . Closely connected with the 
lc-ic elere'ìt is the trntn in accate and 'recise 
thought arxl expression ard the montai experience and con- 
tact +î exact tr'th." (!7, p. 3) 

Th national Corittee on Mathematical Requirements worked on 

the rrr iz&tion of VLathertic in Secondary Education for sever- 

a]. ears during acd after Tond War I Tracir their final rrport In 

1923. This as a çificrmt rety,rt in mathmatice educrntion 

Saco excerrts are: 

"It iias been customarr +i distiniiish three classes 
of alms (of iatheiatics education: (i) practical or 
utilitarian. (2) disciìinary, (3) cltural; and 'nch a 
classification is indeed a convenient one. It, should be 
kept clearly th mind, however, that the three ciases 
mentioned are not mutually exclusive and that convenience 
ot disc'ìsslon rather tn 1o'cal necessity often asigns 
a givn aic to one or the other of these classes. Indeed, 
any truly disciplthE'ry ai is ?rct5c1 and, L a broad 
sense, the saie is true of cultural alms. 

9'PACTICAL AIMS - 13y a practical or utilitarian ath, 
in the narrower sense, we mean then the Indiate or 
direct usefulness in life of a fact, method, or process 
in te.naics. 

"1. The LnnedIate and undisputed utility of the 
fundanenta]. processes of arithmetic in the life of every 
individual demands our first attention. The first Instruc- 
tion in these processes, it is true, fafla outside the 
period of instruction MOh te are considering. By- the 
end of the sixth grade e child should be able to carry 
out the fear fundamental onerations ri+Jh inters and 
with co!inon and deelmal fractions accurately and with a 
fair deTee cf speed. This íoal can be reached in all 
schools-as it is being reached in many-if the work is 
done under properly qualified teachers and if drill is 
confined to the sinp1er cases wh:Lc alone are o f importance 
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in the practical life of the great majority. Accuracy 
and facility in numerical computation are of such 
vital importance, however, to every individual that 
effective drill in this subject should be continued 
throughout the secondary school period, not in general 
as a separate topic, hut in connection with numerical 
problems arising in other work. In this numerical work, 
besides accuracy and speed, the following aims are of 
greatest importance. 

C a) A progressive increase in the pupil's under- 
standing of the nature of the fundamental operations 
and power to apply them in new situations. The funda- 
mental laws of algebra are a potent influence in this 
direction. 

( b) Exercise of common sense and judgment in corn- 
puting from approximate data, familiarity with the effect 
of small errors in measurements, the determination of 
the number of figures to be used in computing and to be 
retained in the result, arid the like. 

(c) The development of self-reliance in the handi- 
ing of numerical problems through consistent use of 
checks on all numerical work. 

"2. Of aLiost equal importance to every educated 
person is an understanding of the language of algebra and 
the ability to use the language intelligently and readily 
in Lhe expression of such simple quantitative relations 
as occur in every-day life and in the normal reading of 
the educated person. 

"Appreciation of the significance of formulas and 
ability to work out simple problems by setting up and 
solving the necessary equations îmist nowadays be in- 
cluded among the minimum requirements of any program of 
universal education. 

"3. The development of the ability to understand and 
to use such elementary algebraic methods involves a study 
oC the fundamental laws of algebra and at least a certain 
minimum of drill in algebraic technique, which when pro- 
perly tauht, will furnish the foundation for an under- 
standing of the significance of the processes cf arith- 
metic already referred to. The essence of algebra as 
distinguished from arithmetic lies in the fact that 
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algebra concerns itself with 
in general, while arithmetic 
tions on particular numbers. 

the operations upon numbers 
confines itself to opera- 

?1)4 The ability to understand and interpret correctly 
grar)hic representations of various kinds, such as nowa- 
days abound in popular discussions of current scientific, 
social, industrial, and political problems, will also be 
recognized as one of the necessary aims in the education 
of every individual. This applies to the representation 
of statistical data which are becoming increasingly im- 
portant in the consideration of our daily problems, as 
well as to the representation ar understanding of various 
sorts of dependence of one variable quantity upon another. 

"5. Finally, among the practical aims to be served 
by the study of mathematics should be listed familiarity 
with the geometric forms coumion in nature, industry, and 
life; the elenentary properties and relations of these 
forms, including their mensuration; the development of 
space-perception; and the exercise of spatial imagination. 
This involves acquaintance with such fundamental ideas 
as congruence and similarity and with such fundamental 
facts as those concerning the sum of the angles of a tri- 
angle, the pythagorean proposition, and the areas and 
volumes of the common geometric forms. 

"Among directly practical aims should also be in- 
cluded the acquisition of the ideas and concepts in terms 
of which the quantitative thinking of the world is done, 
and of ability to think clearly in terms of those con- 
cepts. . 

"IJISCIPLBJtRY AIMS - 1'fe include here those aims 
which relate to mental training, as distinguished from 
the acquisition of certain specific skills discussed 
in the preceding section. Such training involves the 
development of certain more or less g . eneral characteris- 
tics and the formation of certain mental habits which, 
besides being directly applicable in the seting in 
which they are developed or formed, are expected to oper- 
ate also in more or less closely related fields-that is, 
to "transfer" to other situations. 

"The subject of the transfer of training has for a 
number of years been a very controversial one. Only re- 
cently has there been any evidence of agreement among the 
body of educational psycholo4sts. We need not at this 
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point o into detail as to the present tatu of disci- 
plinary values. . . It is sufficient for our purpose to 
call attention to te f'ct that most psycholoits have 
abandoned two extreme positions as to transfer of train- 
ing. The first a$serted that a pupil trained to reason 
well in geometry would thereby be trained to reason 
equally rel1 in any other subject; the second denied the 
possibility of anr transfer and, hence, the possibility 
of any general nentl training. That the effects of 
training do transfer from one field of learning to an- 
other is now, however, reco'nized. . The ariount of trans- 
er in any given case depends upon a nuiber of conditions. If these conditions are favorable, there may be consider- 

able transfer, hut in any case the aunt of transfer is dìficult to measure. Training in connection with cer- 
tain attitudes, ideals, and ideas is now almost univer- 
sally admitted by psycholoists to have general value. It may, therefore, he said that with proper restrictions, 
general mental discipline is a valid am in education. 

"Tue aims which we are discussing are so important 
in the restricted domain of quantitative and spatial 
(i.e. , matheatical or partly mathematical) thinking which 
every educated individual is called upon to perform that 
we do not need for the sake of our argment to raise the 
question as to the extent of transfer to less mathemati- 
cal situations. 

I'm forniulatine the disciplinary aims of the study 
of mathematics the following should be mentioned: (1) 
the acquisition, in precise form, of those ideas or con- 
cepts in terms of which the quantitative thinking of the 
world is done. Among these ideas and. concepts may be 
mentioned ratio and measurement (lengths, areas, volumes, 
wei-hts, velocities, and rates in general, etc.), pro- 
portionality and similarity, positive and negative numbers, 
and the dependence of one quantity upon another. (2) The 
development of ability to think clearly in terms of such 
ideas and concepts. This ability involves training in: 
(a) Analysis of a complex situation into simpler parts, 
This includes the recoerition of essential factors and 
the rejection of the irrelevant. (b) The recognition of 
logical relations between interdependent factors and the 
understanding and, if possible, the expression of such 
relations in precise form. (e) Generalization; that is, 
the discovery and fornulation of a general law and an 
understanding of its properties and applications. 
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"3. The acquisition of mental habits and attitudes 
which will make the above training effective in the life 
of the individuai. Among such habitual reactions are 
the following: a seeking for relations and their precise 
expressions; an attitude of enquiry; a desire to under- 
stand, to get to the bottom of a sìtabion; concentration 
arid persistence; a love for precision, accuracy, thorough- 
ness, arid clearness, and a distaste for vagueness and in- 
completeness; a desire for orderly and loical organiza- 
tian as an aid to understanding and mory. 

fl) of these disciplinary aims are included in 
the broad sense of the idea of relationship or dependence 
-i_n what the mathematician in his technical vocabulary 
refers to as a "function" of one or more variables. 
Traininc' in 'tfunctional thinking, that is thinking in 
terms of an about relationship, is one of the most funda- 
mental disciplinary aims of Lhe teaching of mathe.atic. 

"CULTURAL ADS - By cultural a±ÌÌS we mean those 
somewhat less tangible but none the less real and impor- 
tant intellectual, ethical, esthetic or spiritual ais 
that are involved in the developnient of appreciation and 
insight and the foriTtation o f ideals ol perfection. As 
will be at once apparent, the realization of some of 
these airas must await later stages of instruction, but 
some of them may and should operate at the very beginning. 

"More specifically, we may mention the development 
or acquisition of: 

nl. Appreciation of beauty in the geometrical forms 
of nature, art, and industry. 

'f2. Ideals of perfection as to logical structure, 
precision of statement ar of thought, logical reasoning 
(as exemplified in the geometric demonstration), dis- 
crimination between the true and the false, etc. 

"3. Appreciation of the power of raathematies-of 
what Byron expressively called ' the power of thought, 
the magic o the mind'-and the role that mathematics 
and abstract thinking, in general, have played in the 
development of civilization; in particular, in science, 
in industry, and in philosophy. In this connection, 
mention should be mane oL the religious effect, in the 
broad sense, which the study 01' the infinite and of the 
permanence of laws in mathematics tends to establish. . 
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e tO thve1otp thoc p.nei didin an&Jzin re.- 

Iatioris 2. it i: ;hic;- eax7 to a iniht 
into ajd eortroJ. over our en1rmt and to an a2Drc1ati'.,n of 

te proces ai c.vU1atìon in it varìoa' pec, to deve 

tbo5e habiLe of thoukt aid of action which will make the3e piers 
effective in the life oÍ' the iidividcs1 (3t, pp. 

The voluminous 193 report of the National Coitit ee on 

ath:atica1 Requiroents has quoted at. iegth, because it 
is a latdark in the development of matiericc education. It 
repraenth a clear exposition of enlightened thinking a third of 

a century ago 

The 1926 yearbook o' the N& Departcnt of Superintendence 

stressed utilitarian apeots of rathatics haced on res'arch. 

"krithnetic is not an end in iteií. It i a tool. 
To meet the cìeiands of social utility, throe phae of 
arithmetic need attention: (i) The basic ex:erierce 
which necossary in order to rmke nanipulative work 
eaningrul, (2) the '.aztery for automatic reproduction 

of the uzeful nunber ract, (3) training in application 
of 1i.e ond tuinec sitat:ionz (i6, p. 35)." 

In 1930, Jìe National Society fer t.he Studi oC Education pub- 

lished a yearbook concerned with arithnetic from which the follow- 

in excerpts were taken: 

"TEE PSYCHOLCiT CI' LEìL A7UMFJ) IN T1IE YEAR- 
B) K. Theoretically, the nain psychological basis is a 
behavioristic one, viewinç skills and habits s fabries 
ei: coìrectiun. T.is i in contrast, on the one hand, 
to tI:e older strticiurl psícholcy which ha stili. to 
make direct contributions to classroom procedure, and on 
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the other hand, to the Tnore recent (lestait psychology, 
which, though promising, is not è-et rea to function 
e a basis of elementary education. . 

"The psychological point of vicvr pervading this 
Yearbook emphasizes the fact that teaching baseci upon 
felt needs and interest only is inadequate. Not that 
fe).t needs anc. interest are lacking in vitality and 
i!!portnce, but that neglect of other matters (even if 
the neglect. i only by way of infereflce) weakens effec-. 
tive teaching and iearnin' to an intolerable degree. 
Us of 1] the dynamics of learning, rather than a use 
of sorne and a nec'lect of oithers, i.s the position taken. 
In the o)der school there wa an overconfidence in drill 
--t.00 often so stupidly administered that it could not 
possibly effect learning--and a corresoonding neglect 
of interest nd of the significance of the work of the 
vorker. . . There is &lìnøt an eo+,ional antipathy to 
anything tht in any way reminds us of the kind of schools 
we attended as children. 

"Tie co:imittee takes the point of view that the 
purpose of teaching mathematics is to develop the social 
values, social utility." (so, p. 

'I. .it j held that whatever is of greatest good 
to the individual is likewise of eatest good to the 
aggregate oC individuals . ?hat-ever makes i1e Lile of 
the individual fuller and richer does, in fact, upon 
any valid lea of fullness and richness, make him a better 
member of society. Moreover, whatever accomplishes or 
contributes to the accomplishment o!' this result in any 
widely diffused vny is of service to the comntmity of 
individuals which we cali society." (So, p. 37) 

The yearbook expresses concern with the great elimination of 

items fro the curriculwm and deplores this chipping away. 

"The doctrine of social utility is often interpreted 
to mean that that only is useful which is shown to he 
actually in use. In reality, utility should be broadly 
enough envisaged to include the value of a subject to 
ìiiarJcind iï ali its phases. Arithetic, for example, has 
inforiiation value . lt functions in the concept that a 
citizen has of his world. It forms a basis for the 
orientation of a person to many fundaiienbal conceptions 
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of modern society. It is necessary to examine carefully, 
therefore, the topics advocated for elimination in the 
liçht of all the values which arithmetic can offer." 
(6, p. 

The tenth yearbook of the National Council of Teachers of 

Mathematics published in 1935 (b3) isolates for analysis three 

theories of learning arithmetic: (i) the drill theory, (2) the 

incidental learning theory, and (3) the meaning theory. The year- 

book strongly endorsed the "meaning" theory and launched this 

theory onto a career which has become increasingly important in 

educational circles. 

"The record of arithmetic in the school is an unen- 
viable one. The position taken in this chapter is that 
the fault lies in the type of instruction given. . .too 
much toward drill. . . The basic tenet in the proposed 
instructional reorganization is to make arithmetic less 
a challenge to the pupil's memory and more a challenge 
to his intelligence." (L3, p. 30) 

"Arithmetic should be judged primarily in terms of 
its social values. These values are not to he determined 
alone by a survey of computational practices. The fal- 
lacy of the previous application of the theory of social 
utility lies primarily in the narrow and restricted def- 
inition given to social utility. . . Arithmetic consists 
of two major types of material, first, a number system 
which must be learned as a system with all of its common 
interrelations as expresed in the operation of the four 
fundamental processes. Computational ability is essen- 
tisi and necessary for this type of mastery. Second, 
arithmetic consists in the socialization of this type of 
number experience until it permeates the common thinking 
practices of individuals. Overemphasis on computation 
has produced a lopsided arithmetic. T1e recent movenient 
to balance the teaching of arithmetic by g it: emphasis 
to its social arid informational values is a movement so 
si:nificant that it may well become the outstanding re- 
form which this generation will contribute to the 
(13, p. 8) 
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Chapter 12. The New PsJio10 of Leaimi, written by Ray- 

mond Holder Vhee1er anticipates ntuch of present day learning 

theory. 

1tThe main principles of the New Psychology. . . (1) 
Learning is a function of maturation and insight. It is 
a grovrth process that follows laws of dynamics, that i, 
laws of structured, unitary, encry systems or fie1s. 
( 2) First impressions are of total situations, but are 
undifferentiated. . . (3) Iarnin} is not exclusively an 
inductive process. . . (Li) Learning does riot proceed by 
trial and error. . . (S) More important, by far, than 
formal prescribed methods of instruction are the persona- 
lity of the learner and of the teacher, and the relation- 
ship between these personalities. . . (6) Learning depends 
upon the will to learn, which cannot be forced by require- 
rnents or authority, but must he challenged by dma;riic 
teachers and dynamic teaching. (7) Learning depends on 
clearness of goals, and the fitness with which tasks are 
adjusted to the pupil's level of maturation and insiht. 
Prcress is made by pacing. (8) Goals are their own re- 
wards, under natural law. Grades, grade pointe, many 
forrs of motivation by social competition, and other hypo- 
crisies are detrimental to learning. . . (9) A large part 
of the most efficient learning is incidental, that is, 
learning a special subject with reference to some broader 
interest or aim without realizing it. . . (io) Learning 
depends on transposition, that is, discovery of Iorm, 
system, order, pattern, logical reintions, analogies, the 
reoeated use of a hidden logical principle, and the mak- 
Ing of relational judgments. It is not a matter of corn- 
bining skills. (U) &ubject5 are inadequately learned 
when iui isolation. (12) No transfer will occur unless 
the :aterjal is learned. in connection with the fie to 
which transfer is desired." (L3, p. 237) 

Under hints to teachers of matheniatics: 

"16. Eliminate from your mind that mathematics is, 

first, the science of number, quantity, and measurement. 
It is not. Primarily, it is a rigid logic, a science of 
precise order, pattern, transposition, invariants, match- 
ing. Study such phrases as the folloithig, ali of which 
are taken from the history of mathematics: the part is 
equal to the whole; the part has the power of buìe whole; 
you can prove the special case only when the general case 
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is subject to oroof; divide ìeans contain; infinity is 
not a noun, it is an adjective, there are no infinitesi- 
mais; a pointi is in reality a 'system'; a civen number 
ïs a class. The logic of these assertions is the sanie 
as the logic of Gestalt psycholor.' (I3, p. 2)) 
In 1938, the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics' 

coridttee on arithnetic published a report in the journal of the 

organization in which the follovring statenent appears: 

"The functions of instruction in arithmetic, then, 
are to teach the nature and uses of the number system 
1n the affairs of daily and to help the learner to utilize 
quantitative procedures effectively in the achievement 
of his purposes and those of the social order of which 
he is a part. This conception recognizes two major 
mutua1]r related and interdependent phases, narly, the 
mathematical and the social. . 

"The purposes of stressing the mathematical phase 
are (i) to develop the ability to recognize among all 
the attractive and objective elements of appropriate 
situations the number element that does not meet the 
eye but nevertheless, gives them order and exactness; 
(2) to introduce pupils to the systematic methods of 
attack upon the number elements of situations that have 
finally been brought together into the unified number 
system as iv know and use it today; (3) to develop in 
pupils both confidence in the reliance one can place 
upon such methods of attack and facility in their use by 
guiding practice in numl)er thinking to higher and hipher 
levels of effectiveness; and (Ii.) to train pupils to 
carry to irter and more advanced studies of important 
ersona1, business, social, and civic situations these 

methods of attack with the deliberate purpose o1 analyz- 
Ing out their number elements and detexnining their re- lations to the other elements wich vrith the number ele- 
ments comprise the whole. 

purposes oÍ stressing the social phase are: 
( 1) to insure understanding of the contributions number 
has made to the development of the social institutions 
that have made possible the prog . ress of the human race; 
(2) to insure that the work of pupils in arithmetical 
procesc'es will have meaning and significance; (3) to 
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develop iii pupils the cispositíon -d ability to apply 
increasingly mature procedures in the quantitative situa- 
tions of life." (314., pp. 267-268) 

The sixteenth yearbook (19h1) of the National Council of 

Teachers of }1atheiatics contains the final report of the coittee 

on arithmetic (37 ) . The report develops the point of view that 

arithmetic makes a contribution to the development of personality. 

It rejects drill and incidental loarnin theories. It expresses 

concern over ilatheniatical fears engendered in thiidren and con- 

siders postponing arithmetic instruction. It stresses the impor- 

tance of learning the rationale of the number system. 

"Arithmetic is a system of ideas. Arithmetic exists 
and grows for the learner only in the mind of the learner." 
(37, p. 109) 

"Those who are conducting research in arithmetic 
should realize how vigorously many psychologists are 
disputing the validity of the principal corinectionist 
maxims. The issties are clear-cut. The newer point of 
'iiew ophasizes relatedness rather than itemization. 
It stresses generalization instead of extremo specifi- 
city. It conceives of learning as a meaningful, not a 
neehanical process. It considcrs understanding more 
Luportant than mere repetition or drifl. It looks upon 
1earnin as a developmental process, not one of fixa- 
tion of stereotyped reactions. It encourages discover 
and problem solving rather than rote learning and parrot- 
like repetition. It is with the iatrix of these issues 
that the new research in arithmetic should be conducted." 
(37, p. 238) 

During Torld War II, military leaders and others became con- 

cerned about the lack of arithmetic competence and undersLding 

among draftees and young eraployes. The schools were b1aiìed for 

this situation. Some investigations were made and reports printed. 

Among these were: 
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1913 !PreInduction Coure in Mathematics' issued jointly 

by the U. S. Office of Education ad he FCT. (77). 

1913 t?Ee.entjal Mathematics of Mininr.im Arrnr Needs" from the 

U. S. Office of &lucation (76). 

)9W4 and 191e First reporb and second. report of the Conis- 

sion ori Post-ar Plan. appointed by the National Council of Tea- 

chers of' Matheritic (33) (L2). 

l9 The Role of 1athenatic in Consurer Education." A 

staterient prepred for the Consuìier Education Study of the National 

Association of Secondary School Principals by the C21ission on 

Post-VTar Plans of the NCTM i). 
These reports ephasze computation arid ttessentialn mathema- 

tics. The final report of t1e Commission on Post-ar Plans was 

published in l717 and revised in l93. The principal contribution 

of tüs report is the checklist of functional competances in mathe- 

maties which the commission believed should form the basis for ob- 

jectives cf hIgh school ìathematics education. The report also 

lists mathe:ìtical needs for many vocations (39, pp. ]i-23). The 

29 functional conpetences in mathematics proposed by the corrnis- 

sion in the final report are expressed as follows: 

01. taion. Can you ada, subtract, multiply, 
and di.vide efi'ectively vrith whole nurbers , ccmon frac- 
tions, and decimals? 

"2. Percents. Can you use percents understandingly 
and accurately? 
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"3. Rat.o. Do you have a clear understanding of 
ratio? 

"14. Etiinating. Before you perform a computation, 
(c you et±tate t- resuj.+, for ibe p'° C 1ekinC 
your answer? 

'*5. Rounding numbers. Do you know the meaning of 
significant figures? Cari you round numbers proper1? 

"6. Tab1e. Can you find 'orrect va1ue in tables; 
e.g., interest and income tax? 

"7. Graphs. Can you read ordinary graphs: bar, 
line, and circle graphs? the 'aph oi' a rorwuia? 

"8. Stattic . Do you know the n'tht aniden that 
one should follow in collecting and interpreting data; 
can öU USO averages (mean, rieclian, mode) 

; can you. draw 
and interpret a graph? 

119 
Th! nature 2.: 'neasurement. Do ro know the 

meaning of a measurement, of a standarc urti t, or tLe 
largest pernisible error, of tolerance, arid of the state- 
ment thit 'a rieasurernert is an approximation'? 

n10. 
! 2. meamrin devices. Can you ue certain 

measuring devices, such as an ordinary ruler, other 
rulers (graduated to thirty-seconds, to tnti of an 
inch, arìd to millimeters), protractor, graph paper, tape. 
caliper microrreter, and thernorneter? 

flu. root . Cari rou find Lhe sqare root of 
a nuiiber by table, or by division? 

"12. Angles. Can you estimate, re&, and construct 
art ancle? 

"13. Geometric concepts. Do you have an understand- 
ing of point, line, angle, parallel lines, perpendicular 
lines. triangle (right, scalene, isosceles, nd equilateral), 
paraìelograi (includiri squ&re and rectangle), trapezoid, 
circle, rgiar polygon, prisìi, cyl rer, cone, and sphere? 

jJj. The 3-14-S relation. Can rou use the P'rth- 
gorean relationship in a rjht triangle? 
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"15. Constructions. Can you with ruler and compas- 
ses construct a circle, a square, aad a rectangle, trans- 

fer a line segment and an angle, bisect a line segment 
and an angle, copy a triangle, divide a line seent into 
more tizan two equal parts, draw a tangent to a circle, 
and draw a geometric figure to scale? 

"16. P!ß Can you read and interpret reason- 

ably well, maps, floor plans, mechanical drawings, and 

blueprints? Can you find the distance between two 

points on a map? 

t,17 Vectors. Do you understand the reaning of 

vector, and can you find the resu1tnt of two forces? 

"18. stem. Do you know how to use the 
most important metric units (meter, centimeter, null- 
meter , kilometer, gram, kilogram)? 

t119. Conversion. In measuring length, area, volume, 

weight, tie, temperature, angle , and speed, can you 
shift from one commonly used standard unit to another 
widely used standard unit; e.g., do you know the relation 
between yard and foot, inch and centimeter, etc.? 

"20. symbolism. Can you use letters to 
represent nunbers; i.e., do you understand the symbolism 
of algebra--do you know the meaning of exponent and 
co off io ient? 

"21. Formulas. Do you know the meaning of a foimiula 
-can you, Cor example, write an arithmetic rule as a 

formula, and can you substitute given values in order to 
find the value for a required unknon? 

"22. Signed numbers. Do you understand signed num- 
bers and can you use them? 

"23. Using the axioms . Do you understand what you 
are doing when you use the axioms to change the form of 
a foriula or when you find the value of an un1own in a 
simple equation? 

"2!. Practical fornulas . Do you know from memory 
certain widely used formulas relating to area, volumes, 
and interest, and to distance, rate, and time? 
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"25. Similar triangles and portìon. Do you 
understand the meaning of similar triangles, and do you 
know how to use the fact that in similar triangles the 
ratios of corresponding sides are equal? Can you manage 
a proportion? 

"26. Trigonometry. Do you know the meaning of 
tangent, sine, cosine? Can you develop their meanings 
by means of scale dravrins? 

"27. First step i:!! 
business arithmetic. Are you 

mathematically conditioned for satisfactory adjustment 
to a first job in business; e.g., have you a start in 
understanding the keeping of a simple account, making 
change, and the arithmetic that illustrates the most 
comrion problems of co:-imications and every day affairs? 

"23. Stretching the doUar. Do you have a basis for 
dealing intefligently with the main problem of the con- 
sumer; e.g., the cost of borrouing money, insurance to 
secure adequate protection against the numerous hazards 
ol' life, the wise management of money, and buying with 
a given income so as to get good values as regards both 
quantity and quality? 

"29. oceed from hmothesis to conclusion. 
Can you analyze a statement in a nsjper and determine 
what is assumed, and whether the suggested conclusions 
reafly follow from the given facts or assumptions?" 

(39, pp. 14-5) 

The above checklist of functional competences has formed the 

basis for texts and tests. An example of a text is: Price, 

H. Vernon, and Lloyd A. Knowler. Basic Skills in Mathematics, 

oston, Ginn and Company, 1952. viii 2149 p. (56). 

The Davis (David J.) Test of Functional Competence in Mathe- 

matics, ?or1d Book Company, l9O, is a high school mathematics 

achievement test based on the checklist. 
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Part II of the fiftieth yearbook (191) of the National Society 

for the Study of Education is devoted to the teaching of arithme- 

tic. It lists as desirable outcomes of elementary school arith- 

metic instruction: 

"(1) Computational skill: facility and accuracy in 
operations with whole numbers, conunon fractions, decimals, 
and per cents. (This group of outcomes is here separated 
fron the second and third groups which follow because it 
can be isolated for measurement. In the separation, much 
is lost, for computation without understanding when as 
well as how to compute is a rather enpty skill. Actually, 
computation is important only as it contributes to so- 

cial ends.) 

"(2) Mathematical understar1ings: a. meaningful con- 
ceptiors of quantity, of the number system, of whole num- 
bers, of common fractions, of decimals, of percents, of 

measures, etc. b. A meaningful vocabulary of the useful 
techn cal terms of arithmetic which designate quantitative 
ideas and the relationships between them. c. Grasp of 

important arithmetical generalizations. d. Understanding 
of the meanings and mathematical functions of the funda- 
mental operations. e. Understanding of the meanings of 
raeasures and of measurement as a process. f. Understand- 
in&r of important arithmetical relationships, such as 
those which function in reasonably sound estimations and 
approximations, in accurate checking, and in ingenious 
and resourceful solutions. g. Sone understanding of the 
rational principles which govern number relations and 
computational procedures. 

"(3) Sensitiveness to number in social situations 
and the habit of using number effectively in such situa- 
tions: a. Vocabulary of selected quantitative terms of 
common usage (such as kilowatt hour, infles per hour, de- 
crease and increase, and terrs L;prtant in insurance, 
investments, business practices, etc. b. Knowledge of 
selected business practices and other econoic applica- 
tions of number. c. Ability to use and interpret graphs, 

simple statistics, and tabular presentations of quanti- 
tative data (as in study in school and in practical activi- 
ties outside of school). ô. Awareness of the usefulness 
of quantity and number in dealing with many aspects of 
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lire. Here belongs some iindertarìclin of social insti- 

tutions in which the quantitative aspect is prominent, 

a well as some understandIng of the importint contri- 

bution of number in bheir evolution. e. Tendency to 
sense the quantitative as part of normal experience, in- 

eluding vicarious experience, as in reading, in observa- 

tion, and in projected activity and imaginative think- 

ing. f. Ability to make (and the habit of making) sound 

judent .th respect to practical, quantitative prob- 

lens, g. Disposition to extend onets sensitivenes.s to 

the quantitative as this occurs socially and to improve 

and extend one's ability to deal effectively with the 

quantitative when so encountered or discovered." 

(sl, p. 6) 

Tecent ycarbooks have been nuch less subject centered &ìd 

much more child centered in their approach to mathematics educa- 

tion. Meeting the needs cf youth is becoithg the objective of 

education. Recognition of individual differences is a watchword, 

and guidance is a key pert of the 'ogram. A striking contrast 

may be noted ietween the third (1926) and the thirty-first (l93) 

yearbocks of t1e American Association o.f School kdrninistrators (L6) 

(1). Both yearbooks deal with curriculum. The forner is entirely 

subject centered axI the latter is individual centered. General 

and specific objectives of education are written in entirely dif- 

ferent terms. Quotations from the l93 yearbook may illustrate 

this 

"Belief in the essential worth o± each individual 
demands educational opportunities for all. Schools. . 

influence. . .better life for aU. . . Home is the found- 

ation of citizenship and our social structure. . . We 

must make clear ttie ethical and 1aoral ideals which sus- 

tain our pattern of government. . . Our society is an 

evolving one based on the freedom of the individual. 

The school curriculum and its processes of development 
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should stimulate faith in our form of government." 
(1, p. 22) 

"What then are the essentials that our citizens 
should possess in order to fulfill tìie requirements. 
Civic competence. . . Educational flexibility. . 

Social under5tanding. . . Occupational efficiency. . 

¡lome loyalty. . . Religious conscioumess. . . Leisure 
time opportunities. . . Social outcomes determine con- 
tent. . . Something is learned. . . Learning is an 
active process. . . Learning is affected by the total 
situatioe' .... Learning should he meaningful. . 

Learning must be adjusted to individual di.fferences. . 

Learning should result in versatile, adaptable behavior 
. . motional and social learning are intoortant." 

(i, p. 2h) 

On page 1S9, the yearbook endorses the idea of functional 

mathenatics. (i. p. 1S9) 

The twenty-first yearbook (1953) of the National Council of 

Teachers of Mathematics is devoted to learning theory and practice 

(ho) . It is individual centr& and enphaizes that useful motives 

in mathematics education are internal (subjective) in the nature 

of purposes, interests, attitudes, needs. (ho, p. W.) 

n. .incentives in the fori of rrrks or prizes, 
and the type of competition which tend to be associated 
w.th the, are lees favorably regarded today than they 
were formerly. This is true because educators have be- 
come aware of the unfavorable effcct' of thee ircenti.ves 
upon man;r students." (ho, p. 62) 

There is a section on i-dividual differences (Chapter 9) which 

notes differences iii ability as well as attitudes and interests. 

The iplieation of the yearbook for objectives of mathematics edu- 

cation is that although adults may have certain airas in mind, the 

effective goals are those of the student, and every student is 

different. 
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Oinio.ris o Àuthor1tie Concerning Objectives 
of Mathellatic3 Educatìon 

hat constiutes an athori5y or expert in the £ifld of nmthe- 

matics educaiyLo'i? He might be one with thorn you agree; he might 

be one vtho 3pcaks or lribo3 prïLif.i.ca1; ho might be onc WIth the 

rnoe3t acadeic decrees, or the widest or longest expericuce. For 

the pu.rpose )f tuis paper, ai authority i a perion vtho ha had a 

book on matheriatics educo ion printed 'Qy a reputable publishing 

house since ïor1d War U. This is a narrow definition, but it is 

probably sounder than a les discriminating one. 

It should be recognized that vested interests enter into the 

picture. Mob authorities are aLso authors of rnathenatics texts 

or text series for uso In public schools. Their publication on 

matheatics education are usually intended for sale to teacìers or 

teacher trainees . Whether these coeiercial facets of the situation 

tend to influence an author or oublishing house to be more conserva- 

tive is a question for the reader to decide. 

A second kind of authority is also considered in this section 

of our study. Fie is the so-called curriculur expert. For our 

purposes, a curriculu expert is one who has had a book on public 

school curricula printed by a reptab1c ub1ishin house since 

World VTai' II. The opinions of experts on the mathematics education 

phaseo 2 curricula were sou,ht. 
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It is a. conrion practice among mathematics education authori- 

ties to discuss two aspects of mathematics education: the mathe- 

matical phas, rd the ocia1 phaí. The former is sontimes called 

'oure' mathematics and the latter 'applied' ìiathematics. !riters 

also usually think ir terms of elementary school mathematics and 

secondary school rathematic. 

Most of the authorities who write concerninr elementary 

schooJ mathernatics education assi.ne that a basc objective is to 

develop accuracy and speed in the four fundamental processes of 

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division with whole nurn- 

bers, fractions, and decimals. When such skills have been devel- 

oped, they are to be mantained by drill under various euphonious 

terms. Almost invariably, elenentary school mathematics education 

is referred to as arithiietic, which has con e to be synonymous with 

computation with real positive numbers. 

There is great stress on the importance of teaching for under- 

standin, of the structure of our current decimal notation system 

in elementary schools. 

All authorities aee that children imist understand the mean- 

ing of the terms, numbers, and processes used in their mathematics. 

Thus, meaiflgl in mathematics is now a nniversal object of instruc- 

tion. The vord Ieaning is not defined and sometimes it is used 

in the plural. It seeis to be the consensus that maturation, exten- 

sive significant experiences, and time arc essential to the devel- 

opment of meaning. 
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AL authoritie rvììced recoìrinend that indi icival dit fer- 

ence be recogn:Lzed and provided for in tìe eïeerìtary rnithe- 

matics education prograni, but none ehalienges he euìrent con- 

ventional grade-placement of the various phases of arithmetic. 

The outcome o! eicmeuitary school uLathematics education programs 

are sojetiìes deplored, but the bad results are atLriuuted to 

poor teaching rather than to faulty objectives, iíAtproper grade- 

p1acernt, or course content. An implication is that rìathematics 

authoritics believe there are certain effective teaching methods; 

and if these are properly used, the bad outhoikes of elementary 

school rathernticc education will be ainimized. 

i:ot all writers ori elementary school natheatics edication 

specifically sLte their viev.s on objectives, but their opinions 

niay usialiy be dicerred from a careful reading o! their publica- 

tion. 
3rechner anci urossnickle (6) nave isted in some detail 

what they ccnstrue to be objectives of a odern arithïetic program. 

These are recorded here as being representative of most authori- 

ties with referencc to elementary school mathemaLics educa i'ion. 

"The two primary objectives of the modern arithme- 
tic program are : (i ) to develop in the learner the 
ability to perform txie various number operation.s skilluily 
and ith understanding, a d (2 ) to provide a rich variety 
of exoeriences which will assure tie ability of the pupil 
to apply quantitative procedures effectively in social 
situations in lite outside the school. 



'Ji. Outcomes related to the mathematical phase of 
arith:etic. 

a. An anderstanding of the structure of the deciiia1 
nurnbei system an.d ari appreciation of its simplicity and 
efficiency. 

b. The ability to perform computations connected 
vrith social situations with reasonable speed and accuracy, 
both mentally and with Nechanical computing devices. 

C. The ability to make dependable estimates and 
close approximations. 

a. Resourcefulness and ingenuity in perceiving and 
dealing with quantitative aspects of situations. 

e. Understandiig of the technical vocabulary used 
to exnres quantitative ideas and relations. 

f. Ability to use ar. to devise forniulas, rules of 
procedure, and niethods of bringing out relations. 

g Ability to represent designs and spatial relations 
by drawings. 

h. The ability to arrange numerical data systemati- 
cally and to interpret information which is presented in 
graphic or tahular .f orni. 

t12. Outcomes related to Lhe social phase of arith- 
nietic. 

a. Understanding of the process of measurer-ient and 
skill in the use of instruments of precision. 

b. Knowledge about the development and social sig- 
nificance such institutions as money, taxation, 
banking, standard time, and measurement. 

e. Knowledge of the kinds and sources of inforntion 
essential for intelligent buyin and selling and for 
general economic competence. 

d. Understanding of the quantitative vocabulary en- 
countered in reading, in business affairs, and in social 
relations. 



e. Appreciation of the contributions number has made 
to the development of social cooperation and to science. 

L. Ability and disposition to secure and utilize 
reliable information ir dealing with enierging personal 
and community problems. 

g. Ability to rationalize and analyze experience by 
utilization of quantitative procedures." (6, pp. 2-3) 

"The specific abilities that are involved in the 
study and solution of siiificant social probles which 
are particularly important as far as arithmetic is con- 
cerned may be listed as follows 2 

Hl. The ability to sense probleis and to formulate 
them cloarl and specifically. 

"2. The ability to formulate methods of arriving at 
the solutions of these problems. 

"3. The ability to sense and to identify by suit,- 
able means the kinds of quantitative information inherent 
in a situation which can then be extracted so as to make 
it nore meaningul and comprehensible. 

ni4. The ability th locate, gather, organize, and 
present essential pertinent information, both social and 
quantitative in nature. 

"5. The ability to perceive relations between quan- 
titative elements in situations and to present or express 
them by an appropriate terminology. 

"6. The ability to arrive at correct conclusions and 
also to demonstrate their correctness. 

"7. The ability and disposition to work cooperatively 
with others in group activities of various kinds. 

"To make certain that these broad social objectives 
are achieved, the teacrier suìou d provide a wide variety 
of systematic life-like experiences in which number fune- 
tions directly. The iore closely the learning Of arith- 
metic is integrated with its uses in the afairs of daily 
life, the more productive the exerience will be. To he 
most beneficial, these activities should be conducted in 
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such a ay that the children participate in genuinely 
denocratic enterprises." (6, P. S) 

Ecperts on secondary school mathemaics seem to agree that 

high schools should operate on at least a double track plan: 

(a) The traditional equenco of' pure mathematics; algebra, 

geometry, trigonometry, etc., and 

(b) Non-traditional mathematics variously called applied mat.he- 

maties, consumer mathematics, etc. 

Sometines, it is suggested that a third track of' vocational mathe- 

matics be provided; bookkeeping, accounting, etc. What track a 

particular student should follow should be determined throuh the 

guidance program of the school. The general recommendation is that 

those students who have the ability should be guided into taking 

the traditional high school mathematics sequence. 

Secondary education mathematics authorities assume that high 

school students have achieved reasonable proficiency in computa- 

tion in their elementary school training and that the hi4h school 

should build on this. However, it is generally conceded that there 

is need for ant' metic refresher and iiaintenance proarns in con- 

junction with secondary matheiiatics. 

Authorities subscribe to a wide range of stated and implied 

objectives of secondary mathematics education including cultural, 

psycho1oical, and utilitarian values. Davis (13) lists the ob- 

jectives of teaching (secondary) aathematics as follows: 



"I, AbUities 

:1. To express thour;hts clearly and accurately. 

2. To syter U.caìly organize aníì interpret data. 

3. To reach correct conclusions by accurate and lo 
.cai rea3oning. 

4. To analyze a problem d:Lcovering fundamental 
relationships. 

. To perforr' original thinking and investi,?ation. 

6. To exercise intuitive powers and corrmon sense. 

7 . To accurately t;eneralize special concepts. 

"xi. Appreciations 

1. 02 the contributions of mathematics to physical 
ad natural sciences, engineering, philosophy, 
and other fields. 

2. Of the influence of mathematics upon human prog- 
ress and our modern civilization. 

3. Of the vocational value of riathetaatics in iodern 
business and industrial activities. 

)4. Of mathematics as a mode of thout which serves 
as a odel for scientific thinking in other fields. 

. Of the rigor and power of mathematical proessses 
and of the accuracy and precision of Uhe results 
obtained. 

6. Of the cultural values of mathematics. 

7. Of mathematics for leisure time activity. 

"III. Attitudes 

1. To form the habit of srstenatically and logically 
pursuing a task to completion. 
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2. To cultivate proper habits of study and power 

of concentration. 

3. To train the mind in scientific thinking and in 

reasoning logically toward conclusion$. 

1. To attain the power of clear arid accurate expres- 
s:ion. 

;. To seek the ability to do independent and ori- 

ginal thinking. 

6. To seek know1ede with au opell ìirid for the sake 

of its possible usefulness. 

7 . To build self-confidence and reserve powers which 

constitute a strong personality." (13, p. 3) 

Kiiney and Purdy (30) state br:Lefly their objectives of second- 

ary mathematics education as to train leaders and to develop citi- 

zenship competonce. 

Dr. Reeve v:ho was for many years the editor of "The Matheriatics 

Teacher," the journal of the National Council of Teachers of Mathe- 

matics, in a summary of is views on secondary school uiathernatics 

states that junior and senior hih school mathematics education 

must be completely reorcanized along the lines of a general mathe- 

matics program and recommends that instruction be made vital and 

significant to ruth (S8). 

Curriculum experts seem to believe that public education ef- 

forts should be individualized. Pro;rams should be based on the 

unique needs, purposes, goals, and grovrith patterns of each individ- 

nal child. This involves comprehensive guidance set-ups within 

the schools. 
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In the modern curreu1um, the aim i for the children to have 

purpoefu1 experience3 and to work on felt problems arising from 

their environment aid w-.th.n their ken. The sequence oí ierning 

experiences cannot be fixed ahead of time. The formal study of 

logically organized subject matter is postponec until late in the 

high school years. 

Students have an important part in planning activities and 

delineating problems to be solved. A denocratic climate mast pre- 

vail in classroon. The teacher is a guide rather than a boss. 

Texts and books are &ource materials rather than syllabi for assign- 

ments. 

Curriculu experts do not list objectives of mathematics edu- 

cation as such. Arithmetic skills are learned as the need and 

desire arises in the individual's life. Facilities for learning 

arìthnetic skills are available when t1e need or desire is felt. 

Present rather than future mathematical needs are concentrnted on 

especiail,,- in the younger years on the assumption that mature 

learnings will take place ciith maturity. 

The curriculum experts seem to premiso that children will seek 

to knov their environment and will enjoy quantitative as well as 

qualitativo explorations within the limits o their understanding. 

They recoim ' end that mathematics be tied In closely with youthful 

scientific investigations. They recoìmaend that the quantitative 

aspects of community, social and economic life be stressed. 
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Yherc raontion is iaade of as a sui4ect, the recom- 

mendation is that it be upgraded. 

Curriculum experts invariably stress some form of field learn- 

Ing theory and are usually concerned about the impact of education- 

al methods on the emotional deve1opmnt of children. 

Representative quotations which tend to support the above 

statements are as follows: 

Jersild: 

"Much of the failure of courses to take holà and 
add something significant to the intellectual life of the 
student s tems from failure to make a developmental ap- 
preach to the learner. A logical presentation of sub- 
ject matter that is he fruit of generations of scholar- 
ship will often be quite out o step with the psycholo4- 
cal Drocesss of learning." (27, p. 230) 

'I ' .happenings which produce Lear, lack of con- 
fidence in self, or distrust in others may bar the child 
fron plunging into activities which he could handle 
quite ably if he were not emotionally blocked. " (27, p. 76) 

11Many 
fifldlflLn' based on studies of children in Cor- 

mal school situations as well as in 'progressive' schools 
indicate that schools have either (a) failed to discover 
and apply effectively teaching techniques or (b) tended 
to push children too soon into subject matter and ideas 
relating to adult political, economic, and social afLairs." 
(27, p. 106) 

n. .assuming that it is important for children 
sooner or later to master arithmetic. . . , to what extent 
is the superiority of the conventionally taught child 
likely to be temporary in nature? Given added maturity 
and experience, will the child who has come through the 
nevr proí;rii r eventually catch up. The evidence on this 
point is not complete or conclusive, but such indications 
as we have point to an affirmative answer." (27, p. 160) 
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Straterneyer, Forkner, and cKirn: 

"We are committed to a belief in the worth and 
dignity of tThe trdiiridual." (71L. p. h1) 

"ßacii learner is unique; the learner reacts as a 
whole; the normal child has both capacity and appetite 
for learning; the learner learns those thin hch 
have meaning for him." (7h, p. 56) 

ttMeet4 the criterion that subject study must he 
meanincful will mean that for most students systematic 
study of subjects will come rnuch lrter in the school 
curriculum than is now gerierallr the practice." 
(7h, p. 362) 

Kinney: 

"Those planning the mathematics program mu3t be 
preDared to deal with the individual pupil, must under- 
stand his capacities and deficiencies, and be equipped 
to uee the procedures necessary Jor discovering capa- 
cities and deficiencies in the pupil. . ." (29, p. b97) 

tt. .there is. . .a reaction against crowding 
the entire curriculum in arithmetic into the grados." 
(29, p. 530) 

0bect1ves of Mathematics Education 
in3tateCoursesof. 

9ulletins roferr . mathematics oducation issued by $tate 

departments of education are variously called courses of study, 

çuides, handbooks, curriculum comnittee reports, standanis, etc. 

Sorne of them are well printed on fine paper with many illustrations; 

others are simple rthnoographed outlinc. Some are well edited; 

others show many typograhical errors. Some states publith syllabi 

or quides covering all phases of the curriculum. Others publish 

bulletins devoted to specific arcas such as social science, 



matheatics, etc. A few states, nota1y in the south, issue print- 

ed material developing the curriculum on a t1ve-year basis. 

Most states differentiate between e1er tary and high school. 

Some have developed courses of studr on a 6-3-3 basis. Several 

nidos aro l'or a six-year secondary school from grades VII to XII. 

inclusive. There is no consistent pattern, and there is evidence 

of change within states over short periods of time. The trend seems 

to be toward a twelve-year program on a (-6 plan. Another trend 

is toward issuing guide types of publications. 

Official oublications concerning mathematics education in the 

post-war period were secured from 3L states and from the District 

of Columbia. Tboe states from which no publication concerning 

matlienatics was procured vtere: Connecticut, Georgia (making tran- 

sition from 11 years to 12 years of public educations no State 

bulletin available. ), Td&io, Kcntucky, Maryland, Michian, Ìontana, 

New Hampshire, Rhode Island, South Carolina (No course of study 

issued; local schools prepare their own uides.), Tennessee (No 

material available at the time.), Vermont, Washington (No guides 

printed.), and test Virginia (No longer have courses of study.). 

Courses of study relatiní to matheriaics education from many 

cities, counties, arid Territories were perused, but the findings 

are not included in this dijest. In general, they are quite simi- 

lar to State bulletins except that they give more attention to 

das croon procedures. 



Bufletins relating to rr athematics education i,sued by states 

may roughly be classified into three types depending on the ex-. 

tent of detailed directions concerning the scope and sequence of 

the curricu1u'. The ters used here ior classifying them are: 

(i) course of study, (2) study guide, (3) handbook. The course of 

study is a detailed syllabus 
; 
the study gde is a general out.liiie 

of training; and the teachers ' handbook gives practical suestions 

on c1aG organization, teachin methode, evaluation of instruction, 

etc. Those terms are used in the bulletin titles and in most in- 

stances, the title and the classification as defined here acree. 

For convenience, the ter course of study is used in a generic 

sense, here-in, to irnoly ali. tynes of publications. 

3ecause of the gtreat diversity in the nature of the publica- 

tiens they did not lend themselves to any sort of statistical 

treatment without perverting basic principles of mathematical 

statistics. Instead, a summary was niade of the pertinent matter 

in each publication. These summaries were carefully analyzed for 

points of agroenent concerning objectives of mathematics education; 

points which were stated in some, iiiplied in others , and where lt 
was not unreasonable to infer that there would be agreement if the 

issue could he raised; minority or unique points were also noted. 

From these data a digest of State courses of study as they relate 

to objectives of mathematics education was drafted. 
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Tho;e Statc courses of study ich cosidcrecI gnera1 objec.- 

ive of ec1ucttion a1rnot invriab1y referred either to "The Pur- 

poses of Education in Anericmn Democrìcy" (is) or to the seven 

cardinal principles (!) or both r acceptable statements of pur- 

pose. In general, the point of view taken was that the schools 

exist t'or the benefit of both the individual and societr; what is 

'ood for one is good for the other in a democratic social order. 

It seerted to be tho conscns:s of the courses of study that 

the primry objective of mathematics education is to teach 'fune- 

tional' rathematìcs to the children in the public schools. By 

functional mathematics in this instance is meant those skills , con- 

cepts, knowledges, and facts which an individual must possess or 

know :in order to get along in our complex society. The chock list 

of functional competonces in :nathematics drafted by the National 

Coirnoil of Teachers of Mathematics in 19h? (39, pp. L.-5) was Ire- 

quently referre<.ì to as indicating the content of functional mathe- 

rLìatics. In those instances where a state ç]r up its own list of 

functional competences, the content did not differ materially from 

the NCTM check list. 

It as a coion practice for State courses of study to point 

out two aspects of mathernatics social mathematics and pure mathe- 

iatic. Other names were used but the dichotomr was the sanie. 

Social mathematics implied functional or practical mathematics. 

Ptre mathematics referred to mathematics as a loical system, or 
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classic nìathexatica, or the science oí mathematics. It was gener- 

ally areed by the courses of study that along with training in 

functional (social) mathematics, children should also receive in- 

struction in traditional (pure) mathematics of arithmetic, alge- 

bra, geoLctry, etc. 

Whether it should classify under social mathematics or pure 

mathematics, the courses of etudy were almost unanimous in reconi- 

mending that children should develop skill in tuìe fundarnental pro- 

cesses: addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of 

integers, common fractions, snd decimal fractions. 

Although varying degrees of importance were ascrioed to the 

recomendaticn, there was general agreeaent to the effect that 

understanding or meanin of a quantitative idea or process is m- 

portant and that meaning or understanding should precede drill or 

exensivc use b children. Children should not be taught to soive 

problems by rule or rote without understanding. 

Nearly every course of study stressed that consideration should 

be given to individuai differences. Li some instances, this re- 

ferrad to differences in mathematical ability while in others, it 
referred to a gamut of diflèrences in interests, background, needs, 

etc., as well as ability. 

Thus, there were four areas of practically universal agreement 

aniong courses of study: 



1. Traini in functional ìnatheaies is a primary objective 

of mathematics education. 

2 Children should have sorne training in pure mathenatics. 

3. 1eaning is es&ial an should precede drill. 

Consideration should be given to individual differences. 

There were some matters concerning which it is reasonable to 

assu-ne that there was arecnient among he courses of study although 

clearnut implications or specific statements were scrntin:es lack- 

ir. 

One of these areas of probable concurrence is that an objec- 

tive of mathe:naiics education should be to teach mathem.atics in 

such a way that children will gain insight into their environment. 

In this connection, reference was sometimos mace to a s .atement in 

the Report of the ational Committee on Mathematical Requireriients: 

"The primary purposes of the teaching of mathematics 

should be (i) to develop those powers of understanding 

and of analying relations of quantity anc3. space ;thich 

are necessary to an insight into and control over our 

environnent, and to an appreciation of prcgres3 of 
civilization in its various aspects, and (2) to develop 

thos habits of thought and of action wtich will ;rake 

these aowers effective in the life of the individual." 
(34, p. io) 

Another probably generally accepted objective of mathematics 

education is that children hould learn to enjoy mathematics. 

Seine courses of study say this in so many words, ar others imply 

that it is iaportant that children get satisfaction and pleasure 

from their number activities. 



It airo oeed to be generally areed that children honid 

hrve first-hard neanthgfu]. exoerience involving a phase of niathe- 

ntics before being given forial instruction in that ph2se. It 

was believed that ±nstrnction without significant exDerience by 

children wa sorewhat futile. 

It ws a copynon staterent or implication in the courses of 

study that teachers would do well to adhere to the content and 

method (and objectives) of the rnathematic textbooks and accompany- 

ïnr thactlers f manuals rather than go on their own or deviate radi- 

cally froni the texts. 

Thu9, there were four matters concerning which there ias prob- 

able concurrence in the courses of study: 

1. Tathematics should help children hecorie acquainted with 

their environment. 

2. Children should enjoy mathematics, 

3. Vital experiences should precede instruction. 

1. Teachers should follow (not slavishly) adopted texts and 

manuals. 

Two ideas concerning objectives of mathematics education were 

expressed or inherent in several courses of study and which, if 

taken seriously, would tend to revolutionize mathematics ins truc- 

tion. Both ideas imply a profound regard for individual differenceB 

and rcsrect for the individual. 



L thernatic educaticr &'ould be dte o tt it iet 
t!e needs of each child a an inciividu2l. 

- 2. Ln the mathematics c.tion prograr, s.tentior. should con-. 

Etnt1y he !iven by th teacher to he individual's feelings aid 

attite toar the self, matheratics, the school, and society 

generated by te tntructionrt1 situation. ?any 1erntngs besides 

natheiat1cs are developing in a rrtather'atics c1a. In trying to 

teach each whole ht1d atheriatics, n teacher should try to asrmre 

more "ood than harm. 

Most courses of study indulged in splendid sounding objectives 

of mathematics education without definthg the terms. TI' . is writer 

likes the statenents hut hesitates to try to interpret the psychol- 

ogy or ruiathematics lnvol7ed. Foliodg arc sone stated objectiv 

of mathestic3 education which fit in thLs cateory: 

sis. 

To develop critical thinking. 

To develop quantitative thinking. 

To develop habits of order, neatness, preisioi, lo4ca]. naly- 

To develop practical ability to solve life's problems. 

To develop character. 

There were sorne other oheetives of matheciatics education list 

ed by a minority of the courses of study: 

To develop an appreciation of number as a pert of the social 

i. 
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To train specialists. 

To prepare students for college. 

To give vocational training. 

The only place noted where there seed to be a possible dis- 

agreerent among the courses of study was in connection with test- 

ing. Sorne states favored extensive standardized testing plans 

while others nildly deplored the use of standardized tests and com- 

petitive grading, suggesting that many forms of evaluation were 

possible, just as valid, and fraught with less chance of psycho].og- 

ical ham. 

The variety of ideas concerning the nature of the human indi- 

vidual seened to be inherent in the courses of study. Sorne of the 

proposals for mathematics education as stated in the courses of 

study seemed to be based on faculty psycholor, that there are cer- 

tain attributes of the hnrnan rdnd and personality which can be 

trained in and through mathematics. 

Some proposals reflected hehaviorisr as the psychological base 

for education particularly in regard to automatic responses in the 

fundamental processes. 

Other proposals seemed to be based on field theories of human 

behavior. In nearly every course of study could be found indica- 

tions of all three types of psychology. 

The rather conon practice of printing grade placeient charts 

in courses of study possibly indicates the vi that mathematics 
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education can be standardized although many of the states said 

that the grade placement charts were ot to be followed too 

literally. 

There seemed to be areement that the fundamental processes 

should be mastered by the end of gracie VI and that thereafter only 

maintenance and remedial instruction should be necessary. 

The frequent mention of fundamental processes implies that 

there is one standard way to perform each orocess. It was indi- 

cated that accuracy and speed in performing computations in accord- 

ance with these standardized procedures were desirable. 

Irwestigation of Mathematics Texts 

The earliest arithmetic text in the English language was 

2!. 
Artes written by Robert Records, in lO, over 1.00 

years ago. The early texts on this side of the Atlantic were al- 

most entirely of English origin. Arithmet±c texts in use in 

America lO years ao were written for adults rather than for chu- 

dren and were iy the nature of handbooks for business men and a 

prentices. The:v told how to solve problems of business. 

Arithmetic became a part of the public school program in 

America in the early part of the nineteenth century. The first 

arithuetic text written for children was oublished in 1321. It 

was Warren Colburg's Intellectual Arithmetic and set the vogue for 

public school arithmetic down to the present day. 



The earlier arithmetics were one voJxme handbook book affairs, 

but in the later part of the nineteenth century nst American 

arithmetic texts ca'ìe in two and three volume series. For the 

past twenty- years, nearly all arithmetic texts for ue tije pub- 

lic schools have been published in a series with one volume for 

each 'ade beginning with grade three. Most of these series have 

considerable supplementary material such as teachers ìanua1s or 

guides, bhildren's workbooks, visia1 aids, and manipulative mate- 

rialzi. 

There have been changes in the format of arithmetic texts dur- 

ing the past ]50 years (65, 66, 67, 63, 9), but there have been 

very few important changes in the processes and principles included 

in the instructional program developed in the texts. The main 

shift has been from a textbook being primarily a book of directions 

ori how to solve problems to being a source book of practice problems 

to be solved. The content has usually been deterìined by what was 

considered practical. The underlying objective of arithmetic texts 

has been (and is ) to teach children how to apply standard courpu- 

tation procedures to solve quantitative problems that arise in the 

business and social worlds. 

Seven current arithmetic text series and their supplementary 

mtcria1s were investigated in an effort to discover stated and im- 

plied objectives of :Tiathematics education. 

Advertisjnr matter and statements in teachers' manuals or 



guides fer arit}meti.c text series usually indicate that the aim of 

teaching arithmetic is to help children learn to do quantitative 

thinking, to understand the meaning of numbers arid of number rda- 

tionships, and to teach those mathematical skills, knowledges, ar:d 

concepts necessary for children and adults in the oderi orld. 

An naiysis of the contents of the text series indicates that 

the principal objective of arithnetic instruction is to teach chu- 

- dren computational skills. The 'ade placenent of subject iatter 

is fairly standardized, includin: 

Grades 1 and 2: learning how to count, vinte numbers, and 

developing a quantitative vocabulary. 

Cxaç 3 and Ij addition and subtraction of whole numbers. 

Uradc;'s 14 and 5: multiplication and division of whole numbers. 

Grades ; and 6: tho four fundamental processes with common 

fractions, 

Grades 6 and 7: percentage, ratio, and proportion. 

Grades 7 and 8: business practices, including bank aceounta, 

instal1ient buying, investments, insurance, profit and loss, 

taxes, etc. 

Grades i to 3 t meas urementa. 

ost elementary school arithmetic texts arc oranized on a 

'spiral ' ßystelfl and include plans for skill maintenance. By 'ade 

eight, it is expected that the four fundanental processes of addi- 

tion, subtraction, multiplication, and division of whole numbers, 
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coirrnon and decimal fractions wfl be ma!tred by aU tuden A 

tacit a3u&ion sern to be that 9kill in Corputtion dev1ops 

q'iant±tative thinking and number meanings. 

A mattoring of signed rmnthers, roots and powers aig&wa -ind 

georetry s so'ietirne included in e1er.ntary school iathratics 

texts gr11ab1, 

Provision for intivic1u1 differences Is 9uppo .ed to be tak 

care of 1 vr-ring the asinments. Incoord 1n rnost text 
series re achievernt tests to discover how well the children are 

mastering the textbook content. 

The almost universal practice of using arithmetic textbooks 

as sources of ohlems seerns to connote the acceptance on the part 

of educators of a theory of mathematics education that not nearly 

enough ef.fecve nathemrtics learning situations cone out of chu- 

dren's exneriences, and that mathematics is best learned by chu- 

dren br the textbook method. 

Arithrietic text writing and publishing is a verr big husines. 

A shift bac!: to a one or two volume mathematics hand1ook idea. or 

to-vmrd an experience curriculur woald. tend to curtail the business. 
After examining many arithmetic texts and text series, tue writer 

came to feel that these coiprise a limited source of data on valid 

objectives of mathematics education. because it is more profitable 

to te't rriters and puhli.shers to continue doing what they are 

doing. 
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Similar reirtarks may be raade about hïgh school ther.&;ics 

texts. However, high school mathenaiics courses are usuallr in 

sona degree elective, and the texts are written in specific areas 

such as algehra, or consumer athenatics. Such texts indicate 

what t.he author believes should be included in a pocific CDUTSC. 

The vast expansion in the adoption and use of oonurner mathe- 

maties texts for high schools in the past two d ecades is ±ndica- 

tive that SU.CI practical mnathemat.ics is considered to be an appro- 

priate objectives of secondarr school mather.atics education. 

Standardized Tests and jectives 
of athemnatics Education 

Cursoxr analysis of several standardized tests, literature con- 

cerning them, and considerable thinkin about thex revealed that 

they are a poor source of data and infortion concerning valid 

objectives or gilding principles o± mathematics education. 

Typical tests are achievenent tests which purport to measure 

the relative standing of a testee in his ability to solve imperson- 

al nP.theatical problems similar to those listed in mathematics 

textbooks compared with an extensive population. The tests may 

also be used as diagnostic devices to discover areas of weakness 

or strength in conventional mathematics. 

The implication for objectives of mathematics education is 

. 
that one should aim at achieving well in the kind of matherratics 

measured by the tests. This can most Drofitably be done lr 



ßtrengthening the weak areas. A preiaiam is put on conformity, and 

speed and accuracy of computation. 

The stadardized administration procedure, proctoring, and 

statistical treatment of the tests ephasiz an ele:ent of adult 

enforced competition in ìathca tics educabion iith an implicit 

objective of beating the other f ellow. 

Standardized tests have value and will continue to be used, 

but they have limitations in their valua as a source of ideas for 

objectIves of mathematics education. 

Two quotations i1l indicate iie limited vaLuo of standardized 

tests as a source of ideas for developing objectives of mathematics 

edi. 
Smith: 

"Probably the ost disappointing of all the efforts 
of the psychologists is seen in their unintentional ef- 
forts to standardize parts of arithnctic that are tend- 
ing to disappear, thus leading the schools to retain 
thera. Tiìe psycholo;ist sceis bo devote his ef±orts to 
showing only the best methods of teaching what is, not 
in finding cut ithat ought to 1)C . 

'There fr no agency that so tends to the maintenance 
of the traditional, and the most useless part of the 
traditional. as sorne ol the iodern psycholocal tests " 

(f3, p. 31) 

Monroe: 

"The outcome of learning activity are now generally 
conceived of as controls of conduct, i.e., as dipoi- 
tions, tendencies, and abilities to do, not more acqul- 
sitions of subject attcr. . . Soma authors, however, by 
their emphasis upon the use of objective tests and in 
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otuier ways suj,c.st Le subjec-.atter concept of the 
goal of instruction. 

9jectivec of Mahematics Education 
inThe C1assroon 

It was oriinai1y pùumod to make a somewhat objective survey 

of several schools to disooier their aims of mathe:iatics education 

in actual practice. Tentative qie&ionriaires were devi3cd for 

use with ackinistrators, tecuiors, and high zchool tadents. A 

little exper1nentation with them resulted in discovering that 

admin.strators usiuilly referred to prirìtx1 coursc of study or syl- 

labi; ath tacìers an students verbìlized various orthodoxics, 

Replies indicated theory rather than practice. It was thought that 

such a survey vrou.id make little or no contribution to the investi- 

gation arL:i would fail to bring oui the airn. of athenatics educa- 

tion riianifest,ed on the firing line. So another approach vas ¡iade. 

Eleven echool districts .n ce tern Oregon were visited and 

re-vis:Lted. Formai and Lifor:nai, individual and group, interviews 

with ad.iilnistrators and teacers were held. Glassec were cserved. 

The matter of na.theiaatics education was discussed in the inter- 

views, but the questione, !V7at are your objecbives of mathematics 

education?" or, "What are you trying to accomplish?" were not 

asked directly. Instead, a discission was provoked ori what was the 

at1ieatics progran in Lite schco1 and the classroom. An effort 

was then made by the interviewer to ¿ulde the discussion toward the 



problems, successes, arid failures cncoìntered in the program. It 

was thought that the nathre of' what was considered by teachers to 

be their problems, successes, and failures in inathemutics educa- 

tien would reveal what wore the felt objectives of matheratics 

education in tìe school or classroom. 

Subjective analysis, interpretation and evaluation of the 

interviews and observations give the following findings: 

In the schools and classrooms of this limited survey, the 

scope and sequence of the eleventaar school mathematics program was 

practically entirely determined by thc adopted text. A principal 

objective of teachers (and students) was to 'cover' the prescribed 

text. 

Wilson made a sinilar discovery about textbooks determining 

the curriculum for mathematics in his investigat.ion of trends in 

rnathe;iatics education. He says: 

"It is evident thut many (school) systers were re- 
lying on textbooks to set the pace. In most cases, the 

outlines of material (for mathematics in courses of 
study) were so sketchy that they presented nothing more 
than an over-all picture of the kinds or topics to be 

taught. Additional evidence of the inportance of text- 
books are certain facts already noted, namely that nearly 
forty state departments had no curriculum materials in 
mathematics published in the last ten years, that nearly 
one-half of the cities contacted for courses did not re- 
ply, that of those replying, many regretted that they 
had no available muterial," (90, p. 339) 

A major concern of intermediate and upper grade teachers was 

how to teach so that their pupils would make a good showing on 
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standardized tests. Hence, another principal objective of class- 

room teachers was to have students make good scores in achievement 

testing programs. Sorno t.eachers 'taught for the tests.' Many 

teachers were sure that 'other schools' did, also. 

A concern of teachers was that the 'next teacher' uld think 

of theo when inconpetent pupils were passed on u:cLer the no-failure 

policy. Many teachers tended to consider it a reflection on them 

when they 'promoted ' a mathematically illiterate student. Thus, 

an objective of mathematics education in the classrooìi seems to be 

prodici:i, students in whom one may take pride and minimizing poor 

products. 

It amazed the writer to discover the extent to wh.ch elementary 

school teachers ' feelings of self respect were tied up with their 

mathematics education efforts, and the extent to which they felt 

obligated to push their students through the texts and tests with 

little regard for other considerations. 

Very few elementary teachers had much mathematical comprehen- 

sion of the matheatics they were trying to teach. (This was indi 

cated by the type of questions they asked the ínteiiewer and is 

confirmed by two studies to be mentioned later (2$) (Ii).) Teachers 

devoted most of their efforts to getting across rote computational 

skills . Vlhen help on problems was offered, a common query was , "How 

do you teach fractions?" or, "How do you teach long division?" The 

plea was for sure-fire methods of instruction which would guarantee 



that children could solve the problens set before them by text or 

test ith a minimum of' errors. 

No elementary teacher volusitarily made referec: to having as 

objectives of mathematics education the development of quantitative 

thinkin, or reasoning, or personal problem solving, or the meeting 

of the needs of the individual children. This does not mean that 

such were not objectives. 

A harsh, unfair, but not completely wrong stateirient to make 

about objectives of mathematics education in the limited survey o2 

schools L'westigated is that teachers were trying to drive home 

rote computational skills in order to save face of the teachers 

and the school. 

Administrators and teachers seemed to he so;cvzhat ori the de- 

fensive with rer;ard to mathematics education. In two of the eleven 

districts visited, the schools were under minor attack by community 

factions partly because they weren1 t teaching the fundamentals, 

and because hipJ school graduates even add and subtract. 

In some instances, hiFh school teachers complained about the low 

aptitudes of children from the elementary schools. 

Competence in rote computation is perhaps tile easiest academic 

skill to measure . The measurements are calibrated in terms of 

grade standards or rm. It can readily be determined that many 

eighth graders and hith school students have lower than fifth 'ade 

competence. People can and do use such data to attack teachers and 
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choo1 Such aacks are not easy to corbat and put educatore on 

the defonsive. Subtle presrea develop. That these pressures 

bear on s±inistrators, and through them ori teachers (md students), 

was scused in the school visitations. React-s .o the pressures 

vary frori individuai to individual, 

Aìng hich school teachers generally there was less concern 

about sathernatics. However, teachers *ìo were directly involved 

in rnathe!nat.ics education had their trials tribulations, arid. suc- 

Cesses. 

In. Oregon, the State standards require that all high school 

students earn one credit in mathematics to graduate . The prevail- 

Ing practice is to require this one year in the ninth grade. Among 

the school districts visited, the policy was for ail ninth graders 

to take either general mathematics or algebra. Tests were given 

to eighth graders or entering ninth graders to prostìcate their 

algebra aptitude . From a fourth to a half of the students entered 

in a]jebra classes on the basis of the tests, and the rest were 

steered into cenera1 mathematics . The majority of high school sta- 

dents take no uore mathematics. 

Interest in high school mathonatics :.s quite low. 4ost stu- 

dents take it because it is required. Sone take more mathematics 

because it fits a schedule neatly. A fev study 'iatheinatics because 

they really like it, or want to earn pro-requisites for college. 

Class enthusiasm, especially in general mathematics and refresher 
mathematics is not high. 
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The objettive of matheìat1e8 educatic for the rnajor1t of 

those tdcing high school cor$es ia to get through the courses 

and receive the credIts. 

Tocier' objectives of hieb school mathematics education 

seem to he to r,et studont through the course as prescribed in 

the officiai texts. TIih school riatheatics seeod to be Ucxt- 

book centered. 

Sone of the- schools visited ha a plan of giving high c1iool 

juniors or seniors an arithmetic test involving computation with 

inthgers fractions, arid deci:ais. Those students who failed to 

make a certain cutting score on the test were req,uired, or strongly 

urged, to take a refreser course, usually without credit, before 

graduating. The refresher courses ranged in time from six weeks 

to a seester. The obvious objective of this plax wce Lo try to 

asuro that no s udent was gradaiìted fron high school who was in- 

competent in co;n:utt,ion. 

In conclusion, it uiay be said that aLis of riatheutatics e-duca--. 

tion which emerged from a narrc invest1ig2tìon of schools are: 

1. To tcover' the orescribd te:t. 
2. To ';et byt the tests. 

There are other oi:j ectives and notivations operatLg am ong 

people en;aged in !iathenatics education. Statements of these îìay 

be found in courses of study. However, it would seem to be less 

than honest to disregard the fact that texts and tests provide a 
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fro'k for objectives of nuch mathematics education in the 
c1asroom. 

1e1ated Literature and Research 

During the course of the investigation, many by-paths in lit- 
erature, rosearoh, and exper±nce were followed to glean data, in- 

formation, and opinion on matters more or less related to the prob- 

lern of deterinin objectives of iathenati,cs edication, 3rief 

uim;iarie of some of these findings fo11w. They do not lend theri- 

selves to integrated consideration aid are l±ted in no particular 

sequential order 

Coimittee of Seven 

Findings of research on grade-placerient in arithmetic of the 

Coniriittee of Seven of the Northern illinois Conference on Super.ri_ 

ion has significance for considering objectives for iathernatics 

educ2tion () . The Conrdttee of' seven began their work in 1926 

and continued until the war conducting controlled, cooperative ex- 

erinent in 25 cl .. ties arid tois in 16 states, involving 1190 

teachers and 3O,71h children. Phases of the research have been 

criticised but rot negated. The committee sought to find the mini- 

muii mental ages at which certain aritrimetic concepts and skills may 

he taught, and the optimum ages for instruction. Typical findings 

are: Threlve jears, seven months i the mini.muzn mental age at which 
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a person may comprehend the process of long division. Manipulation 

of denominate numbers involving the more complicated formis of ap- 

plying the four fundamental processes to them, and also involving 

changing of denominators cannot be effectively taught and retained 

before a mental age of ]1 or 15. 

In the early 1930's, Superintendent Benezot of the Manchester, 

N. H., (a city of 75,000) schools directed that systematic instruc- 

tion in arithmetic be deferred until the sixth grade for selected 

groups of children. At the beginning, middle, and end of the sixth 

rade, coruutation tests were given to children of the experimental 

and regular groups. The September scores made by experimental chil- 

dren were very low compared to regular children, especially im divi- 

sion. By January, the experimental group had made great advances. 

The May tests showed the experimental group just about on a par 

with the regular children. Wilson, who was a close observer of the 

entire experiment, makes the following comment concerning the Man- 

chester Study: 

"These data indicate that the pupils who began on 
systematic master of processes of arithmetic at the be- 
ginning of the sixth grade are practically equal, in 

the fundanen c1s, to pupils who began their work in the 

second grade." (89, p. 14g.) 
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Glennon, Or1, et al. 

The literature is replete with evidence of the inadequate 

mastery of mathertics by pupils ¶hether it is considered from 

the 'meaning' point of view, or the 'skill' point 01 view. Vast 

numbers of children who o through our public schools do not under- 

stand arithmetic. A comprehensive study which may be cited is 

that of Glennon (22) who concluded that, . . .the seventh grade 

pupils tested have mastered an average of 12. of the understand- 

ings basic to computational processes taug't in grades one through 

six." (Ninth grade pupils, 18%) 

Research also hovrs that arithmetic teachers understand only 

about haLL of at they are supposed to teach. To quote Glennon 

(22) again (conclusion #i), "The teachers-in-service tested have 

mastered an average of % of the understandings basic to the corn- 

putational processes taurht in grades one through six." 

Orleans (t.) study bears out the conclusion that the ?ìthemat- 

ical understandings of arithnetic teachers are inadequate. 

In his study concerning the ntheiatica1 background and corn- 

petence of elentary teacher trainees, Philips (5) lists some 

findings as follows : "The elementary and high school mathematics 

completed gives little indication of the achievement in rraning, 

understanding, arid mechanical mastery. Lack of achievement in mech- 

anical mastery starts 'rith the topic of fractions and continues with 

decimal fractions and percent. (It is interesting to note that 
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there is a greater negative reaction to arithmetic starting in the 

inter:iediate grades.) Problem so1vin achievernt involving mea- 

sureraent, fractions, and percent is very low. Achievement in mean- 

inr is extremely low." 

Learning T2z 

Psychological research and literature relating to learning 

theory and personality development seem to be ;nore strongly stress- 

ing subjective (as opposed to objective) aspects of human motiva- 

tion, and organismic (as opposed to connoctionist) theories of 

response. This is not to say that objective analysis and connec- 

tionism have been repudiated, bUt rather that the consideration of 

the feelins nd attitudes and desires of the individual as an or- 

ganized personality is a profitable pedagogical path to pursue. 

More attention is being given to a developmental approach to 

learning that readiness and ability to learn and learning itself 

are functions of individual growth and maturity which in turn are 

partial functions of time. 

There is a decided trend toward recognizing that serving the 

individual's subjectively felt needs is a legitimate aim of educa- 

tian (3:3) . There also seems to be a trend tovrard assuming that 

the basic motivation of hunan behavior is ego-satisfaction (60) or 

the maintenance and enhancement of the phenomonological self (71). 

Thora seems to he considerable consensus aong educators and 

psycnolonrts that there are at least three factors in mathematical 
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1erning: 1. neaningfu1 experieices; 2. ability; 3. desire or 

interot. To the degree that an individual lack5 in any of the 

three , mathematical learning does not take place . Related to the 

thove ií the view a1nost unanimously held by educators that nathe- 

iatic must have earuing to the learner. Rote learning without 

imder5tanding i usually considered ineffective if not harmful. 

Sorne experimentation has been dote conducting learnin': expe- 

riences under denocratic vs autocratic (aubhorit,arian) classroom 

climates (31) (12). The results tend to be favorable to a de:no- 

cratic atmosphere (63). 

In the field of :;uidance, there is a tendency toward more non- 

directive guidance reconizing that in the final analysis the indi- 

vidual must face and solve his om problems and make his own deci- 

siens. o one else can do it for him. This poiicy is in accord 

wLth a concept of democracy which reco;nizes the rir,hts, responsi- 

bilities, li erty, and worth of the individual. 

School Organizational Trends 

The word, rade, ' as applied in public schools is tending o 

become a misnomer. In its earlier meaning, ìt conveyed the inpros- 

sion o: a level of ability or achievement. Â child passed from one 

to the next as 11e acIieved the sta: dards set for the grades. 

If he passed prescribed exaainations, he graduated. If a child 

could not make a grade, he was failed and repeated until he could, 
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or quit school. Thi. operated to kecrn the academic achtevement 

spread of the children in a iven ade or c1a group to a riini- 

num. It also served to concentrate low children n the ele- 

mentary schools and high )J children in the high schools. However, 

the chronological age range in any one grade could be very lar'e. 

This situation prevailed at the turn of the century and for sonie 

years later. 

The picture is different now. A policy is in 

operition and the tendency is for children to reriain with their 

age group as they pass through school (2g) (62). A 'grade', now, 

is essentially an age division. In the Oregon courses of study, 

the term 'grade ' is ot used. Instead, they talk ahut six-year- 

olds, ten-ycar-olds, etc., instead of first grade or fifth grade 

(2) . In any one grade (classroom group) now, the age rance seldom 

exceeds two years, but the ability and ach!evement spreads are 

frequently five years. 

Coupled with the tendency to have children pass along with 

their age group regardless of their ability or achievement is the 

fact that children are remaining in school lon'er. Two rorces 

operate to accomplish this : (i) Compulsory education laws and poli- 

cies recuire children to stey in school in some states until they 

are l3 oars olç, (2) Ch:ild labor laws and moros forbid children 

to work and provide little place in the social order for out-of- 

school ebiidren during the school year. Children are placed into 
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the school8 arid required to stay there. Children and parents do 

not have the freedom to choose whether to go to school or not. 

Regardless of desires, interests, or ambitions, the child must go 

to school for marty years . He cannot be repeatedly failed or ex- 

oelled unless he becomes a juvenile delinquent, in wiich case he is 

placed in another institution. 

A present tendency also is to take boys into tile military for 

two years shortly after they are released from high school. 

There seems to be no alternative to this patterm of' reginenta- 

tion of children at present. 

Data to support the statement that children are tending to re- 

main longer in sdîools may be secured from many sources. One such 

source is in Edwdrds' am Richey's book where a graph shows the per- 

centae of teen-age children remaining in U. S. schools for differ- 

ent years as follows: (16, p. 6iL.) 

1890 6% 

1900 11% 

1910 16% 

1920 32% 

1930 51% 

191L0 69% 

Arithmetic in Modern Life 

Computational practices in the business world have been shift- 

ing frodi the human to the mechanical. At present, the fol1oving 
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coritions prevail: 

Most retail stcrs use casii registers and auding macines for 

over-the-counter exchanges. They have weighirg scales that auto- 

matically compute prices of comiodities urchased by weight. They 

have tauie and coiters for figuring other costs arti iark-ups arti 

dis counts. Little longhand eorrutation is done. 

Gasoline is vended from puirs which autOEnaticaily register 

gallons and dollars. 

Bank booikeeping is done with maciiines. Interest and lapsed 

time are figured from tables. Automatic change makers are not 

unco'nmon. 

Lumber measures and costs cre figured from tables. 

Persorl income tax returns involve SliE31e addition and subtrac- 

tion, and tables, or the raost elementary forr of multiplication. 

Joint returns necessitate dividinh by tv. Internal revenue person- 

riel w-iii figure the ta for tne individua]. if desired. 

Statistical coiipatations arc done on machines as are ali forms 

of scieiitiíic ar1 engineering calculations. Estimates and aproxi- 

mations are worKed on slide rules. 

Aviators and meteorologists use computers and noinograms. 

Such a list couïd go on for a long time. The number system 

lends itself so ideally to mechanical coiiøutation that it is not 

easy to find a business which does not use machines. A similar 

number system with the base two is suited to electronic com)uting 
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machines which have been invntec1 to solve the n.ost involved prob- 

lems. 

It seems that as soon as there develops a situation necessita- 

ting £at and accurate computation, soeone devises a rachine, 

gadget, table, or nonLogram to do the sob. There is little demand 

by business roi' a hin rapid calculator, and there will probably 

be less. 

In the 1930's, when the criterion that social usage should 

determine arithmetic instruction content was more widely accepted 

than it S now, txere was considerable research to determine the 

nature and extent o arithmetic actually used in the adult world. 

The amount was surprisingly low to many educa bers Wilson' book 

( 88) contaifl.3 suniaries o1 :ay of the invstigation; made then and 

since. The details of the fmnctngs are not iniportint, bib a general 

conclusion is inescapable that few people engage in extensive corn- 

putation or involved nathematics. 

Most authorities seem to believe that the nearest thing to a 

universal need as far as mathematics is concerned is for an under-- 

standing of our declinai notation system. This is a prerequisite for 

all intelligent coiiuthtion, estimating, etc. Jnderstanding the 

number system makes possible co!r)utation by various moans (shortcuts 1) 

ii addition to the standard algorisms. 

The standard algorisms we use for pencil and saper computations 

were conventionulized about a hundred years ago and were compromises 



between shDrter a d loner procedures. They vere presumed to be the 

most efficient methods to use where much computation had to be done 

long-handed by folks of moderately superior attainments. 

Schools taa-ht these algoris:is. Students who cou and did 

learn them were passed. Students who could not, or would not, learn 

them, failed and dropped out of sch3ol. 
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CHAPTER III 

POSTULATION 

Preview 

This chapter attempts to establish reasonably tenable premises 

for the solution of the problem of determining objectives of 

mathematics instruction in public schools The sources of data 

and opinion outlined in Chapter II are drai upon for ideas concern- 

ing appropriate educational and philosophical doctrines. History 

and psychology are scanned for acceptable generalizations pertinent 

to the problem. 

Two assunptions are formulated, examined ar1 postulated to 

serve as guiding principles for the olution of the problem. kte 

of the guiding principles concerns accepting a social setting for 

mathematics education; the other provides for adopting a theory of 

learning. 

Be definition, a postulate is accepted without proof. However, 

the po3tulates forming a set should be reasonable, serviceable, arti 

not incompatible with each other. The line of reasoning leading to 

the postulation of each guiding principle is indicated. 

Point of View 

Man seems to be a pirposing creature. His schemes for 

educating his young do not exist in an intellectual vacuum. 
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Implicit in his prorai for tr.iriirtg chiluren are his ideas about 

the nature of society arid th nature of peo:1e. 

Different cultures have differing gotis in their ethicationa]. 

efforts. ! little reflection i1 s iggest varythg airs ax thodz 

of or'anized education among a theocracy, an aristocracy, a totali- 

tarian state, a welfare state, a caste system, ar1 an atheistic 

society. One may conteplate how differing concepts of human nature 

iou].d influence the purposes of organized instruction. Suppose the 

,eop1e who are setting up an 1ucationa1 program believe that 

children re born evil, and that education is needed to eradicate 

sins or demons. suppose that humans were considered to be 

col1ections of mental faculties which are capable of being trained 

or sharpened. ck'. suppose edicators a3unu that thildren a-ere 

infinìtaly xnodi.fiabie axil that urger )Z'OpßZ education anyone could 

become a enius, or an artist, Suppose it wa. believed that indi- 

vidua].s varied in value and talent according to their race, color, 

caste, or tionality. that would happen in education if the 

prevailing view was that the iniverse aixi the peo,1e in it were 

cp1etely mechanistic; that ail evits were fore-ordained, aii 

that human effort. to change nn or his world were futile arri 

absurd. It 1naf be realized how objectives and patterns of education 

may vary in accordance iith conce?t3 of human nature, epistenolor 

arxi philosophy. 

It is right ari proper that the social arrt psychological 

theories on vthich an educational plan is fouriled be clearly 
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predicated. An atterpt will 1e made to suggct the ocio1oica1 

and psycho1og.ca1 prer'ise used for oivrig the prob1ei of this 

study. The premises villi be postulated as guiding principles. 

Guiding Principle Number One 
SOC and Political 

The story oí the development of public education in Anerica 

is iritton in histories of education. Friefly, educatio of 

children in America was once considered to be the enterprise of 

their parentm. Where feasible, parents occasionally pooled their 

eíTorto to train thoir young. Someties civic-minded people set 

up comnimity sc}ioolz, charity or tuition. More than a hundred years 

ago iì Horace Marin tue, a movement for free public elerneutary 

3ducation was accelerated. Later, the idea of free public schools 

expanded to included secondary education. Since the turn of the 

twentieth century, public high schools have, to a considerable 

extent, replaced private acadeìiies. 

During the past century and a half, the relationsip between 

2ovcrnment and educaticn in Aierica has gone through a process of 

growth, developncnt, nd change. Government in the United States 

is divIded Into various l3-els; federal, state, county, township, 

miunicipality, district, etc. The use o. the vord, "level," does 

not imply a chain of cormand" or authority. It may be thought 

of as indicating a degre2 of remoteness from the people. Consti- 

tutions, charters, and laws define the functions, powers, and 
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::rith Laderal ai state conatitations embx.n the suprenie laus. 
Early ititios tdc 1itic, or no, efsrcuc tc ectia. 
The tenth anienat to the United Stte con&titution state8z 

The poer not de1eted t the Ciiteã States by the 
constitution, nor prohibited by it to the etatea, are 
reserved to the st.ate respectively, or o the people. 
(53, p. 356) 

ìom this it may oe inferred that edocation s construed 

not to be a function of the federal ,overwìunt but rather that 

if arything ìare to be done about education it was up to the 

people, or to the state overnzintì, to do í. 
The earij schools were set up under the auspices of the 

peoplet. In time, pernìissive legislation ¿as passed by 3tate 

legislatures apovtering local comiunities to tax for sc±ìool 

support, aud later for e chool builbing construction purchase. 

Gradually, state governments gave ¡ne attention to public 

educatioa. 

Aa the ictern states eo into the union, it was a practice 

to set aside certain lacxL, the proceeds from which were to be 

used for educational purposes. 

The Ceon Constitution, drawn up in lUS?, said: 

Article VILE, ection 3. The legislative asacmb].y sbe.l 
provide by law for the establishment of a unif aid 
general system of mraon schools. (3, p. 3W)) 

t.k'egon's constitution also iìde provision for a Cciamon "irreducible 

School Fund to be derived from the sale or disposition of school 
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and other IOUYt'OS (3, p. 3tL0) 

Until corn aratively recont].y, the control and direction of 

the public achools ws aivost entirely in the hncL üf the peorle 

of the locd 'o :î.ty or school district with little or no state 

or federal doirination. 

Of late years, the control and direction of the public schools 

has been shifting to hijher, more reriote, levels of governnent. 

State governments have been providing increasing ç'oportions of 

school funds. State legislatures have passed increasing numbers 

of laws affecting the curriculum (concerning health, physical 

education, alcohol, etc . ) . State-wide COn)ulaory school at exance 

la7s are including wider age ng. State dspartrnents of education 

have been expanded and given more and more power to set up and 

enforce staiidarth retarding school prograr, buildings, teachers 

axil teaching. Textbooks to be used in public schools are sometimos 

controlled ab the stato level. Some states provide that public 

school teachers are eligible for state retirement assistance along 

dth other state employees (civil service) Pithlic school teachers 

usually must receive state certification to teach; must sortiies 

tdke special loyalty oaths re4 aired by the state; ar are soitimes 

subject to special teacher minimum salary laws In many states, 

education is res'onsible for impressive shares of the state budget. 

There is sorne public pressure to move responsibility for public 

education to the highest, most remote, level b having the 

federal governnent step in with financing. 



].oe1 CTh)O1 districts continue to have local Lights, 

:!iair sch.o1 issìe now hayo 1arLcr aror]a. National rnagazine, as 

ei1 as local newspapex-, pìbli8h attacks on, s.nd dcrerics of, tue 

1)lthliC schools, 1ì2O3t tS if ths schools "cre a national cuterpriso. 

There sr 1obbyist fr and against the iub1ic 3chools in legis-. 

latures rìd cngre3s, Pib1ishers wage greit e1e eaxpaigns to 

win state-wide textbook contracts. Adopted texts are analyzed f 
posi.b10 subversive material, Teachers ar banded together in 

poit5..cally-poworLul state ari natioflal ormnizariona ar vage 

state arid national cmaigns on behalf of "educabion". 

Throu.gi legislation ar changing public opinion the control 

and direction of the public school seems to be shifting fr the 

people to representatives of the people (goveriint officiais); ' 
shifting fron close-to-home control to more renote control, The 

chance is tending to he from a "pure" democratic to a republican 

Loii of school ainistration. 
It is not implied that the slüftirig control of public edii-. 

cation is good or badi nor that it is completed, nor irrever;3ible, 

nor inevitable. It is recognid that there is mich a shift and 

it is believed that it should be reckoned with in deter:nining 

objectives of education. 

The problem of this paper is being considered as if the 1ibli 

school ero no longer under the primary control of the people of 

the dLstrici, bit has, instead, become an agency or function of 
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:tzte govrnriet. It th ai i! publIc edue;ìtlon, a residua]. 

pter rfc'red t la the tenth anxx1uiert to th United $tates 

Corst.tution, has shifted from &J the peop1e' pr.ijeCt to 'ethg 

th Uie 

The asrttription that public edueatLon is thtca11y a state 

£tmeion, ! nlj rartia1y auid ecao varLou lrvei of 

t;overiient frnri federal to sub-dJtrict, not to utton the 

moia aal the PTJI, iave kart3 to Howvr, 1:1 urder to 

provide a £Qt'U.8 for tie probieii, it i deeid ccur to deBlg 

2]itC 3!tYIt ß)jt3j3ì o, .iht ,ljtjj. or oci1 ex*', 

i cìdezed havirt the priuj responibllity i'ow roscribing 

conte:it aLXI objectives of public ríatheauatîs oduttion. For working 

totu'd a solution of the problem, the state, a a political division 

is so designated. hence, profesionil educatora tio parti'ipate in 

public cthcr.atic education planning or lxtrction are statc 

fictionaires as well c.. tecers, aixi are involved ri1th political 

as eJ. as educatiowil cons rtions, 

An altcrnative rtion co the oricept that th pullic 

choo1 is a stiate agency is th t the public shol is, or properly 

should be, ctro1ied by local ]riien, nd that the st.ate does not 

or should not, have the suthcity axid should riot set up staizisrds 

at eduxation .w4 precribc cr.rricula, or objetivo. Under this 

assumption the p'oblen of this thesis wald terri to disapear ixs-. 

iiich as each local ¿;r)i would b ext)oered to hancU.e the taatter 

as they wished. 



Another alternative assumption could be that the public school 

la, and properly should be, controlled ad directed by designated 

profesiona1 educators who are given power and authority to do as 

they see fit vrithout reference to political considerations. This 

would still necessitate designating the geographic or political 

area where they have jurisdiction, but it would relieve the profes-. 

sional educators from having to conform to the bill of rights and 

other legal or ohilosophical mandates. 

For the purpose of this study, it is postulated that public 

education, in general, and public mathematics education, in parti- 

cular, is a state function, and, therefore, should be conducted in 

accord with American political philosophy and constitutional govern 

ment. 

Although many other phases of American life (milk, labor, 

sanitation, roads, etc.) have left the hor and local community 

control and started climbing the ladder of levels of government, 

public education being considered basically a state function as op- 

posed to being a priimrily local responsibility is particularly 

fraught wit1i grave implications. People who scan the schools for 

subversion may be aware that dictators arid demagogs may mold minds 

and dominate populations through children in public schools which 

are state-controlled. They may realize that. educators and psychol- 

ogists who are only indirectly answerable to the people may be 

terrted to use potent means of thought-control to further their ovm 
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ends or those of their superiors. An integrated system of educa- 

tian controlled and directed at the state level estab1ises machin- 

ery for effecting the lives and fortunes of larger masses of people 

for good or ill by coripeteuce and incompetence, wisdom and folly, 

ethics and unscrupulousness. 

It seems to be especially incumbent upon public education of- 

ficials that they take every reasonable precaution to safeguard 

people and future generations against possibilities of evil which 

may be caused by themselves or their successors, and which are in- 

herent in a state-controlled and directed public educational pro- 

grani. 

Insofar as the public school is a governmental (stato) agency, 

it seeris a1iost axiomatic that it should be conducted in accordance 

with constitutional guarantees and American political philosophy. 

When objectives of mathematics education in the public schools are 

being fornulated, serious consideration should be given to the 

foundations in law and political theorT. Proposals and plans should 

be in harmony vith written and unwritten law. 

It may have been noted that many of the sources of data and 

opinion investigated (Chapter II) indicated that the public schools 

should teach for citizenship, democracy, respect for law. These 

seem to t)e wars of saying that our schools should have clue regard 

for American tradition and law. No source indicated that public 

schools and public mathematics education should he conducted con- 

trary to, or without respect for, or above and beyond American 



social and political philosophy. 

It is therefore postulated that: 

GUL)I1G PRINCIPLE #1: PUBLIC EDUCATION IN GENERAL ANT) PTJBLIC 

MATF1EATICS EDUCATION IN PARTICULAR MUST B IN ACCORD WITH AMNtI- 

wti PoJ11TICAL PHILOSOPHY Ala) CONSTrI'iJTIONAL GUAPANTEFS. 

Having postulated this guiding principle, it ii'mediately be 

cornes necessary to explain what is meart hy American political 

philosophy and constitutional uarantees. 

According to American political philosophy, what is government? 

Vthat is overnnient for? 

T1e Declaration of Independence states that governients are 

social compacts instituted ang nien to secure their inalienable 

rigirts of life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness (3, p. 3O). 

The Constitution of Oregon says: 

We declare that all men, when they form a social 
compact, arc equal in right; that all power is inherent 
in the peoole, and all free overxirnents are founded on 
their authority, and instituted for their peace, safety, 

and happiness; and they have at all tines a riglit to 

alter, reforn, or abolish the ;ì:ovemrient in such manner 
as they rna:J think proper (53, p. 323). 

Lincoln, in his Gettysburg address, spoke of our ;;overnment 

of the people, by the people, and for the pcople. It was conceived 

in liberty and dedicated to the proposition that all men are 

created equal. 
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American literature and songs contain references to freedom 

aìd liberty and the fear tvrant.1 The franers of the federal 

constitution were united in the view that powers of rovern'-ient are. 

government officials should be circuriscrihed and checked in such a 

way that ambitious men in any area of overîir.aent could not capture 

control and infringe uron the inherent liberties of the people 

(26, pp. 33S-3tl). 

The fundarnental doctrine of kerican political philosophy is 

that overnments are social compacts, and that governmental agencies 

exist to maintain the liberties of the people arAd to protect them 

ir1ividually and collectively from undue exploitation or domination. 

Governments are supposed to defend the r?i1ts and liberties of 

individuals and minorities in the face of majorities and power 

groups according to bills of rights written into American constitu- 

tions. 

In further support of this doctrine of government are two 

statements of American philosophy which have legal standing. They 

are the Plede to the Flag (79, p. 1077) ar the American 's Creed 

(3, p. 361). The first of these stresses ". . .liberty and jus- 

tice for all." The second states: 

"I believe in the United States of America as a 
government of the people, by the peoule, and for the 
people; whose just powers are derived from the consent 
of the governed; a democracy in a republic; . . .estab- 
lished upon those principles of freedom, equality, 
justice, and humanity. . ." 

i See: the National Anthem and America. 
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What do constitutions say about the functions of government 

and governmental agencies? 

The preaiole to the Constitution of the United States 1its 
the purposes (objectives) of the federal ;overnment. They are: 

a. To form a riore perfect union. 

h. To establish ji.sti.ce. 

c. To insure domestic tranquility. 

a. To provide for common defense. 

e. To pronote general welfare. 

f. To secure the blessings of liberty to ourselves and our 

posterity (53, p. 352). 

The prea'lo to t.hc cortitution of Oregon li.3ts only three 

broad purposes of the state rovernment: 

a. To establish justice. 

b. To maintain order. 

C. To perpetuate liberty. (53, p. 32(3) 

Although the preamble to Oregon's constitution foflows the 

pattern of that of' the federal constitution, it may be significant 

that the fra')er8 of Oregon's constttution did not include anything 

about promoting or providlg general welfare as an objective of 

Oregon' s overreìent. 

The purposes, powers, and limitatìons of American :overnments 

are set forth in federal and state constitutions. The constitutions 

are the supreme laws. 
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A1t1ouh the constitution of a state is the supreme law for 

that state rearding many matters, nevertheless, a state's author- 

ity over people is not unlirrdted. Legislative enacthents or govern- 

mental practices which run counter to guarantees in the federal or 

state constitution may be voided by state or federal courts. Cus- 

toms and practices long accepted by a state as beinr legal and 

proper nay, when challenged in the light of constitutional guaran- 

tees, be :odified by courts. An exanp1e is the United State Su- 

prene Court 's action of May 17, 195b, on segre'ated schools. 

In a concurring opinion on the famous McCollwa case (83), 

Mr. Justice Jackson, while deploring the tendency for the United 

States Supreme Court to become the national school board, declared 

that it is proper for the court to listen to appeals in instances 

in which constitutional uarantees :ay he being jeopardized in pub- 

lic education. 

There are many instances of the federal supreme court declaring 

a state statute, or school district regulation, concerning public 

school matters to be unconstitutional because it violated one or 

more of the Bill of Rights. A few United States Supreme Court 

opinions may serve to clarify the powers and 1uitations of the 

state for education under American constitutional government. 

In 1923, the court held that a state statute which prohibited 

the teaching of foreign languages in private schools clashed with 

the fourt.eenth amendment, aid was also an arbitrary interference 
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with the liberty of parents to control and educate their clüldren 

(80, p. )4o3). 

In the fanous Oregon case of 1925, the court held that children 

of comulsory school age could not be compelled to go to public 

schools. A part of the court opinion in this case reads: 

,t. The fundanta1 theory of liberty under 
which all governments in this Union repose excludes any 
general power of the State to standardize its children 
by forcing then to accept instruction from public 
school teachers only. The child is not the mere crea- 
tare of the Sthte; thoae who nurture him and direct his 
destiny have the right, coupled with the high duty, to 
recognize and prepare hi for additional obligations." 
(8, 

p. 535) 

In 19)43, the Supreme Court reversed a ruling made tvo years 

earlier and found that children may not be expelled from school for 

refusing to salute the national flag. The tribunal said: 

"The Fourteenth Amendment, as now applied to the 
States, protects the citizen against the State Itself and 
all of its creatures--Boards of Education are not ex- 
cepted. They have, of course, intportant, delicate, and 
highly discretionary fttnctions, but none that they may 
not perform within the lits of the Bill of Rights. 
That they are educating the young for citizenship is rea 
son for scrupulous protection of Constitutional freedoms 
of the individual, if we are not to strangle the free 
mind as its source arid teach youth to discount important 
principles of our Government as dore platitudes. 

n. .w-e apply the lirìitations of the Constitution 
with no fear that freedom to be intellectually and 
spiritually diverse or even contrary Will disinteçi ate 
the social organization. . . Freedom to differ is not 
itmited to things that do not atter nich. That would 
be a mere shadow of freedom. The test of its substance 
is the right to differ as to things that touch the heart 
of the existing order." (32, pp. 637-6)42) 



A reccnt Supreme Court ruling coicerzù racial segregation in 

public schools reiterates the therme of liberty under law. The unan- 

irnous opinion says: 

"Although the Court has not assumed to define 'liberty' 
with any çeat precision, that terri is riot confined to 
mere freedom fror' bodily restraint. Liberty under law 
extends to the full range of conduct ich the individual 
i free to pursue, and it carLot be restricted except for 
a proper :overnrnental objective. 3eregation in public 
education is not reasonably related to any proper govern- 
mental objective, and thus it i'poses on Negro children 
of the District of Columbia a burden that ccnstitutes an 
arbitrary deprivation of their liberty in violation ei' 
the Due Process Clause." (, p. i.i.99) 

There is tritten into the basic law of our land ideas of free- 

dom of speech, freedom of prese, religious ilUerty, etc . , all of 

which may be construed as guaranteeing the people against organized 

efforts on the part of government officials or government agencies 

to standardize the thinking and behavior of the people. The laws 

not only guarantee the right to be different, but alnost seem to 

be aìed at cultivating differences in thinking and behavior among 
people. These constitutional :uarantees are the basis for academic 

freedom which educators cherish. 

The doctrine of the States' police power is well established 

in American goveriunent. This holds that one of the powers 'reserred 

to the States ' under ai-i interpretation of the Tenth Amendment to the 

United States Constitution is police pmier under which a State may 

pass any law not prohibited by the Constitution and clearly desied 

to promote the public health, morals, safety, and welfare (7g, p. 95. 
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Sr.ai Concernirì Guiding ci1e No. 1 

The public school is an a,ency of state :overnrnent. Govern- 

rents exist to :iaintain the liberties of people as aranteed in 

federal and state constitutions. Restrictions on individual free- 

dom in the na'ne of public education must be clearly tied to some 

proper governnenta1 obj ective such as etalishing justice, main- 

tainin( order, perpetuat±ng liberty, or promoting :ub1ic health, 

morals, safety, and 1fare. Since public school of.1icial5 are 

under oath to support constitutional goverrtnent, they are bound to 

keep these things in mind when they are developing objectives of 

public mathematics education. 

It is the parents who have the prisnary responsibility of the 

guidance arid nurture of their children. 

Giidin Princip No. 2. Iarnin Theo 

It :b proper that nreinises concerning: the nature of human in- 

dividuals and theories concerning h'unicri learni: be postulated to 

serve as guides in developing educational objectiVes. 

Organized efforts to instruct children presuppose that instruc- 

tors have some sort f ideas relative to the esentia1 nature of 

the instructees , how and why they ioaiì, or nay learn, under instruc- 

tion. By their actions, if oot by their words, teachers disclose 

their conscious and unconscious vieis and attitudes concerning human 
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nature. When one Is trin to forriu1at.e ohjective of education, 

lt 3eern ensih1e to state ;rhat is an acceptable underlying psho- 
logical philosophy. If there ore universally accepted, positive 

knowledge about what human beings are ad or they learn, it would 

be unnccesary to discuss the point. hut since there i.s not complete 

agreeient, it is advisable to postulate an educational psmholorr to 

serve as a basis for developing educational objectives. 

Such an educational psycholor maj not be just drarrn by chance 

from a hatful of psycholoieu, so to snsal. Tierc ought to be rea- 

soned criteria for accepting this point ad rejecting the other one. 

Three such criteria for adopting tenets about human behavior and 

lo ruing for use in public education and devising objectives of 

natheaties education suggest themselves. 

Criterion f/l. EducatIonal psycholoy must be compatible with 

current scientific knowledge. 

Psrnho1.ogists have learned much a5ont human beings, individually 

arid collectively. They have studied periions, groups, and masses of 

people longitudinally and 'lal.itudinaliy. ' They have compiled many 

statistics and made countless case studies; they have set up hypo- 

theses and checked thera for validity. In the process. they have 

discovered and verified th-t a fen things which were once thout so 

probably o'e not; and also that some things once thou:ht not so, 

could he. The investigations of psychologists are published in 

various professional and ].y journals and hooks. 
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counter to the findings of scientists, and so we have at least a 

reasonably valid negative criterion L'or establishing an educational 

psychology: that it nust not be incompatible with current scienti- 

fie kto'rledgo. 

Current scientific kïowledge is fragmentary, perhaps, because 

ps:rcioioy :i.s a young science. Scientifically speaking, analysis 

precedes synthesis. Of necessLty psychologists have been nore con- 

cerned during the early days of their investigations ith analyzing 

the hurnan individual into his component parts ; giving the parts 

suitable lahel like nouron., motor areas, drives, h&its, abilities, 

complexes, mechanisms, etc . , than they have been with trying to syui- 

thesize indivi&ai behavior into universal laws or law. Vhen psy- 

chologists have defined and labeled phenomena, the scientific pro- 

cedure 5s to try to .neasurc them. This scientific approach to ex- 

ploring the nature of humafl beings is extremely valuable, ìut the 

mass of data produced teds to rerain undigested. in the uentiiue, 

public education :nust go on. An educational psychology has to be 

built on scientific data and reasonable inferences therefrom. Two 

extremes aro to be avoided. TILO inferences drawn from psychologi- 

cal research should not be too sweeping;. On the Qther hand, educa- 

tors should not be too timid about taking a stand. This brings us 

to a s'cond criterion for postulating an educational psychology as 

a foundation for establishing educational objectives. 
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reasonab1r cotiprehensive and yet pcc.fic enough to be ericeab!e 

for establiahing obective o!' r.hematìci odL.cation., but it neec! 

not be broad enough to explain any and ai1 hz.se of human behavior. 

It is the contention here that oderate1y broad generalizations, 

laws, or rules tbout human behavior hayo to bc !rjpothecated to pro- 

vide a iiodus operandi for public mathciaLics education; and that 

these la or r1es will have to go beyom our present derontrated 

scientific Jowledge to do us uy good. Te posthiated psychologi- 

ca]. genera1iations nay eventually e rovd mong or inadequate, 

but i: they ar temporu'ily servicoable, it is better than to 

had iio g.üdes or hypotheses at all. 

Criterion j3. The educational psycho1or postulated as a basis 

for Arneric3n public atheriatic educztion should be compa ;ible with 

American pol:Ltcal philosophy and law. 

This aay seeu like a strange position to take, becat'ise it srtacks 

o2 science hodn to politics, or of making educatio fo1lov the 

party line . Huwver, let the :atter e exaìined further. 

SeiOElce has not proded a irnivera1 'lati" concerning human be- 

havior aìd learuing. In the meantiie, real, or wouLd-he, phi1oo- 

plers; earnest, able, and crack-pot, reliCious enthusiasts; wise rd 

sìiiart educators; occasionally collie p with their posi'ive cnsv:ers 

ccncerning the nature of tan, and vthy, rhat, nd hoi children should 

( or do) learn. Curricuiwn naksr$ are not entirel7 unsusceptible to 
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believing they have becn anointed and have found the truth. It i8 
possible that some religious zealot or sycho1ogist has discovered 

the universal law of human learning, but if it runs counter to 

American political philosophy and law, it may not be used as a 

basiS for American public education vrithout going through a legal 

process. 

Catholic authors have written texts on educational psycho1oy 

intended primarily for use in Catholic colleges, universities, and 

teacher-education institutions Such texts incorporate Church 

doctrine and basic and leading principles of Scholastic Psychology 

One such text (28) has a chapter titled, "The Soul." and discusses 

its spirituality, Lrrnortality, and relationship with God. The psy- 

cho1oy in this text does not conflict with the findings oi ìodern 

science, but it has a strong religious slant. 

It is possible that tuuis orthodox Catholic psycholor is cor- 

rect, or at least is on the right track, hut regardless of its 

correctnes:: , such retaphysical doctrine nay not form a basis for 

public school educational psychoior, because our constitutional 

law maintaiis a 'wan of Sepatiofl between church and state . Re- 

li.gìous domata (2, p. i6), including special brands of educational 

psycholo, are outside the province of the public schools. 

Separation of church and state is written into the law, hut 

tradition tends also to preclude the promotion, directly or indi- 

rectly, of arr social, economic, scientific, psychological, or 

political isms through the public schools. 
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The conclusion is reached that the educational psycho1or used 

in the public schools must be in harmony with American political 

philosophy. 

To summarize: To puide our thinkini in developing objectives 

of public methematics education, it is desirable to postulate an 

educational psychology which is usably comprehensive in scope, is 

in accord with scientific findings, and vihich is not antagonistic 

to American political philosophy. 

Three phases of educational psychology pertinent to mathematics 

education nul be considered in the lirtht o1 the criteria for adopt- 

ing an educational psychology and theory of learning. 

a. how may an educator re;ard man? 

b. What notivates man? 

c. How does man learn? 

Working ho theses relating to each of these phases will be predica- 
ted. 

What is man? Is he a composite, collection, or conglomeration 

of discrete elements such as arms, legs, w1U-power, wishes, atti- 

tudes, faculties, abilities, S-R bonds, mind, body, spirit, etc., 

or is the human individual ari organism which reacts as a whole and 

whose separate parts are convenient fictions which have o existence 

except in relation to the complete organism? Of course, this may 

not he an either-or question, but for the sake of' brevity, it will 

be considered such. 
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The dichotomr jr educational psycholoç>r of man being composed 

c: fti.screte elements versus man beiig an organic whole may be exan- 

med in the 1iht of the criteria to evaluate theories of behavior 

and 1earninr for the public schools. 

a. Both ideas have sorne scientific support. 

b. Either could provide a comprehensive enough foundation for 

mathematics education, but the discrete-element philosophy could 

involve alost an infinite number of elemenUs. 

c. The concept of man being coposed of discrete elements is 

hardly in keening with Aiaerican political philosophy, which seems to 

assume that a man is a man with rights, liberties, duties, and re- 

sponsibilities rather thau being composed of ego, Id, complexes, 

soul, etc. 

The decision is made to reject the 'discrete-element' point of 

view and to postulate that the human individual is an organism; and 

that any stimulus, educational or otherwise, impinges ori the total 

being. In other words, a part of a child may not be trained with- 

out afrecting the rest of the whole. 

What constitutes human motivation, pa.'ticularly notivation to 

learn? Is it rewards arid penalties? Is It coercion? Is it duty, 

or conscience? Is it love, or patriotism? Is it fear? Is it a 

finite or infinite list of motivations? Does motivation abide in 

the individual, waiting to be tapped by himself or by his teacher; 

cari it be produced within the individual by some process? Does 
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motivation cor'e fron within, or from without the individual, or both, 

or is it an interaction? In other words, what i!lakes a htiìan being 

tick? The tivation phase of educatona1 osycho1oy may he consid- 

ered in the 1iht of the criteria for selecting an educational psy- 

cho1oy. 

Scientific investigations find all kinds of things and circa:- 

stances which seem to motivate some ind!viduals to learn, but in- 

vestigations constantly rim into intangibles expressed in reports 

as attitues, interests, feelings, meanings, rapport, etc., which 

foul up clear-cut unqualified conclusions. 

Attributing ali human motivation to any specific source which 

scientific investigation has proven fruitful, such as rewards and 

penalties, irmiediately appears to be incomplete. Adding all the 

fruitful sources together produces a conglomeration. Repeating 

the definit:Lon that motivation is that which motivates is not use- 

ful. 

In postulating an educational psycho1or, we must make some 

sort of generalization concerning motivation which has predictive 

value for why children behave and learn. For drawing the inference, 

the idea of man being an organism may be used as a guide. 

At birth, the neonate man (an organism) seems to he endowed 

with a few difficult-to-define biolo.ica1 urges or drives. As he 

grows and develops, man's primitive urges are nodified. There seems 

to be no standard pattern of motivating forces which all men acquire 
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or develop 1n the proce of . rowth and maturation. 

It is poi1e to predict with fair accuracy what an iríri- 

human o a certain species and age will do in a civen situation. 

It is riuch rr difficult to predict what a mibor of the hu.Tan 

!pecies YT1]]. do under prescribed conditIons . infra-hwnn patte 

of behavior seem to be more stereotyiica1. Mari ' patterns of be- 

havior take aU dnd cf forrni. The ranifo1d yens th2.t rien man:L- 

feet y be cata1oed in count1os cateí?ories; death-wi5hes, sex- 

drives, desire to excel, desire for power, wish for security. ut 

such texs represent ,enera1iztioìs aioUt behavior rather th3n 

specific forces or entitìo. 

Aithouth the individual's primitive urges seem to undero 

chance a he develops, it does not niean that tendencies and tensions 

to act cease to sx st. A long as man lives and breathes, he seems 

constantly to be seeking or purpcsin. He is iot satisfied, or 

sated, for any length of time. The objectives of his seeking change 

frOTTa time to time, and from moment to moment? Now it might he food, 

now rest, nor adventure, now a thrifl, nar a mate to love, nov; a 

bod:j to seduce. 

Is tbero any eneraizttc that cztri he r'e which i11 tend 

to synthesize the ooniomeration of scientific ohservation on 

human behavior and humen. motivation? 

5nyg and Combs attempt to unify human behavior i: their book, 

rlDrJThu&L ìEHAVIOR. Three short quotations from it will indicate 

the train of their thought: 
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"T maintain their organizaiions îs the dominant 
characteristic of all living things; indeed, it appears 
true of non-living things and of the niverse i" 
(7]., p. SIt) 

"What the (human) individual is seeking to preserve 
is not his physical self but iJie s1f of which he is 
aware, his phenomenal self." (71, p. 6) 

"The basic human need. . . (is) the preservation and 
enhaacera&it of the phenoìuenai self." (71, p. 53) 

A eera1ization aout human motivaticm aay be made by the 

statenient that "the indivIdual is tryinr. to preserve and/or enhance 

his seif-cuneept." Does this conclusion meet the criteria for in- 

clu3ion into an adopted educational psychology? 

(a) Is it unscientific? No. It goes beyond the present find- 

inge of science, but it is not contrary to scientific knowledge. 

(b) Does it have practical value for a working hypothesis for 

public matheinatics education? It could have! 

(e) Would the adoption of it as a phase of educational psyckiol- 

ogy for public mathematics education nm counter to American politi- 
cal philosophy? No. On the contrary, American political philosophy 

seems to guarantee the individual the right and liberty to preserve 

and enhaice his self-concept, subject to others having the same 

right and lik)erty. 

The criteria lör adopting an educational psychology will permit 

the assutnption that man (an organism) is motivated to preserve and/ 

or enhance his self-concept. This assumption is made and coalprises 

an element in the contemplated educational psycholoj. 
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If we assume that the rnotivaton of individuals iie in their 

try1.r 1.o !nanta5.n aid enhance their phenomenal selvs, or self 

concepts, the question arises, "hat is a self-concept?« 

The self-concept. s rthat a person conceives hiriseif to he: 

butcher, baker, thief; martyr, manì-about-town, mendicant; leader, 

follower, reject; brilliant, dirh, bum. The self-concept includes 

that with ihich the individual identified himself. He will work, 

right, bleed. Wd d1 for hi self, which rnar include his alma 

mater, hs country, hIs fuhrer; his fardly, h± ancestors, is des- 

cendents; hIs part7, hì religious sect, his craft; his gang, his 

neighborhood, hs code. 5elf-concept-preserration is the first law 

of motivation! 

Two propertIes of the self-concept may be stated as follows: 

C i) The elf-concent is developed as s result of interaction 

of the human organism and its environneiìt. 

(2) The self-concept is not static, but i dynamic. 

Lengthy discussiori of the development and nature of the self- 

concept, or phenoienai self, or self-system, may ho found in varioua 

psycholo ,r books (II) (71). 

It was mentioed above that the individual' s prtitive in-gee 

undergo ohanes as he crows rind develons in a dynamic relationship 

with his environment. It was also noted that the se1f_concept 

is developed and changez through su interaction process . The pic- 

turo is of man being a developing and changing creature. Although 
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hi8 physical growth 1 omewhat standardized, Ms beha'rLor is rar 

f-ron Rterootyoed. To indicate and entphai th1. ba.c corcept of 

the conterp1ated ed11catLma1 psycho1or, the terra 'developmental 

p8íCholoj' will he used. 

GUIDING ffiINCI?LF #2. PUT3LIC EDuCATION IN GEERL AND PUBLIC 

M&TETIC EDUCATION IN PARTTCTUJM SHûtflD E CONSOZ(N? iITI! DEEL-. 

OPMTAL PSYCHOLOGY. 

Facts of individual differences, facthrs in learning-readiness, 

a:id facets of human behavior, led tndntively toward the hypothesis 

tI-tat the irdividual personality is a devioping system. Certain 

corollaries regarding individual differences, readiness , and learn- 

trig, foUo' from the basic assumption if develonriental psychoior is 
postulated a a working ypotheis for deviiii objectives of public 

matheme-ric s educati. on. 

If it is postulated that each hurian persona2ity develops through 

a process of interaction of the organism with its environment, and 

that motivation of individuals lies in eir trying to nanta.in and/ 

or enhrnce tei.r seif-conceots or relf-iytems, then it logically 

follows that each developing personality will be different fron 

every other, because no tuo individuals can have exactly the sare 

combinations of the infinito nth-ihers of hereditary and envlronn,enta3. 

factors . No two u'iìan beings can have occupied the same li fe space 

for the same life tiiie nor can they have had identical heritages. 

Fact3 of individual differences have been well-established through 

psytho1oical research. 
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Corollary. ALL HUMAN 3EThQS DIFFER FROM EACU OTHER. 

Instead of his behavior being predetermined (as in infra- 

human creatures) by well-defined instincts and skills (nest-making 

and huntiri. methods), and instead of his motivation heine prede- 

ternijned (as in infra-hunans) by specific bioloical drives (seek- 

certain foods and nates at certain tfries ) , man develops his 

individual conceptual patterns and skills and develops his individ- 

ual motivational patterns. lie develops ideas and attitudes. Thus, 

it may be said that postulating developmental psycho1oy p1ies 

at least a bi1atera1itr in the self-concept; a cognitìve aspect and 

a motivatin asnect. 

Corollary. EVERY HUI4&N BEING MAY BE CONSWERiD AS POSSESSING 

BOTH COGNITIVE AD )TIVATING SST2S. 

Implicit in the concept of personality growth and development 

(developmental psycho1ouy) is the idea of the individual person 

being ready or unready to grow, or expand, or progress in some par- 

ticular direction, Developmental psycholo inplies learning readi- 

ness (or unreadiness) at stages or tirne3 in development. A child 

may not learn or perform before he is physiologically and Daycho-. 

1o.gica1lr ready. 

Corollary. A HUMAN BEING LEARNS îHEN READINESS AD OPPORTUNITY 

COINCIDE. REAI)INESS IS, IN PART, A FUICTION OF PHYSICAL AND MENTAL 

OTH AND DEVbLOPMENT. 

Developmental psycholoLy with its corollaries outlined above 

constitutes an underlying assumption for the solution of the 
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problem of this paper. Extended discussion of the corollaries 

follows, with special reference to a 1earniii theory inherent in 

the assumption. 

Corollary #1. All human beings differ from each other. 

Educational literature is replete with research on the extent 

to which individuals differ from one another in manifold ways. 

Common observation also tolls us that humans differ in abilities, 

talents, interests, needs, temperanerit, background, opportunities, 

and social status, as well as in physical characteristics. 

Most of the sources consulted for this study agreed that recog-. 

nition should be given to individual differences in formulating any 

phase of mathematics education. It is essential that some consid- 

oration more than lip service be given to the obvìou fact of ex- 

tensive individual differences anong pupils. 

Some of the areas relating to nthematics education in which 

children differ may be noted as follows: 

(i) Children difL'cr in nathematical aptitudes or potentialities 

to learn inathenatics. Usually matheìatical ability is manifested 

early, hut this is not always true. 

(2 ) Children differ in experiential backound. Mathematical 

learning is based on experience. 

(3) Children differ in the tiie it takes to learn mathematical 

concepts. 

(b) Children differ in the time they need or want to learn 
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mathematical skills or concepts. 

() Children differ in the tyoe of mathematics they need or 

that will he of value to them. 

(6) Children differ in their attitudes and feelings towa mathe- 

maties, the school, teachers, hone, and the'ìselves. 

(7) Training increases differences between individuals. 

The observation in the biblical parable socias to be born out, "For 

unto everyone that bath shall he given and he shall have abundance; 

but from him that hath not shall be taken away even that which he 

hath."2 

(3) Not only do children differ among themselves, but no child 

is exactly the sae from one day to the next. 

The twin trends of increasing numbers of students staying in 

school 1oner coupled -ïth the no-failure policy in vogue in public 

schools thrusts new Thiportance onto the need for recognizing individ- 

ual differences. The net result ters to be wider ranges of differ- 

ences in each classroom. 

A generation or two ago it ws accepted policy to set standards 

for continuance in school. Individual differences existed, hut if 

a child could not, or did not, reach the prescribed standards, lie 

was usually retained. Conversely, an exceptionally able child 

could sometimes jump academic hurdles faster than the prescribed 

schedule. The tendency was to have the child conform to school 

2 Matt. 2:29. 
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tandarc1s . Co:ìparatively little consideration wa given to individ- 

ual dLfferences. 

It is the op . 
thion here that this policy is no longer tenable. 

If the schools are to undertake t1e responsibility of training aU 

the children of ail the people for as long as they want to go to 

school, it wL11 be necessary for the schools to adjust to the fact 

Of individual differences. Blanket tandards of achieveìent, arhi- 

trary curricula, uniformity, and regL-entatio :o out the window 

when serious cons±deration of individual differences comes in. 

A tenet r mathematics education, and devising the objectives 

ther9of, is the fact of individual differences mst he given right- 

of-way. 

Coronary #2. Every human being may be considered as possess- 

Ing both cognitive and ;otivating system2. 

Ordinary obsorvat±on tells us that human individuals develop 

concepts and ski11!s, memorize facts . Psychological research tells 

us that individuals have differing abiLities or capacities for 

learning; that they have varying inte1lience quotients; and that 

humans tond to generalize and systematize their knowledge. 

Ordinary observation tells us that individuals have feelings 

and desires, develop attitudes and prejudices, generat: likes and 

hates. Psychologists and psychoanalysts attempt to meaoure atti- 

tudes arid to discover the value systers of individuals. 

Thus, it apPears that the self-system, or self-concept, may be 
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thought of as having two phases, cognitive and preciative.3 The 

cognitive phase has to do with the processes involved in knowing, 

or that pertain to the intellect. The preciative phase has to do 

with processes involved in subjective valuing, or the assigning of 

valences (positive and negative) to elements in uhe field of the 

individual. 

It is contended that the individual is continuously developing, 

expanding, and changing his cognitive maps of his world 
; and that 

he is just as continuously (and sirmiltaneously) assaLng the elements 

of his cognitive maps on the scales of their contribution to the 

maintenance and/or enhancement of his self-concept. It is as if he 

puts colors on all the features of his cognitive maps. Areas with 

positive valences have bright colors. Other areas have somber or 

ugly hues. Sometimes the colors run into adjacent areas with various 

consequences . The brightly colored areas v:hich proaise to pay divi- 

dends are the areas explored. The ugly or threateningly colored 

areas are to be avoided. 

Thus the individual in interaction rith his environiaent acquires 

knowledr'e, systenatizes knowledge, and incorporates knowledge into 

3 "preciative" is coined from a root of the words 'appreciate' and 
'depreciate ' ; from latin; titare-to prize; fro ptium-- 
price. According to unabridged dictionaries, "preciation" is 
an old term (rare) meaning presuiabïy in the mercantile world, 
the assigning of prices or values. If merchants do not need or 
use the word anyn.ore, it was deened ethioal to resurrect it 
from the scrap heap and embellish its eaning to serve new pur- 
poses . T e word can have three convenient forne : noun-pre- 
dation; verb-predate; and adjective--preciative; all having 
to do with the subjective process of assigning of positive and 
negative values or valences. 
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hi self-system. At the saTne time, he is developing attitudes and 

values. The knowledge is good, especially if it is reasonably ac- 

curate, hut it is the "personal and social values he has developed 

with their positive and negative valences which energize and direct 

his behavior." 

From the moment of birth, if not before, the human individual 

is engaíed in coiitive and preciative activities. By the time he 

enters school, he has developed many cognitive and oreciative pat.- 

terns. In school, he continues to expand his cognitive maps and to 

preciate their parts. 

It is contended, for the purposes of this study, that learning 

is two-dimensional. One dimension is coniti.ve; the other i pre- 

ciative. One dimension does not exist without the other. It is 

contended that teachers should be sensitive to both dimensions in 

their instructional efforts. It is contended that objectives of 

mathiatics education which are developed in teris of only one di- 

mension are inadequate. 

How does the two-dimer:sional learning theory fare when consid- 

ered in the liht of criteria for an acceptable educational psy- 

cliolory? o scientific studies refute it. It could be a usable 

hypothesis for teachers. It does not run counter to American 

political philosophy and law. 

Corollary- #3. A human being learns when readiness and oppor- 

tunity coincide. Readiness is, in part, a function of physical and 
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mental growth and developient. 

A corollary of deveiopierìta1 psycho1or was stated as follows: 

A human being learns when re&dineso arid opportunity coincide. Read- 

mess is defined in the Dictionary of Education as: "wi11ingnes, 

desire, and ability to engage in a given activity, depending on 

the learner's level of maturity, previous experience, and riental and 

eiotiona1 set." (23, p. 329) 

It is obvious that there are stages in an individual' s develop- 

ment when he is not yet ready to learn a cert.ain skill or concept. 

An exanpie is that a six-months-old child is ordinarily not yet 

ready to learn to walk. Because some, or most, children becoe 

ready to learn a skill or concept within a certain age rauge is not 

conclusive evidence that readiness is an automatic function of 

growth of ali children. Some may never be ready, because they 

never develop all the essential ingredients of readiness. 

Developmental psychology implies that readiness to learn de- 

velops in a process of growth and in the interaction of the organ- 

lam with his environuient. The definition for readi.ress given above 

mentions that willingness, desire, ability, maturity, pre 'ions cx- 

perience, menta]. and emotiorìaJ. sets are all involved in readiness. 

Cole notes that: 

u. .we can see at least three factors that are 

crucial for the perceptive type of learning: 

(i) The backgroimd of experience. 

C 2) The motivation, interest, purposes of the learner, 

sharpened until the approach to the learning situation be- 

cornes a directed search. 
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() The layout of the iearriri, situation, the per- 
ceptual field with its oupins, emphasis." (li, p. 331) 

Other authors discuss readiness, usually including maturity, 

ability, exnerience, and. a motivating factor such as interests, 

desire, etc. 

A definition of readiness within the framework of the educa- 

tional pscholofr being expounded for this paper would include ele- 

ments of rrowth arid maturity, conition, and preciation. Cognition 

and preciation imply prior experience. Briefly stated, readiness 

means possessing the requisite maturit;-, background of experience, 

and motivation to learn a concept or skill. 

The implication of the corollary (#3) concernin readiness is 

that a person learns that which he is ready to learn, if the readi- 

ness and opportunity coincide; and that he does not learn that which 

he is ot ready to learn regardless of the opportunity. In a given 

instructional situation, he will learn something (two-dimensional 

learning), hut it will not he what the instructor intends if readi- 

ness is lacking. 

Of course, the ideal situatioi is one in which the instructor 

is correctly sensitive to the readiness of the pupil, and helps make 

available proper learning conditions at the appropriate time. 

Sunimary of the educational psycho1or postulated for the pur- 

poses of this paper. 

It is assumed that: 

(1) Man is an organism endowed with relatively few ins tineta 



or irtherited patterns of bhnvìor. 

(2) Man's primitive urces early sublimate into a constant moti- 

vation to iweserve and maintain his self-concept. 

(3) Man's self-concept is developed and expanded in interaction 

with his environnent. 

(1k) Man's self-concept has two ohases. a cognitive system and 

a value system. 

(5) The individual's self-concept includin his cognitive maps 

and his value systems changes from moment to moment, hut tends to 

have stability and continuity. 

For convenience, this assumed "psycholoy" is called develop- 

mental psychology. 

It is further assumed that: 

(i) All human beings differ from each other physically and 

mentally. 

dde. 

(2) The human being learns when readiness and opportunity coin- 

(3) Human learniní is inescapably two-dimensional; cognitive 

and preciative. 

(Li.) It is the individual's value systems (preciations) which 

energize and direct his behavior. 

The developmental psychology and related learning theory out- 

lined above are construed as being reasonably tenable and as provid- 

ini:; an adequate educational psycholor;y for devising objectives of 

mathe;natics education. 
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It i rtipulaed that mathematics education and objectives 

thereof &iould he consonant with developmental psychology. 

Summary of tn 
Guiding Principle No. 1. Public education, in general, and 

public mathematics education, in particuLar, must be in accord with 

American political philosophy and constitutional uarantee s. 

The public school is a state fuictìon. As such, it should en- 

courage a maximum of individual liDerty and academic freedom within 

a framework of justice, law, and order. 

Parents have: the primary responsibility for the guida:nce and 

nurture of their children. 

Guiding Principle No. 2 Public education, in general, and 

public matheratics education, in particular, should be consonant 

with developmental psychology. 

Each person in interaction with his environment develops and ex- 

pands a concept of himself. He socks to maintain and enhance his 

self-concept. 

All human beings differ from each other. 

Every human being possesses personally developed cognitive and 

motivating systeiis. 

A human being learns when readiness and opportunity coincide. 

These two guiding principles are postulated to serve as a frame 

of reference for developing objectives of mathematics education for 

public elementary and secondary schools. 
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CHAPTER W 

DEDUCT ION 

Preview 

This chapter attempts to trace soie of the implications of 

adopting the gaiding principles postulated in Chapter III. The 

public school is presumed to be an agency of state government 

ratier than bein people-controlled, and therefore, its program 

should be conducted in accord with American political philosophy 

and constitutional guarantees. Developmental psycholorr is 

accepted as the correct Luide to human behavior and learning. 

What do these assuznptions mean for mathematics education and 

especially what are implications for developing objectives of 

public mathematics education? 

Public school mathematics education is divided into two 

phases for consideration: (i) compulsory (mandatory) mathematics; 

and (2) optional mathematics. Criteria are devised for validating 

objectives of public mandatory mathematics, and the criteria are 

applied to some objectives suggested by authorities in Chapter iI. 

The procedure results in some suggested elenents being included iì 

mandatory mathematics, and other proposed elements being rejected. 

Objectives for optional mathematics must perforce be more 

flexible. Criteria for assisting students and teachers select 

tailor-nade objectives of optional mathematics are proposed. 

This chanter is concerned with deductive reasoning from the 
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postulated ¿uid .ng principios with special reference to their 

logical significance for objectives of public matheiriatics education. 

Distinction I3etween Maixatory and Optional Mathenatics 

Araerican ibiic schools tond to have reiuired phaaos to txieir 

mathematics curricula, and aiso to have optional or elective phases. 

The question of whether this is good or bad is not raised. However, 

it is a purpose of this studj to consider objectives of both required 

and optional phases of mathematics education in the public schools. 

The objectives accepted must be valid in the light ot the guiding 

princi1ea post1ated in Chapter III. 

A dividing line between mandatory athexaa4ca and optional 

mathematics is riot sa easy to draw as it appears at rirst glance. 

For instance, a child mr be required to ' take ' mathematics and to 

get a mark in it before being promoted bt this does not necessarily 

mean that he must attain prescribed standards, nor that he has no 

freedon of choice within tie Drescribed course. un the other hand 

a mathematics course mey be listed as being elective bt the 

circumstances rray be such that the student has no choice bat to 

take a designated course and meet required standards of achievement. 

In other rds, the labels of 'required' or tina' with referoxre 

to certain phases of mathematics education aro not always true 

indicators of the actual situation or practice. 

Mandatory xxathematics in a school sot-up is construed as being 

cpri3ed of those aia of mathematics education for wich specific 
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objectives az star.ards of achievement by pupils are prescribed 

by school officials presumably acting in their official caracities. 

Students are led to believe, or allowed to believe, that they must 

meet the rejuired standards. Motivation ror the lea,rning of 

mandatory mathematics is largely extrinsic for recalcitrant students, 

and rests on systems of rewards and penalties includixw rewards of 

high marks and threats of low marks or failure. Although it may he 

glossed over, there is inherent in the situation an element of 

official cnpulsion to meet prescribed standards. 

c*tional mathematics is construed as being comprised of areas 

of mathematics which the student believes he has the controlling 

decision concerning 'what and whether he may learn. In optional 

mathematics the pupil and his parents have a definite responsibility 

for setting or choosing objectives and standards of achievement for 

the individual. Motivation to learn optional ntthematics is more 

intrinsic and rests on the individualts desire or will to learn. 

Teachers and other government officials may have in niit 

objectives or aspirations concerning mathematics education for 
children, but these hoped-for goals do not have teeth, or authority 
back of them, either in spirit or in fact. Teachers may urge and 

enccurage students to reach standards of achievement in optional 

mathematics but in the final analysis the student knows he may 

accept or reject for himself the mathematical goals without being 

penalized by the school. 

The key to the difference between mandatory and optional 
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mathematics lies in the student's differentiation between what is 

demanded of him by th3 ichoo1 in the wa of inathemtiticrl achievement, 

and what is not. If a child is permitted to belìeve that the au- 

tority of government is backing a mathematical requfrrnent arii that 

his refusal, unwi11inness, or inability to conform is tantamount 

to revolting again5t the govfrnrnent and constituted authority, then 

that matheivatical requirciient is mandatory. Oi the other hand, if 

a child believes that an opportunity to achieve in n area of 

nathematcs i made available to hi by the public sthoo1 arI he 

believes he hs freedcn of choice in the matter iithout revolting 

ag1nst legal authority or being purished by it zr way, then that 

mathematics is optional. 

An arialor to show ihat could tend to hecowo mandatory xnathe-. 

maties may be i1iutrated with a traffic cod, a driver arI traffic 

laws , The driver aszume that thore are traffl. la and that the 

traffic cop is correctly interprotinr and enforcing the spirit of 

the 1as Havrever, the traffi c cop may exceed his authority ar 

prescribe behavior for the driver which ha3 little or no basis in 

1RW. Novortheles, if the cLi.ver is unvered in law, obedience to 

the decree of the traffic cop becoe3 mandatory wider penalty, as 

far as the dr±ver io concerned. 

In a similar way, public ochool officials nay exceed their 

prerogatives and prescribe educational objectives beyond the spirit 

and letter of the law, As far as the student who is unversed in 
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educational law is concerned, such prescriptions are mandatory 

under penalty. 

A difference uetvieon mancitory and optional mathematics 

education may be expressed in this way. The objectives of mandatory 

mathematics may he sought by authoritarian instruction, if necesaryj 

whereas, in the final analysis, a nerrnissive atosphera prevails in 

optional mathematics instruction. Teachers, parents, az1 students 

would presumably be aware of this situation. 

This distinction between mariatory and optional mathematics 

is consonent .ith developmental psy±olog.'. The student fons his 

cognitive mao in ac :ordance ith the way he nerceives the situation. 

If he thinks official authority, with tecth is prescribing 

standards of mathematical achiuveinent (mandatory mathemtica), that 

is the way it is for him. But his learning is two-dimensional. 

As he is develcing his cognitive maps to include an element or 

mandatory mathematics, he is also assigning positive and negative 

valences to a].1 perceived aspects of the situation. The perceived 

asrecta may include the student himselr the teacher, the state9 

the school, mathflltic3, and so forth. The learning of attituctea 

and atpreciations and depreciations along With know1ede, under.' 

standings and skills cannot be prevented. 

ck the othor hand, if a student is chaUen.. ed tc. strive or 

a mathematical aisvaiont and erceives the challenge to be 

presented on a friendly take-it-or-leave-it basis, he forms his 

cognitive maps and praciative colorings ac:'ordingly. The 
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deveiopaiental (educational) phi13sop1r po3tulated for this paper 

dicae that it is the value systas the studeit forms in si'h 

situations that energize and direct his present and future be- 

havior with rererence to tha perceived aspects, mathematical 

otherwise, of his field. 

Since every student differs fron every other there is not 

asiurance that on'y wholesome mathematical ano self-concept, 

cognitive and preciative changes will occur in every individual 

under either mandatory or ortional mathenatics instruction. No 

two individuals will react or learn he saiîie in arty learniní 

situation. Some tuient may resent an element of compulsion in 

mandatory mathematics; others may find relief and satisfaction in 

the nrescription. cme students may loathe themselves for sub-. 

riitting to the compulsion; others msy find zcU'-erthaneeterit in 

fuLfilling every jot and tittle of the reluirenents. 

In optional mathematics, too, either or both posItive and 

negative valuations of the self-concept may acue. Some students 

may form a low opinion of themselves because of their lazinees in 

the absence of compulsion; others may take intense pride in their 

self-directiDn without teacher guidance. Mathematical oegnitive 

learnings may be righ and/or poor, and preciative iralnees 

negative and/or poe itivs under either and both systems of 

instruction, mandatory or optional. 

There 'ens to be no conclusive evidence to prove whether 



authoritarian or non-authoritarian (permissive) instruction is 

consistently more successful although perhaps the odds favor a 

so-cafled democratic instructional climate in American schools. 

If every individual differs from every other, it would be 

predicted that there would be no uniformity of behavior wider any 

particular method of instruction. 

From a developmental psychology standpoint, a logically 

efficient way to assure that most children will acquire the 

eneral and specific objectives in both dimensions of a given 

mandatory mathematics curriculum is for the instructors to control 

as many of the conditioning factors ihich affect the developing 

cognitive and value systns of the individual child as possible. 

If public school officials presume to sot extensive standards 

(objectives) of mandatory mathematics education, then they should 

also assume the means of accomplishing their puroosos; i.e. 

greater control. of the environment. But here we run up against 

the first guiding principle concerning American political philosophy 

and constitutional guarantees. 

i)eaLLcciuxz8 CQCtraU Mii orr ateana1cs 

If it is assumed that the public school is a state function; 

that public school teachers are state officials; and that therefore 

mathematics education in the public school rrnist be in accord with 

American political philosophy and constitutional guarantees; then 

any deprivation of individual liberty, or infringement on 
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intellectual freedora, a implied by th term 'Elandatory', rnut be 

Justified by demonstrating that it clearig serves soue proper 

function of governient such as potuating fraedo, rnaintainii 

'der, or promoting public afty or public 1fare. 

A tenet of Ameriean political p1ülosop i that laws and 

ordinances must clearly state '.ihat i required of citizois. 

Internretations, changes and sub1;ituticns ± 1aìrn and regulations 

should not be left to the whim of individual fiel. Objeives 

of mandatory matheiatics education 'st not be stated in such 

generalities that a stnderzt may imot know what is reuird o him; 

or that ermit t teacher to read into inxidatory riathomatics wkit 

he wishes, The nathematical requirement rhich a s trte e'cts 

all children to achieve hou1d be zlear]y stated. 

American political rb1loohy holds hat itt the eyes of tite 

law, all eopie aro to bo treated equaì3j. 1í,gical]j, therefore, 

the specific requirements f mandtorr uiathetmatics established for 

public schools should apply to aU studtnts oqualig. 

e come to the position that the ivatherr.atica]. sIciU ¿uid 

concepts Which the state mcr require children to learn 1y-xii 

are those reasonably specific kflìs md concr t ich are 

essential to the nreurvetion of a free E'ocioty. 

Hovr Tmay it be deterned what iutheiaticcl ekills and concepts 

are essential to the reservti.o of a free society? 

Two criteria are !uggested: 



a. those mathematical ki1ls and concepts which are frequently 
used by all normal people in American society are construed 
as beine' essential to its -rcservation, 

b. those mathematical skìls end concepts the lack of whimh in 
a citizen would tend clearly to jeopardize public salety, 
).ai and. ,rder, cr onstried as being essential to the 
preservation 01 free society. 

Normal people may be defined as those who are not abnormal, 

or who tend to be within t stanaaru deviations of the mean in 

mental, mora]. and physical measures of large groups of citizens. 

Sharp boundary lines between normal and abnormal people cannot be 

drawn. For the purposes of setting up specific objectives of 

cnpulsory mathematics eaucation for normal people, the 70 per cent 

to ¿30 çer cent of people groupes around measures of central tendency 

in areas pertaining to education are considered normal. Psycholo- 

gists usually consider the rniduie two-thirds of a mass of people 

as normal; one-sixth subnormal; and one-sixth above normai, if 
there is a doubt whether an indiviaual fits into the category of 

normai with reference to compulsory learning it would be in keeping 

wita American philosophy of liberty to exempt him from the learning 

reuireinonts demanded of normai folks. 

The term 'frequently', as it app .L1e3 to the mat t.er under 

discussion, should be defined. The question is "How often should 

a particular mathematical skill or concept be used by all normal 

people to warrant including it as an item in the compulsory 

education of normal children, when the basic theory under which we 

are operating is that there should be a maximum of academic freedom 
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und per3on&J. liberty artd aio fre educational opportunity for 

all?" If Gkill haz too infrequent use, it rusty. It a 

akii] has too infretuont use it may uot be íorth the time and 

erfort of ithor the ierrr or tho tcc1ir to develop it 

especially if the larrLor is not interested in thu leartüng. It 

would that if 90 r cent of all fornai adu1t u a rtthe.. 

rfltic.t1 skill or concet once riorith, ncI to other 10 per cent 

u-.,e it at ieat once a -er, then there rncht be jutification 

7:Lthth tho !rrirk of the 'xtding nrincip1e to inel.iide it a a 

part of andator rnathematic. If there is a doubt concuning 

ethe' to c1aify a ivcn iatheiiatic1 skill or ooept in the 

iandatory cabegory, then t should he left ot Snh a policy i.e 

in keoting vdth ericrn tradition that the le3st government is 

the best goverimnt. 

It is posbible that thero are some mathe!natical s1d.11 or 

conceDt w:ieh are not frequntiy ed, or thich many citizens 

laok, but iduioh aro deinonstrhìy eent.ial to the !riaintennce of 

public safety, we1re, law and order. If such there be, it would 

he legitt.ate to recuire children ta acrluire these rnthemtica1 

skills nd concepts. 

Thring the 1930 's nd since, there haire been inarr studies to 

find out the extent and use of mathemat.Lcal skil1 and concepts 

by various segments of society. These studlea tended to thow that 

scientists, engineers, tati9ticians, economiste, business en are 

re and more using the fruits of matnem'tics, especially in their 
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specialties. The studies also indicae that the rank and file of 

folks, generally, perform few mathematical ope rtioris, and those 

operations that they do perform are quite elementary. 

Quantitative thinking of common peo le eeIrLs largely to be 

limited to ordinary measures round numbers, and the simplest of 

proportions. Not marr citizens think of, or ap1y, mathematics 

as a classic system of deductive logic. Increasingly, routine 

computations in our culture are performed with machines operated 

by technicians ßstbnates, appraisals, accounting, actuarializing 

are done by specialists. 

Almost every conceivable quantitative calculation is already 

done for the modern consumer, There is very little bartering or 

haggling over prices in shops Everything from houses to cakes 

are pre-figured, pre.-cut, and pre-inixed; installment payments, loan 

interest, insurance premiums, risks and life-expectancies are 

calculated by experts, 

Two criteria for determining elements of mandatory mathematics 

which are deduced from the guiding principles postulated in Chapter 

LEI are: 

('riterion #1. All normal children may be required to learn 

those mathematical skills and concepts which are frequently used 

by all normal adult citizens in American society. 

Criterion #2. All normal children may be required to acquire 

those mathematical skills and concepts, the lack of which in 

citizens would tend clearly to jeopardize public safety, welfare, 



laN *x*1 order. 

The criteria are t o aopltud to wriu prco&].a f 
objoetivoa oe agthe!tic$ cdioatim in o'dr to dev.o) Iid 

objectie o public nd*'y iatheAUcs odtion. Aro Policies 

3h(tL11 reail in th* roedure: 

(1) ijectiv8 expressed in *'od trncrOliiGn8 zt hence 

are tbject to a mz1tip1idt o ieterpxetations for c1asarso 

prctic, should b avoided. The rewon bin t1ILt cøs1a 

on ke . ritan citizer should be. clearly dethd. 

(2) 4nce ver' on ciit!ers Zrori evexr ot*r; situe 

c15ion O1 a Child to 1wrn n15r b5 perceivi as a throat to his 

3s1føca11ce)t tth cou.eent ne;atie ttit1es; since i.rents 

hive the prias rspasibiiity ror the *&idanee uU nt'e of thsr 

thildronj sines ths state sb*14 not ta'y to sairdie chiid; 

ark! tince an iri;,artaut rinction of pubac agencies is to perpetuate 

fredo c1dinj ca4tc liberty, then a policy in deve1oping 

objectives oí wiiatoy tict education vrould be to keep the 

aazYIatc57 procram to a ini and £L ie nothisg that is not 

c.ear1r ,jtstitiab1e in er af the ritwia aboVe. 

ObJeativt*a of ¿tathtic ethcttön utsd ) varias 

authoritiee axxL recorded in Chaptc fl riaf be examined in U* 1iht 

of the oe"iteria Lor inclusion 1x *'ogr*n . nar1toiy bom&tics 

education for U. noria1 chi1ron. Tnr* is little to bs gi4nid t 

connider1iié propo objoctiv of uU4ies ication i*iiib 'e 
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expressed in broad generalities because the objectives of mandatory 

matheatis education expected to result from t process are not 

to he exrressed in -enera1ties, 

The 29 functional. cornpetences in mathatics proposed by the 

by the Cormission on Post-War Plans (39, pp. JL-S) for a basis for 

objectives of high school mathematirs education will be considered 

first. The proposed functional ccnnpetences which have universal 

and frecjuent adult use, or are demonstrably necessary to the 

preservation of a free society will he included in public manda- 

tory rnathematics objectives, 

"1 Corputation.lb fleseareh shows that comp:ratively few 

people compute with frection or deciia]. symbole except adding 

doUars and . Multiplication th core than two-pl .c e numbers 

is very seldori performed by many people. Probably a majority of 

people hve frequent ocion to add and substract vle numbers. 
It 'îou1d seem that skill and understanding of addition and 

subtraction of ite;ers; multiplication of two-place thteçers by 

to-place Integers, and the corresponding division might be 

j itified in mandatory mathematics because of their universal and 
frequent use. Skil'. in computation with fractions or decimals, or 

involved multip1ieaton and division of integers is hardly justi- 

fiable for inclusion in ccqulsory niathntics either from a use 

or a pib1ic satety standpoint. 

I A brief explanation of each of the 29 functional competences 
is given on page 33 above. 
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,e2. Pcrcenti. The ìcjority of n'na1 A.nieriean adults hear 

or read per c3nt concet expressed in pub1icatin and over t 

ether Not anouh 1e cipube er cent3 to justi1 

makin it mandatory 1earnin. Âcufrmn an undersLanding of the 

syrnbQli3z an neanin of siznkle per cent situations may be 

criaisib10 3bjectives for îandatory iathemtics. 

'3. Ratio." Too few jaop1e under&and or ase ratio ( an 

aitrict quoti3nt) to kiake the 1earnin oi it mandatory. 

Ui4. E3titing.lt 3tir11atin is included in trie 29 functional 

coapetnce a a o1icy rather than a skill. It is tco general a 

staterncnt tO e included in the iandory mathematics objectives 

a1thc,uli it an ìractice to 
5, I.oundin,, nì.aoers." The concept and skill of rounding 

oi abstract nmnnbers is not widespread. They should not be 

include a in mandatory mathematics. 

6, Tables.' Practically everybody in our culture frequently 
mets information and data in tabular form: e.g. time-tacles, 
heignt and weight tables, calendars, and so forth. Also, it may 

be essential to public safety, welfare and order that people be 

c1e to glean corrct informat±on frau simple tables. It would be 

permissible to require children to learn to read a few most 

commonly used tables like calendars. 

t*7, Graphs." Practically everybody in our culture meets 

graphs involving statistical data although they seldom use them. 
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It u1d be permissible to require children to have some experience 

with interpreting siimple graphs. 

"8. Statistics." Not enough use to warrant inclusion in manda- 

tory mathematics. 

"9. The nature of neasurement." Technical knowledge of measure- 

ment theory is not widespread. It should not be required. 

"10. Use of measuring devices." All people have occasion to 

use foot-rules, yardsticks, weighing scales, pint, quart, and gallon 

measures. Mandatory mathematics may include these. 

"11. Square root." Not justifiable for inclusion in mandatory 

mathematics. 

"12. Angles." Estimating, reading, and constructing angles is 

not a frequent activity of many people. This competence is not jus- 

tifiablo for inclusion in mandatory mathematics. 

'13. Geometric concepts." Many geometric forms, such as circles, 

squares, triangles, etc., will and should be learned by students, but 

technicalities of geometry are not justifiable for mandatory mathe- 

natics. 

"1)4. The 3-14-5 relation." Cannot be justified for inclusion in 

mandatory mathematics on either a use or safety basis. 

n1. Constructions." This specialized geometric procedure can- 

not be justified for inclusion in mandatory mathematics. 

"16. Drawings." Most people Lu our culture have occasion t.o 

use or refer to diagrams or maps. It may be essential to public 
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e1farl3, safety, tnd order that all poonle be able to road simple 

diagrams and macs. It is permisihle to include acquiring modest 

skill and derstanding in reading diagra'ns and nipa in mandator 

mathematics. 

1117 Vectors." Not justifiable for mandatory matheiatics. 

"13. Metric System." Not justifiable for nmndator mathematics. 

"19 Conversion," Conversioni involving inches to feet and 

yards, ounces to pounds, pints to quarts a;id gallons may be per- 

raissible in nandatory athenatics. 

"20. ALebraic syrnboltsn." Not justifiable in rìandatory 

mathematics. 

"21 Form1as " Not justifiable for mandatory mathemntic3. 

"22. Signed nunhers." Not ustifiabie for mandatory mathe- 

matics. 

!t23 Using the axioms." Not justifiable for mandatory mathe- 

natics. 

"2h.. Practical formulas. " Formulas, as such, sre little used 

except by specialists. The memorizing of thora is not justifiable in 

mandatory mathematics. 

"2f. Similar triangles and proportions." Not justifiable for 

mandatory mathematics. 

"26. imtry" Not justifiable for mandatory mathematics. 

"27. First steps in business arithmetic." Making out lists of' 

purchases, addin of costs, making change, are fairly universal 

practices. Children may be required to learn some of these. 



"28. Stretching the do11ar.t This ìs a broid goneralization 

and not specific enough to be included in mandatory mathematics. 

"27. Proceeding froi hypothesis to conclusion." This function- 

al competence is riot specifically enough stated to be included in 

mandato..'y mathematics Mo t thinking is done from hypothesis to 

conclusion. The problem lies in the nature of the hypotheses. 

it is conceded that the NCTM committee on post-war plans 

drafted an excellent list of functional competences in mathematics. 

It is conceded that it would be fine if all people were proficient 

in every one of the competences. Ftt if objectives of m.ndatory 

public mathematics education are to be devîsed in accordance with 

the postulated guiding principles, comparatively few of the finction- 

al competences will qualify for inclusion in compulsory mathematics 

under the criteria of frequent widespread use, or of essentiality 

to the preservation of a free socii ;. However, it is also conceded 

that the 29 competences provide an excellent check list for optional 

mathematics 

The check list of functional competences was compiled for high 

school students and advisers. Typical objectives of elenentary 

school mathematics education should also be considered for validity. 

Brueckner's and Grossnick].e's representative list of objectives 

(6, pp. 3-s) of a modern arithmetic program may he examined in the 

light of the criteria for mandatory mathematics. Those proposed 

specific objectives which are universally used, or are indispensable 
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for pU')llc vtfare, will be 1cLided ti e Iit o object1v5 for 

DUÌ)IiC nancatorr rnatheat1cs education. 

"i--a. An uiderstandin of the structure of the dcc iìai 
number system and an anpreciation of its 8irnplicity and 
efficiency." 

The deiinaI mimber srtort i universa11r ied by ail normal 

adulte . It niay be arg.ied that udersìding of the number system 

and the ability to count, and read and write numbers, are essential 

to public fety and clfare. 

"l-b. The ability to perforrt conputations connected with 
social situations with reasonable speed and accuracy, 
both rientally and with mechanical conputin devices." 

Every child may he required to learn to perform computations 

connected with social situations in &ich all nor:tial adultn are 

frequently involved. They should learn to do such computation in a 

serviceable way, or ways, whether on paper, mentally, or with rmech- 

anical devices. 

"l-c. T'no ability to make dependable est?.mates and close 

approximations." 

Since most applications of mathematics involve approximations, 

most usable conputations actually involve approximations or es ti- 

mates, wit: approxi'nations or esUmates resulting. Children may 

he required to learn to make approximations or es timates to the ex- 

tent that all nornal people do frequently. 

"l-d. Resourcefulness and ingenuity in perceiving arid 

dealin with quantitative aspects of situations " 

This proposed objective is too imponderable for ise as aix ob- 

jective of mandatory mathematics education. 
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"l-e. Uertsndin of t!ie technical vocahu1ry used to 
express quantitative ideas and relations." 

Understanding comnonly used quantitative terms may be included 

in mandatory riathernatics on the basis o± universal frequent use and 

public welfare. 

"]-f. Ability to use arid to devise formulas, rules of 
procedure, and rethods of bringing out relations." 

Not specific enouh. Many people need to use oe riat1-'enatical 

procedures, hut few neopie have occasion to devise formulas, etc. 

fl-,'. Abiltr + represent desirrìs an:$ relations by 
drawins." 

Does not qualify for inclusion in mandatory mathematics. 

"l-h. The ability to arrange numerical data systemati- 
colly- and to 'iterpret .n .. forr'ation which ts presented in 
graphic or tabular form." 

Arranging numerical data systematically is not a common practice 

except perhaps in a nost elementary sense. Interpreting information 

'thich is presented in graphic or tabular form is more common. It 

is permissible to require children to have experiences with simple 

diagraïis and tables. 

"2-a. Understanding of the process of measurement and 
skill in the use of instruments of precision." 

See the discussion under functional conpetences Nos. 9 and 10 

above. 

"2-b. Know1edie about the development and social sig- 
nificance of such institutions as money, taxation, 
banking, standard time, and measurement." 

Such knew1ede is n .. et universaliv u3od nor dOes it seem to he 

essential for public welfare. Social institutions and their 



histors take a high degree of naturity to comprehend. The objec- 

tive does rat qualify for inclusIon In nandatorr iathematics in 

publie schools. 

"2-c. Knciledge of the kinds and soìrces of information 
essential for intelligent buying and selling and for 
general econonic competence." 

Such kriorledge is iot niversally used, nor uNIversally agreed 

upon, or is it essential for uh1Ic weLfare. 

"2-d. UndorstancUn,t of the quantitative vocabu1ir en- 
countered In reading, in business affaire, and in social 
relations." 

A mInriur'. vocabulary basen on universrl ue nay be required. 

"2-e. Appreciation of the contributions ntunbor has made 
to the development of social cooperation and to science." 

Such appreciations are not universally used, or are they essen- 

tial for public welfare. 

"2-f. Ability and disposition to secure and utilize 
relia11.e iníormation in dea?lr tJ erergirLg personal 
and coununity problems." 

The state has no authority to try to standardize thinking or 

action by making this a part of mandatory mathematics education. 

"2-g. Ability to rationalize and analyze experiences by 
utilization cf quantitative procedures . " 

Does not quai ify for inclusion in madatory athmtics. 

It may be ot.ed that the application of the criteria tends to 

limit the content of the mathematics which all normai chiith'en may 

be required }yr the school to learn. It now becomes necessary to 

consider when a child may be required to reach the objectives of 

mandatory mathematics. 
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mnce mandatory wtheinaticz is 1rg1y conipriseci of the athe- 

ratica1 3kii1 tnc1 concepts which a yourister may observe in fre- 

quent 11'e, :.t -s likely that. riost children will attain the required 

objectives :.n tle course of in-school and out-of-school activities, 

without the necessity of teaeher using harsh pressure. Hoì'rcvcr, 

there houid be sonc sort of a deadline for children enera11y to 

achieve the prescribed goals ol rndatory ruatheatics Such a 

deadline should not be set without rearcI to the guiding principles 

postulztd ii Chapter III. 

A corollary of dcveloprnentul psychology concerns readiness: 

that a person does not learn until he is mentally and physiologically 

ready. Another corollary of devlopiertal psychology holds that 

every inividua1 differs from every other. hence, tlie age of readi-. 

floss to learn a specified concept will differ from individual to 

individcal. icwever, a time is reached when children who have not 

yet achieved the objectives of mandatory mathei"a tics by some age 

!iust be dealt vdth by tio schools in terìis of, "Ready or not, here 

I come i" The age of checking for achievement and instituting unre- 

lenting pressure to reach objectives of riantiatory mathematics should 

come as late in tite school course as feasible in crdcr to perntLt 

TriaximuLl tine for readiness and consequent learning to occur prior to 

resorting to compulsion, with possible consequent negative reactions, 

and stìll early enough to allow tibie for the child tc coripiete the 

requireaents before he leaves the public education pigra. 
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Statistics indicate that practicu11r all normal children re- 

ma:n in school until the age of sixteen (L9, p. 6) 

Assuming that it may take as long as two years for ari adolescent 

to achieve the objectives of mandatory matheniatics, 1f he has missed 

mathematics previously, and recorizing that there is little increase 
in mental maturity after puberty (2Li, p. 160), lead to a conclusion 

that age fourteen is about as late as feasible for the schools to 

use strong measures, if necessary, to assure that a child will attain 

the objectives of mandatory mathematics before he leaves school. 

To surmiarize concerning objectives of mandatory mathematics 

education: it is deduced that the compulsory mathematics program 

should be united in scope, and that coercive measures should not 

be thvolzed prior to age fourteen. These conclusions will he elabo- 

rated on in the next chapter. 

Deducions Concerning Qptional Mathematics 

American political philosophy and constitutional government 

permit a wide range of services which the various levels of govern- 

ment may provide for citizens. Although the public school is a 

state agency and may be liited in the extent and nature of the 

riathanatical skilis and concepts which it may require children to 

learn (mandatory mathematics), it is riot so united in the oppor- 

tunities and facilities it may provide for optional mathematics 

learning. 



Il, a rich range of mathematics educational opportunity is go- 

ing to be arranged under the auspices of the public school, the 

lion's &are of it must be in the optional category. The term op.- 

tional iiip1ies that the educatee holds te right to choo8e freely 

whether to learn all, some, or none of a mathematical unit . It 

also implies that the educatee may aDply his own criteria in maithig 

a decision. hence, absolute criteria for evaluating objectives of 

optional mathematics for an individual cannot exist apart from the 

one affected. It is incongruous for the state or the teacher to 

set blanket objectives for optional natheiatics education. 

The objectives of optional mathematics education are, in the 

final analysis, determined by the individual learner for himself. 

T'ne school maj help hirn learn those things that he wants to Iaìow, 

or that he believes he needs to Iiow. Teachers and counselors and 

parents may help the individual discover his talents, abilities, 

and deficiencies. They can show him advantages of mathernaical 

trainin. 
Selecting objectives of optional mathematics education becomes 

essentially a matter of non-coercive guidance. Optional mathe- 

matics education objectives and proams should be cooperatively 

tailor-made to nuit each individual. He has the right and privilege 

to expar or curtail the scope of his mathematics 'ogram in the 

public school. The teacher may serve as an adviser and be available 

to help the sthcient achieve his aims. The teacher should try to 

avoid making a child who does not conform to normal patterns of 
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rnatheiatics educatIon fe1 uncornforta''1e or inadeqiate. 

It would seen to be perrd.$dble for teachers to have in mire 

sorno objectives for tieir optional matheiatics instrut±on of stu- 

dents as 1on as they (the teachers) do not exercise pressure o 

the ooint that the nathcnatics becones rnadathry. Allovr!ng for aca- 

demie freedom ard individual differencos, and being sensitive to 

readiness implied by adopting the guiding principles, would tend to 

make h' objectives of optional iiiatherriatics for children some- 

what general. 

Parents and teachers are sometimes prone to make plans for their 

children vrithout giving due consideration to the child's point of 

view. TThen a teacher finds himself formulating objectives of the 

mathematics education for a certain child, it behooves him to keep 

in mind acceptable criteria for evaluating the merit of his propcs- 

als for the child . The criteria should be consonant with the guid- 

in principles. Criteria for evaluating teachers' specific objec- 

tives (designated mathematical concepts and skills) for specific 

students may be suggested as follows: 

Teacher's crit,erion #1. Readiness. Is this child ready to 

learn this skin? Is this the best tìe for him to do it? 

Teacher' s criterion #2 . W±U the total effect, cognitive and 

prociative, of the instruction and learriin be beneficio]. to the 

individual? How? 

Teacher's criterion #3. Does the individual feel he has free- 

dom of choice in the matter as far as the school authority is 
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concerned? 

Teacher ' crlterïoii Does the indivdua1 want to work to- 

ward t1's ecific objective under conderation? 

If the answer to all of these questions (criteria) is "Yes," 

then the teacher has a go-ahead igna1. 

Parente, or econoiic, social. military, and relIgIous groups, 

nay want certain specific objectives of athematics promoted through 

the public schools. The demand of a prer re group is not wholly 

valid criterion for a teacher to use In judging the merit of sped- 

fic objectives cf natheíatIcs education for indivIduale Such pres- 

sere groups nay put preisure by 1egit.nate means such as advert±s 

irr and exhortation on the student to learn. 

It nay be asu.e that many children in our society will want 

to learn riore mathernat ca than that encompassed by mandatory mathe- 

matics. !ost of these students would probably welcome guidance to 

help them forrtulate, anticipate, and meet their desires and needs 

in mathcnc.ticc . It a legitimate function of public school tea- 

chors to ise their services available to chi?drei: for uidace c 

instructIon :n optional rthernatics . Teachers should have at hand 

some instruments for guidance and instructicn of optional rriathemat- 

ice. Among these instruments are some sug'osted reasonable criteria 

for evaluation of proposed cbjecties of mathematics educatIon for 

application by individual students with or without the cooperation 

of teachers and counselors. 



Stndcnt ts crIterion ill. Am I ready to profi fron instruction 

in the athxatca1 arca under cos.deraiion. In other words, do 

I hrwe the requisite natrIty, interest. arc'. hacround of expe- 

rlence? 

Student 's criterion #2. Will the proposed iiathematicg learn- 

ing ike a contribution to ny long.-raii;e oals? I? 
Student 's criterion #3. Does the r'oposed rnathematcs learn- 

ing meet rr immediate needs? Hovi? 

Stident's criterion #I. Is this the best tine fur e to iork 

on the proposed matemtics, considerinr present and prospective 

per8onl and school situationE, and alternative actrites? 

Student's criterion #. TTov do my parents, teachers, and re- 

spected friends cowel e regarding this rnatheaatIcs? 

Student'e criterion #6. Am I ready t3 cooperate in group in- 

struction? 

Coroonenta of the broad fields of matheticn may be indicated 

to students by teachers and counselors . Various proposais for ob- 

jectives of mathenatIcs education assembled in Chapter II nay be 

used by educators s ourco of su:etions for students. A student 

may apply the criteria liste3 above to aills of mathetics for ithn 

a he sees fit. 

Even if a fine set of objectives and an excellent program of 

mathematics education is developed through guidance for a c3rtain 

5tudent and he accepts the plan whole-heartedly, it ±3 logical to 

deduce from the gaidin principle of developmental psycholor that 



the wloie c1cne is suLject to change rd rejection without notice. 

It is also loicai to asme £roa the tirs b gtiding principle that 
a teacher riaj exceed his ant1ority as a public oì_icial if he trie$ 
uziduly to pressre the s udent into holding to th objectives and 

plans oi his i.athemtics training set-up wien the student want5 to 

change. 

2! pr 2! 

There are usually tro phsee oï mtheraatìcs educa bio in the 

public schools: tnat which is requireu, and that which is elective. 

For this study, mathematics education is dichotomized into manda ory 

arid optional mathematics The distiric ion between nzdbory and op- 

tional riathematics lies in tke student interpretation or uziderstnd- 

ing of which is wich. 

The state iaay require all children to learn the aathematica]. 

8k1115 and concepts which ali normai adults use freqaentiy, or which 

are clearly eseitial to pu'Llic safety, order, justice, ari Lue 

preservatioi oL a i. ree society. Liese criteria iiiuit he scope ol' 

manda bory aathui. 
The public schools may provide extensive opportunities i'or 

optional ftc theuaties education of children. Aims and prograns for 

optional matheitatics ediicabion should be tailor-tiiade for each stu- 

dent, probably through a guidance process. If tue mathekiìatics is 

truly optional, any plan made for or by a student is subject to change. 
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Criteria îor teachers to use in judging the merit of objectives 

of mathematics education for a particular studelLt should oc condu- 

cive to pexittïng the student to choose freely to learn what ne is 

ready and needs to learn. 

A student's criteria for evaivat:Lng proposed oljectives of 

optional mathematics education should be coiducive to his discover- 

Ing his needs, desires, and readiness. 
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CHPPTER V 

CONCLUS JONS 

It was premised in Chapter III that educational policies, in- 

cluding objectives of mathematics education, of American public 

schools should be in accord with developmental psycholojr and Amen- 

can political philosophy. 

Developmental psychology is the theory that the human individ- 

ual, in interaction with his environment, gradually develops and 

continues to develop and expand a concept of himself--who and what 

he is, and with whom and with what he identifies himself-and that 

he seeks constantly to maintain arid enhance his self-concept. In- 

cluded in developmental psychology is the theory that the individual 

develops, in relation to his self-concept, a system of values (posi- 

tive arid negative) and a structure of knowledge . This could be 

stated another way to emphasize personality integration--that the 

individual develops, in relation to his self-concept, a knowledge 

system which has two aspects, preciative and cognitive. Develop- 

mental psycholo : y holds that it is the individual ' s value system, 

developed in consideration of the naintenance and enhancement of 

his self-concept, that energizes and directs his behavior. Develop- 

mental ps:TcholoY contends that the self-concept, including the 

preciative and coritive systems, develop in accordance with the 

way the individual perceives (or believes) things to be. 
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Anierican political philosophy is the theory that governments 

and governmental agencies, including the public schools, exist to 

perpetuate liberty, maintain law and order, and to provide for 

public welfare; that the normal individual is responsible for his 

own destiny ad decisions; that, in the case of a normal child, tie 

parents are responsible for hi nurture and guidance; and that no 

infrthge . cnt on individual freedom or rights may be instituted by 

governmental aencies except for proper government function. 

Developmental psychology leads to the conclusion that if a 

child develops a concept of himself as heiní rejected by the school, 

or as being a rebel against the school or society, then he will seek 

to maintain that self-concept and behave like an outcast or a rebel. 

"As a man thinketh in his heart, so is he."5 

Developmental psychology leads to the conclusion that if a 

person feels his self-concept to be threatened in an instructional 

situation, he will take measures to meet the threat--he will cheat, 

withdraw, become hostile, submit, etc. 

Developmental psychology leads to the conclusion that ins truc- 

tion to unready children is futile and possibly detrimental. 

Developmental psychology leads to the conclusion that if a 

person develops the concept of himself as being inept or incom- 

petent in mathematics, then he will seek to maintain that se]1- 

concept and be inept or incompetent in mathematics. 

5 Proverbs 23:7 
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Deve1ooental psycholocy leads to the conclusion that if a 

youngster under public school tute1ae develops the self-concept 

that he is mathematically incompetent, then further cognitive 

training in mathematics is of limited value. 

American political philosophy is opposed to regimentation, or 

standardization, or control of thought or activity of irididuals 

by officials except in the clear interest of public welfare or for 

pertetuation of freedom. The U. S. Supreme Court has said that it 

is not a proper function of the public schools to try to standard- 

ize children. 

The above conclusions lead to a further conclusion that coer- 

cion in public mathematics education should be used sparingly. 

Maatory mathematics is the mathematics which all normal child- 

ren may he required to learn under coercion, if necessary. Mathe- 

matical concepts and skills which are universally used, or are essen- 

tial to the preservation of a free society, are considered to be 

justifiable ohjectives of mandatory mathematics. 

Recoimnended Objectives of Mandatory Mathematics 

1. All norrial children should be required to learn to count and 

to read and vrith numbers in the Hndu-Arahic notation system. 

2. All normal children should be required to develop an under- 

standing of the decimal number system, i.e., that place determines 

the value of a digits that numbers are additive between places; and 



that the value relationship of adjacent places is 10 to 1. 

3. AU children should be required to have experience with the 

most conviionly used measuring devices. 

!.. All children should he required to have experience in inter- 

preting ordinary graphs, charts, maps, aad tables. 

5. Ali children hoi1d be required to develop modest kil1 in 

counting by inaU, equal and unequal, groups. 

6. AU childreì should be required to develop modest skill in 

cononly used addition, subtraction, and multiplication. 

7 . AU children should be required to have experience in inter- 

preting the iost common used oi percent. 

3. All children should be required to learn how to recognize 

fl!Jfley in its various cononly used for-ns (soin, currency, checks, 

money-orders, po3tagc st&1;Ds). They ìuld learn to count money 

a:id to make change. 

Placement 
: 
Elements of Mandator Mathematics 

Since mathematics in5tructicn by teachers prior to readines3 of 

the cûld is ineffective and potentially detrimen'bal, the tine that 

a toAc should be preseted to a child for learning I11 depend upon 

his readiness . Teacers should constantly be alert to tue readiîes3 

of the child to learn aathematics . Teachers shou] try to develop 

the childts readiness for mathenatics learning by involving him in 

perceived, meaningful, mathematical situations . If, in the course 
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of ordinary non-coercive intruction and quantitative experience, 

a child ha not achieved the ohectives o± mandatory- mathematics 

by age fourteen, then co-ercive measures may be taken to assure corri- 

pletion of the remnire'ent by age sixteen. 

Objectives for Optional Mathematics Education 

in the Public Schools 

Beyond the minimum requirements of maadatory mathematics which 

the state may demand of ail normal children, the objectives of math- 

ematics education are ari individual matter. As far as mandatory 

mathematics is concerned, public school teachers are masters of the 

children. But, for other phases of mathematics, public school 

teacliers are servants, teachers, and counselors. 

Programs and objectives of optional mathematics education for 

individuals should be devised and revised through guidance. Teachers 

should help the student discover his readiness and potential need 

for various phases of mathematics in accordance with his own aspira- 

tions. The teacher should be especially sensitive to the individ- 

self-concepts and value systems developing in the interaction 

of the individuals with the mathematics program. If negative atti- 

tudes and valences are tending to develop, the teacher should try 

to facilitate a change even to the point of dropping mathematics 

education for the individuals for awhile. Since it is the self-con- 

cept and preciative colorings which ener;ize and direct present and 

future behavior, these matters may be more important than cognitive 

learnings. 
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The guidin priilCiples leave no choice but to make the sciec- 

tion o objectivG of tathernat1es education o ii nàividua1, i'or 

an iridiv±dual, zind b' an indIvIdual, above and beyond mandatory 

mathematics, a ratter for friendly guidance by school officia1s 

The opp3rtunitles for incìivthia1 and group in!truction in any and 

all phases of rnatLematic which a pu1ic choo1 niay provide for 

stucents are 'n1tited, bat compn1ion to take advanced rnatheinat- 

ical training i pyhc'1ogica11y un5ound and politically "nconsti- 

tutinaI." 

Appropriate criteria for teachers and sthdCnt$ to make use of 

in the guidance of an individual toward deternining his objectives 

and program for lus iiathematics education arc gestod in 

Chapter ri. 

Suggestions for Further Study 

1. Sp11 out for use in a public school a athcrnatics education 

progr3 based on developmental psychoior and American political 

philosophy and incorporaLth suggestions for aims embodied in this 

paper. 

2 . How can an effective guidance prorm for optional rnathen'.at- 

ics education of chilen be Lnplemonted? 

3. lVhat 2re effects of uathenatia1 Les ting prorazus on self- 

concepts of individual students, parents, and teachers? What 

chances in children 's cognitive and preciative systenis take place 

under the impact of standardized testing? 
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Ii.. Jhat are. values of ?Ublic uchool marking systens in mathe- 

matics in the 1IL*t of developmental psycholor? Vhat arc elTects 

o school marks in mathenistics on the self-concepts and cognitive 

and value srotens of students, parents, and teachers? 

S. Is there any reiations ip between public thematics ecuca- 

tion as now conducted and juvenile delinquency?6 

This topic is sugeted hecause the principal of the education 
department of a state girls' reform school once stated to the 
writer thai; every girl in the institution seued to have art an-. 
tagonism, aversion, or block twaz mathematics. 
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37. National council of teachers of mathematics. Arithmetic in 
general education, the final report of the national com- 
mittee on arithmetic. New York, Teachers Coflee, Colum- 
bia University, 19)ü. 33 p. (16t1i yearbook.) 
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33. _______________. First report of the corrmdssion on post- 
war plans. The mathematics teacher 37:226-232. l9U. 

39. . Guidance parnphlet in mathematics for high 
school students. Washington, The Council, 19S3. hop. 

110. ________. The learning of mathematics, its theory 
and practice. Washington, The Council, 193. 355p. 
(21st yearbook.) 

111. _____________. The role of mathematics in consurer edu- 
cation. Washington, Consumer education stady of the 
National Association of Secondary School Principals, l9hS. 
23p. 

h2. ______________. Second report of the corission on post- 
war plans. The mathematics teacher 33:195-221. 19b5. 

1i3. . The teaching of arithnetic. New York, 
Teachers College, Co1.mthia University, 1935. 239p. 
(10th ycarbook.) 
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tional differences araon the states. Washington, March, 
l9Sh. 31p. 
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b6. National education association of the United States depart- 
ment of superintendence. Research in constructing of the 
elementary school curriculum together with brief sum- 
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1926. 520p. (A reprint of the third yearbook.) 

J-il. National education association of the United States national 
coimiittee of fifteen on the geometry syllabus. Final 
report of t:e national committee of fifteen on the geome- 
try syllabus. Washington, U. S. Commissioner of Educa- 
tion, n.d. 88p. 
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Ii.8. National education association com2nittee of ten on secondary 
school studies. Renort of the committee of ten on 
secondary school studies th the reports of the con- 
ferences arranged by the comnittee. New York, The 
Association, 189L. 2I.9p. 

li9. National society for the atudy ol' education. Adapting the 
secondary-school program to the needs of ;outh. Chicago, 
University of Chicago Press, 1953. 31(p. (52nd year- 
book, part i.) 

SO. _______________. Report of the society's committee on 
arithretic; part 1, some aspects of modern thought on 
arithmetic; part 2, research in arithmetic. Bloomington, 
Ill., Public School Publishing Company, 1930. Th9p. 
(29th yearbook.) 

51. _________________. The teaching of arithmetic. Chicago, 
University of Chicago Press, 1951. 302p. (50th yearbook 
part 2.) 

52. Oregon. Department of education. Guide for elementary educa- 
tion, 1953-55. Salem, 1953. 

53. Oregon. Secretary of State. Oregon blue book, 1955. Salem, 
State Printing Department, n.d. 372p. 

514. Orleans, Jacob S. The understanding of arithmetic processes 
and concepts possessed by teachers of arithmetic. New 
York, College of the City of New York, 1952. 59p. 

55. Philips, Clarence. Background and mathematical achievement 
of elementary education students in arithmetic for 
teachers. School science and mathematics 53!8-52. 1953. 

56. Price, H. Vernon and Lloyd A. Knowler. Basic skills in the- 
matics. Boston, Ginn, 1952. 219n. 
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the secondary school. School science ar mathematics 
53:611-636. 1953. 

59. . The iiportance of mathematics in the war 
effort. The mathematics teacher 35:33-39. 1912. 
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Appendix A 

State Courses ol' Study Analyzed 

Alabama, prtent of Educat,io .. n. Course of study nd .ç.uide for 
teachers, gradee i - 12. ntgtnery, Board of Education, 
19S0. lî59p. (Intructiona1 series bulletin no. U) 

Arkans.s, Departent of Educion. Handhoo'c or elementary 
teachers, 2d rev, Little Rock, The Department, 19S1. 95p. 

California Department of Education. The elementary school jrogram 
in California; hndbook for the orientation of toehers eï:'ring 
professional service in the elementary school. Sacramento, 
state printing oftice, 19. 38p. 

California. Deparrnent of Education0 Guide to teaching in 
Kindergarten and grades one and two. Sacramento, The Thpa'tment 
19J9. 7Sp. (u1letin of the Department 18 no. 8.) 

Colorado. Department of Education. Course of study for elementary 
schools. Denver, Superintendent of Public Instruction, 1952. 
72)w. 

De1awre. Department of Public Instruction. Goals and objectives 
through curriculum experiences in the elementary school by 
subjects and year levels, I-VIII. Dover, State of Delaware, 
n,d, l5lp. (Th11etin no. 51-ii.9.) 

District of Columbia. Public Schools Mathematics course of study 
for elementary school, kindergcrten - 6th grade. Washington, 
Public Schoola of D. C., 1918. 323p. (Reprint, 1952) 

District oZ Columbia. Fublic Schools. Ìthematics course of study 
for senior high schools, 'ades 10-12. Washington, Public 
Schools of D. C., 191i6. 23Sp. 

Floriaa. Department of Education. Functional matheiatics in t1 
secondry SChOOl. TaUaMsse. The Department, 1950. U7p. 
(Bulletin no. 36) 

Florida. Ipartment of Education. A guide to a functional program 
in the secondary school, Tallahassee, The Department, 191i0. 
¿91p. (Bulletin no. 10) 
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I111oi. Superintondent of Pib1±c Inrtruction. Cuidea to 
curriculum building, tho junior high school level. 5ingfio]4 
The uprintendnt, 19f0. 131p. (3ulI3tln rio. 5) 

ThdF.ri. partnent of rtthlic 7rtructjori. E].eritry school guide. 
Indianapolis, Snpiutenent of Public Inatruotion. 19h6. Thp. 
(i11etin no. 5o) 

Iowa. i)eprtm3nt of Public Thtruction. Jni hi choo1 !thß-. 
rnatio3 rca' eecondary ashoole; Ioia secondary school cooperative 
cizrrietilui progr, vol. 18. Des '5otr , or 1%O. 
U5p. 

Iowa. Depertaent of Public Instruction. bita e1ementry teachers 
hndborc, vol. C ritet e. Ds it of Icta, 
U?p. 

ansas. Superintendent of Public Instruction. Better schools for 
Ka3:R3 Chi1(frfl a nbook for tehors. Topok, State 
printer, flOp. 

Louisiana partment of Education. Course of study in arithiaetic 
Czr r13 for, five, itx evon. it ri.'itendont 
a1 Education, 191i3. S1p. (i1letin no. O3) 

Louisiana. Department of Education. Louisiana high-.choo1 stizvrds, 
or.ithation zid a1ifittion. Baton Rouo, Jujxrinbndat 
of ducatiori, 191k?. hip. (Ji11etin no. 633) 

IM,im. Drpai'.int of Jduotioa. Does aritItiatic iake orie. 
PLUUSt1 The par&ent, 19L9. 29p. 

.asachusstt. irtnt oX ducatic. Tìz evat,ion ¿.f condary 
education in }1asachusott aton Cairniiasionr of Education, 
1,SO. 2l4. 

iepartnt of ±icatii. A for t.2io iprovnant 
of secondary oduation in .ne3Ota schools. St. Faul, The 

l22. 32p. 

Minneoi.a. ie.ei rtue oAT cittion. A guide or instruction in 
arithmetic, 1antry grades 3. - 8. St. ¡iui, The DeÇSrtnOnt, 
19L&. 133e. (Curriculum bulletin no. 3) 

Missiippi. kepurtrnent ai aucation. FaIIdbOOk ior slenta*7 
teachers. Jackson, The Departient, l9l. 330p. (ul1etin 
no. 135) 
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M:!.sotir:t. nrionr of hcation. Cniire f çjr for 
e1ertry grades. St Louis, The Corm1s1oner, 19I6. 

L!1p. nc. i) 
br'n, re.rtnit of Ththi..c Trirtr'ct1on. Ârithìetic fca' 

Jíebraaka e1riertarr school children - course of study. 
Lir.c1n, Thç ?ìrt1- -nt, ] . 67î , (Rer1rit 19L') 

ejx'.TtnPnt of hcptrm. Cr&ttc' for e1ution and 
reís1on of high school curricuL, prelivath'2ry report. 
Cr;on City, Btate printing of'ic, 19"9. n. 
no. 1) 

Nevada. Departrnt or Education. Guide for e].ezientary education 
in 11edo, onth"c for ;r- 'iv icn, Nroon C.t., 
T1ìe Peparthent, n.d. (c.1952) S3p. 

Nw Jersey. Ipartment of Education. kritlnetic in child 
avo1rIret. Trenton, The Departnt, 19S0. 89p. 

(Elementary school bulletin rio. 16) 

New Mexico, Surintmndont of Public Instruction. Curriculum 
or sohool° in Nor Nxico. ßrfta Fe, The 

uperiftendeit, 19O. 300p. 

Now exico, Board of Education. Handbook Lor secondary schools. 
S!n4a Fe, Fïd Press, 19C. 

Nei: xico. Board of Education. Mtet±c ttativc gidc for 
high hool teachers. Sxta 1e, Rydal Press, 19L6. 8p. 
(3u11etin no. , 19h9 rev.) 

!'e !orlc. Depar; .cn4 cf 3ure'u cf Cur.riculwn 
Deve].o*nont, Divi sion of Elementary Education. Matheìnatic9 
for boc id i5rls, o handbook for teachors, Llharry, Univ. 
of State of New York, 1950. 151p. 

North Carolina, Superintendent of Public Instruction. Maths-. 
ïrtics n th uh1ie schools Ralsih, The Suprinten&nt, 
1950. 59p. (Publication no, 275) 

North Jakota. Departnient of Public Instruction, Course of study 
í;or Lh 1tax'y schools. i3iaaiark, 3uerintendent of 
Public Instruction, 19h8. 332p. 
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North Dakota. Department of Public Instruction. Courses of study 
for North Dakots high schools, mathematics. Ri.srnark, Super- 
intendent of Public Instruction, 19b6. 67p. 

Ohio. Superintendent of Public Instruction. Ohio elementary 
school standards, 191j9. Columbus, F. J. Heer Printing Co., 
l9L9, ]2Op. 

Oklahona. Department of Public Instruction. Curriculum ¿ulde for elementary schools. Guthrie, OkJahlia, Cooperative Publishing Co., 1950. 1L7p. (Bulletin no. 11) 

Oregon, Department of Education. Guido to secondary o ducation in Oregon. 1951-53. Salem, The Department, 1951. 169p. 

Pennsylvania. Departnent of Publi.c Instruction. Course of study 
in mathematics for secondary schools, a ogress report. Harrisburg, The Department, 1952. 295p. (Bulletin no. 360) 

Pennsylvania. Department cf Iblic Instruction. The elementary course of study, Harrisburg, The Department, 191x9. 5ö7p. 
(Bulletin 233-B, and interim report, 19I9) 

Pennsylvania of Instruction. s chool manual for Pennsylvania. Harrisburg The Department, 1950. 
83p. (ul1etin 211, rev.) 

south Dakota, Department of Public Instruction. A handbook of policies standards and regulations for secondary schools of South Laota. Pierre, The Department, 1950. Imp. (Bulletin 
no. 21A) 

South 1ota. Department of Public Instruction. The philosophy 
and purposes of secondary education in South Dakota, a guide to curriculum revision, Pierre, The Department, 19ió. 38p. 

Texis. Departont cf ßciucation. itsic learning areas in the 
elementary school. Austin, The Deparent, l9Li6. 3llp. (Bulletin no. L71) 

Utah. Department of Public Instruction. Aritimietic supplement to a toaching guide for the elem3ntary s ehools of Utah S1t Lake City, The Department, 19L9. 39p. 

Virgihia. Board of Education. ourso of study for Vfrginia 
elementary schools, grades I - VIII. Richmond, Division of 
Purchase and Printing, 19b3. 553p. 



Wisconsin. Superintendent of Public Instruction. Guides to 

Curriculum building junior high school level. Madison, 
The Superintendent, 19S0. Thlp. (Curriculum buUetin 
no. 12, ob1ems approach bulletin no. 2) 

Wisconsin. Superintendent of Public Instruction. Visconsin 
cooperative education planning program, general mathe- 
matics in the high school. Madison, The Superintendent, 
19S0. 68p. (thematics bulletin no. 2, curriculum 
bulletin no. 17) 

Wycaning. Department of Education. Handbook for the elementary 
schools of ?roming. Casper, Wyo., Prairie Publishing Co., 
l9L6. flip. 

Wying. Department of Education. Wyoming course of study for 
aritInetic, grades i - 8. Cheyenne, The Department, 19l. 
l3Sp. (fttfletin no. 7AB-C. 8) 
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Elementary School Arithmetic Text Series Examined 

Brueckner, Leo J., Elda L. Merton, and Foster E. Grossnickle. 
The New 1.nston i1 Philadelphia, T he John C. 
Winston Co. 19S2. (Texts for 'ades 3 - 8) 

Clark, John R., et al. Grcmth in Arithmetic (Grades 3 - 8) 
Yonkers-on-Hudson World Book Co., 19S2. 

Knight, F. B., et al., Study Arithmetics, 3 - 8. Chicago, 
Scott, Foresman and Co., 191i8. 

Morton, Robert Lee, et al., Maldng Sure of Arithmetic (Grades 
3 - 8) Now York, Silver Burdett Co., l92. 

Osborn Jesse, and Adeline Riefling, Adventures with Numbers 
(Grades 3 - 6) St. Louis, Webster Publishing Co., 1953. 

Upton, Clifford B., Arithmetic (Grades - 8) New York, 
American Book Co., 1951. 

Vheat, Harry Groves Geralding Kaufman and Karl R. Douglass, 
Row-Peterson Arithmetic Books (Grades 2 - 8) Evanston, 
Illinois, Row-Peterson and Company. 1952. 



Appendix C 

'egon School Ditrict Visited 

Beriton County School District No, 9CJ, orvalli 

Llr1n County School District No. , Albany 

Lina County School District No. 16 nd IJH1, Lebanon 

Linn County School District UH no. 2, Sweet Home 

Wtrion County School District No. 2LtCJ, Salem 

Marion County School District No. 88, Ketzer 

MuJ.tnnah County School District No. 1, Portland 

Polk County Schcol District No. 2, Dalias 

Polk County School ilistrict No. 13G, Mornouth-Indepenc.ence 

Polk County School Districk No. 33, Buena Vista 

Yainhill County School Di$trict Nc 29 and U}i6J, Newberg 


